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CSIO was started in October 1959, in pursuance to the 
recommendations of the committee set up by the Planning 
Commission to formulate a scheme for the development of 
scientific instrument industry in India. 

Initially, it was located in the CSIR building New Delhi and then 
moved to Chandigarh during1962. Presently CSIO is situated in 
Sector-30, Chandigarh and occupies an area of around 120 
acres of land in the heart of city. The main campus comprises of 
R&D laboratories, Indo-Swiss Training Centre and the Housing 
Complex . 

CSIO is a foremost National Laboratory engaged in research, 
design and development of scientific instruments in the country. 
It is one ofthe constituent laboratories under the umbrella of the 
Council of Scientific & Industrial Research , Government of India, 
New Delhi. Presently there are fourteen R&D areas in the 
In~titute . 

The instruments are designed in keeping with contemporary 
international standards and their relevance to potential national 
needs. The know-hows developed as a result of concerted 
efforts made by the highly qualified and specially trained 
scientific staff in this well-equipped Institute are passed on to the 
industry for production of equipments on commercial scale for 
use in various sectors. 

The Institute has a total staff strength of 711 including sCientists, 
technologists, scientific & technical supporting personnel, 
administrative and other staff members. Fourteen major R&D 
disciplines, four Service & Maintenance Centres and ISTC form 
the core strength of the Institute. 

The Indo-Swiss Training Centre, a professional training Institute 
of repute, is an organ of CSIO and functions in its main campus. 
It generates well trained manpower in the field of Instrument 
Technology, Industrial Electronics and Die & Mould Making. 
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It is indeed my pleasure to present 
the Annual Report of the institute 
for the year 2000-01. Although the 
period witnessed economic slow 
down, CSIO did not spare any 
effort to forge ahead, taking up 
several new projects and other 
assignments. This was a period 
when the task of the Institution 
building was given top priority by 
involving everyone in the 
Organisation. 

The Institute achieved an 
important milestone by obtaining 
ISO; 9002 Certification for three of 
its major Divisions viz Indo Swiss 
Training Centre, Central 
Mechanical Workshop and 
Standards & Calibration. This has 
set the trend for seeking similar 
certification for other R&D 
Divisions and the Service & 
Maintenance Centres. 

During the year, the CSIR began 
the task of identifying new projects 
under New Millennium Indian 
Technology Leadership Initiative 
(NMITU) with broad objective to 
identify and nurture few selected 
technologies in which India could 
attain and sustain global 
leadership in the near future. In 
response to this, CSIO organized a 
number of brainstorming sessions 
both internally as well as with 
outside experts and finally 
identified three technologies 
namely, Flat Panel Displays, 6io-
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molecular Chip and Micro-Electro 
Mechanical Systems. These 
projects were thoroughly debated 
during Second National 
Technology Day Celebrations on 
11th May, 2000 under the 
Chairmanship of Dr M.J. larabi, 
CMD, Semi Conductor Complex 
Ltd., SAS Nagar. It was then 
decided to take further steps for 
initiating projects on Bio-molecular 
Chips and MEMS. 

Several projects were brought to 
successful conclusion during the 
year and efforts to take up new 
projects were stepped up. 
Interaction with industry was 
increased to generate confidence 
among the former about the 
contemporariness of the 
tech nologies generated. 

Among the instruments completed 
were : Glow Discharge Lamp 
Atomic EmiSSion Spectrometer, 
Semi- Automatic Pick and Place 
Machine, Portable Smoke Opacity 
Monitor, 16 Bit Snow Data 
Acquisition System and Snow 
Surface Temperature 
Measurement Probe based on IR 
technique etc. Atomic Force 
Microscope developed by CSIO for 
characterization of nano
structures was transferred to 
Bharathiar University, Coimbatore 
at the cost of Rs 16.00 lakhs on the 
direction of DST with a further 
commitment to develop an 
improved version of the equipment 
with the amount realised. 
Development of Head-Up-Display 
System for L.C.A. reached yet 
another important milestone after 
successfully clearing 'Safety of 
FlightTest'. 

New projects were taken up in the 
area of instrumentation for 
strategic applications, medical 

instrumentation, optics including 
coherent optics and geo-scientific 
instrumentation. 

In the area of Energy Management 
Instrumentation, the Institute made a 
stride by taking up a major consultancy 
under Indo-German Energy Efficiency 
Programme (IGEEP) from German 
Technical Collaboration (GTZ). The 
work envisages preparation of state-of
art report on Energy Management 
System (EMS), organizing workshops 
to increase awareness of EMS, 
preparation of guidelines for facilitating 
introduction of EMS by any industry, 
R&D relating to Stack Gas Oxygen 
Monitoring Instrumentation and building 
EMS through Industrial Networking 
Technology. 

As regards S&T Services, Energy 
Calibration & Energy Audit Activities 
received further fillip. Besides receiving 
recognition as an Energy Audit Agency 
from several organisations including 
Tamil Nadu Electricity Board, Petroleum 
Conservation Research Association, 
Gujarat State Energy Development 
Agency etc., Chennai Centre of CSIO 
conducted Energy Audit for as many as 
6 industries during the year. 

The activities of Service & Maintenance 
Centres were reoriented. R&D projects 
were taken up wherever relevant 
expertise existed. As a result, the 
earnings from the S&M Centres almost 
doubled compared to previous year. A 
new Management Development 
Programme on Operation, Repair & 
Maintenance of Analytical Equipments 
was also initiated for third world 
countries with the sponsorship of the 
Ministry of External Affairs, Govt. of 
India, at New Delhi Centre and 
Chandigarh. The Jaipur Centre 
organised another Entrepreneurial 
Development Programme on Repair & 
Maintenance of Bio·Medical 
Instruments in collaboration with ETDC. 



• 
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UNICEF sponsored a training 
programme on operation and 
preventive maintenance of Health 
Care equipments for 20 
paramedical staff representing 
Primary Health Centres of 
Bassi,Chaksu and Chomu in 
Rajasthan under Child Survival 
and Safe Motherhood Scheme. 

The contribution made by Indo· 
Swiss Training Centre is revealed 
by the fact that the number of small 
scale units started by the 
graduates trained by the centre 
exceeds 100. This reflects the 
usefulness of ISTC Programmes 
for the developing economies like 
India. 

Sustained efforts made by the 
Institute led to increase in the 
external cash flow compared to the 
preceding years. This was primarily 
because of taking up of a few front 
line R&D projects in the emerging 
areas of Instrument technology in 

the Institute besides efforts made 
to inculcate higher sense of 
accountability and have improved 
productivity. 

A Parliamentary Committee visited 
CSIO in July 2000 under the able 
Chairmanship of Hon'ble Dr Y 
Laxmi Parsad, Member Parliament 
for implementation of Official 
Language. The Committee 
appreciated the progress made by 
the Institute in this direction and 
advised to make further efforts for 
effective implementation of the 
official language policies in the 
Organisation . 

The relations among staff 
including the yard staff continued 
to be extremely cordial. In the 
collegial system of management, 
everyone in CSIO has an 
important role 10 play for the growth 
and prosperity of the Institute. This 
fact is now well internaliZed among 
the scientists and other staff 

members of the Institute. 

The Research Council under the 
Chairmanship of Dr RP Shenoy 
completed its tenure successfully. The 
Institute places on record its sense of 
deep appreciation and gratitude for the 
guidance and direction given by the 
honourable Members and Chairman of 
the outgoing Research CounciL The 
new Research Council under the 
dynamic Chairmanship of Dr K.G. 
Narayanan is set to make the Institute 
stronger, enabling it to make visible 
impact on the S& T scenario both 
nationally as well as internationally. 

The Institute is highly grateful to CSIR 
particularly Dr A.A. Mashelkar, Director
General, CSIA for the kind support and 
encouragement provided. 'Team CSIR' 
has integrated the entire CSIR family 
into a strong unit with members of CSIO 
dedicating and rededicating themselves 
to achieve the goals of CSIR. 

~ 
R.P. 8ajpa/ 

Director 
30th October. 2001 
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1 SIGNIFICANT ACHIEVEMENTS

1.1

1.2

Gold Analyser

Glow Discharge Lamp Atomic Emission

Spectrometer

1.3 Semi-Automatic Pick & Place Machine (SAPP)
for Fine Pitch and Standard Surface Mount

Devices (SMDs)

Portable Stack Opacity Monitor1.4

1.5 Respirable Lungs Dust Load in Chandigarh and

Surrounding Areas-Measurement & Control

Lead & Benzene Concentration in the Ambient

Air in Chandigarh

1.6

1.7 Techno-Economic Feasibility Study on On-Line

Energy Monitoring and Control System

Design of a 16 bit Snow Data Acquisition System

Interfaced with Lap Top PC

1.8

1.9 Infra-Red Technique Based Snow Surface

Temperature Measurement Probe

Energy Management Systems1.10

1.11 Energy Audit and Calibration

lotelligent and Communicating Comprehensive
Electrical Parameters Monitor for Industrial

Electrical Feeders and Loads

1.12
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11. SIGNIFICANT ACHIEVEMENTS

1.1 Gold Analyser

Instrument for determination of purity of gold
alloys/jewelry without causing any kind of damage to the
precious metal/jewelry of the customer.

The gold analyserdeveloped at this Institute is based on
the non-destructive technique of energy dispersive X-
ray fluorescence spectrometry. It uses a low power
tungsten target -Ray tube (operated at 32KV, < 1mA),
thermoelectrically cooled Si-PIN detector, multichannel
analyser, computer and related electronics. the

SPECIFICATIONS

. Low power X-Ray source with
Tungsten target

Excitation at 32 KV, 1mA

Long life thermoelectrically
cooled Silicon detector

.

.

. Adjustable sample stage

Dedicated software for

quantification of gold content
based on influence coefficient
method.

.

Central Scientific Instruments Organisation (CSIR)

instrument is specially developed for the jewelry
industry to examine the cdntents of precious metal.

Concentration of gold in a sample is calculated using a
dedicated software developed for influence coefficient
method and the result is directly displayed in KARAT
value on the computer monitor. Visual display of the
sample through CCD imaging is an additional feature,
which is also beig used as a tool for maintaining the X-
Ray source to sample distance.

The developed instrument will be specially useful to
domestic and export oriented jewelry industry.

DIMENSION & UTILITIES

Spectrometer Chamber: 450 (W) x 480 (H) x 500 (D) mm

. The instrument shall boost the Business leading
to Customer buying gold jewelry.

. With some modifications in process / software,
the instrument can be used for coating thickness
measure-ment.

. Extended use of the instrument can be
accomplished through other modifications
leading to specific use in petroleum, cement and

other sectors for elemental analysis.

1

SALIENT FEATURES

. Non-destructive

. Liquid Nitrogen free operation

. Fast (Typical 3 minutes data
acquisition time)

. Transparent

. Video display of sample on
monitor

. Direct display of KARAT value

. User friendly
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1.2 Glow Discharge Lamp Atomic
Emission Spectrometer

Glow discharge lamp atomic
emission spectrometer is an
instrument for conducting & non-
conducting solid sample elemental
analysis. The technique has large
linear calibration curve, minimum
background and matrix effect,
surface and depth profile analysis
capabilities alongwith analytical
capabilities of determining traces,
minor and major element in
conducting and non-conducting
samples.

This instrument utilizes a low
pressure, non-thermal process in
which material is uniformly sputtered
from the surface of the sample by a
stream of argon ions. The sputtered
material is then atomized and

excited in a low-pressure plasma
discharge away from the sample
surface. The ionic bombardment of

Salient Features

. Linear calibration curve.

Minimum spectral interference

background & matrix effect.

.

. Single calibration curve for
several different matrices

. Determination of traces, minor
and major elements

Analysis of conducting & non-
conducting solid samples.

Surface and Depth Profile
Analysis

.

.

~ fg~ -wr

Glow discharge lamp DC

~ fg~ -wr - 3if1Jlfct<:f;~~ ~~1'1t
Glow discharge lamp atomic emission spectrometer

the sample generates a controlled
continuous erosion of the material &

thereby removes material in layer by
layer fashion without any change in
sample chemistry. Since the
sampling (cathode sputtering) and
excitation takes place in two uniquely
separated locations, the effect of
metallurgical history are reduced
which is prevalent in arc and spark
technique.

The emitted light, having different
wavelength for each element
present in the sample is then
analysed by the polychromator.
Cathode sputtering process of
excitation makes glow discharge
lamp an ideal source for very precise
bulk as well as depth profiling
analysis.

Applications

This development finds wide
applications. Many old direct
reading spectrometer which
otherwise are going to become
obsolete when fitted with the glow
discharge lamp will have much

...

Central Scientific Instruments Organisation (CSIR)

enhanced analytical capabilities and
therefore can again be put back to
use. The development will be useful
in steel, copper and aluminium
industries, Universities and
educational Institutes.

The following industrial enterprises
have shown keen interest in taking
the technology:

Mis Analytical Spectral
Utilities, Hyderabad

Mis Elico Limited, Hyderabad

1;1) fim 'Atf

R.F. Glow discharge lamp with Housing

2
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SPECIFICATIONS

Source Configuration

DC Excitation Source

: Sample Diameter (20 mm)
Two stage direct driven rotary
pump Sample Cooling system
Needle valve Ar gas control

: Frequency 13.56 MHz
RF Power 500 Watts (max)
Auto Impedance Matching

: Adjustable voltage 1500 volt
Adjustable current 300 mA

: Paschen Runge Mounting
Holographic concave
grating (2,400 lines/mm)
Radius of curvature 750.2 mm

Data Processing

Spectral Range

Linear dispersion

RF Excitation Source Electronics

Polychromator

Overall dimensions

1.3 Semi-Automatic Pick & Place Machine (SAPP) for Fine Pitch and
Standard Surface Mount Devices (SMDs)

It is a low cost high precision vision quided computer controlled electro-
mechanical machine which is used for fast error free assembly of fine pitch
and standard SMD components on the PCB. The machine finds wide
applications in the assembly of SMD components on the PCB in an
electronics industry.

The machine developed comprises of a vacuum pickup nozzle, x-y and theta
movement of the pickup nozzle with x, y pneumatic brakes. The pick up
nozzle lifts the SMD components through vacuum which gets automatically
activated when it touches the component and also gets deactivated while
placing it on the PCB. The movement of pickup nozzle over the x-y slide arm
is sensed by using linear encoder. The x-y pneumatic brakes allow the
behind flights of the pickup nozzle to the correct x-y placement position to an
accuracy of :1:0.1mm. SAPP has a periscopic vision attachment alongwith
high resolution CCD camera attached to the pickup head to provide a
magnified over head picture showing simultaneously parallax free all four
sides of the fine pitch SMD's while placing it on the PCB. The component
assembly speed of this machine is 200 to 600 components per hour.

The developed machine will be useful for various R&D labs., electronics
industries and engineering institutions.

m~~~~~'f
Pick and Place Machine

Central Scientific Instruments Organisation (CSIR)

Significant Jlcliievements

:2,000-4,500AO

: 4.5 AO/mm 50 micron fixed exit

slits Optional additional
channels

. Simultaneous elemental &

surface analysis
PMT high voltage supply (1.2
kV) Amplifier circuits
Analog/digital convertors

: Computer controlled fast data
acquisition Computer Inter-face

with the spectrometer
Display of real time acquisition

: 1810x890x 1390mm

SALIENT FEATURES

. Semiautomatic Pick & Place unit

retrofittable with periscopic vision
system for placement of fine pitch
component and BGA.

Placing of nearly all SMDs, fine-
pitch flatpacks up to QFP 208 , BGA
Components etc.

X-Y-Z brake, allowing blind-flight
guidance to correct pickup and
place position.

PC-controlled Z brake at wrong
placement position.

Fine-tuneable pneumatic Air-
Friction Brake for firm and tremble-

free hand guidance.

Mounting frame with Clamps for

holding & quick change of PCB.

Easy tabular editing of component

data, Programming via teach-in,

offline editing or direct ORCAD PCB
file download.

.

.

.

.

.

.

. Tabular & Graphical represen-tation

of the component coordi-nates
currently under assembly.

BAR Graph of the components
statistics.

.

. Quick ON LINE HELP.

Self Diagnostic test of the machine.

RS-232C interface to host computer.

Compatible with add on accessories
like: Hot air Pencil for rework and

soldering. Dispensing Syringe

.

.

.

3
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SPECIFICATIONS

. Vacuum Pickup Nozzle: The Vacuum pump is external and requires 3 to 6 bars of air pressure.
Vacuum is activated and de-activated automatically.

. Maximum PC Board Size: Max. 370x315 mm without carrousel, 265x315 mm with carrousel operating.
The sizes can be doubled to 370x630 mm resp. & 265x630 mm by turning the PC board.

. Feeder Racks: 15 Exchangeable and coded racks. Each rack having max. 12 feeders.

. Carrousal Mechanism: Automatic carrousal with 40 bin quick change discs for loose SMD components.

. SMD Sizes: Almost all known SMD components can be picked up and placed.

. Assembly Speed: 200 to 600 components/hour.

. Vision System: Periscopic attachment with high resolution CCD camera.

. Computer Specifications: Pentium-II with necessary software and hardware for
interfacing and controlling this machine.

. Software: Windows based to aid the user in pick and placement of SMDs.

. Program Capacity: Max. 2000 positions per PC board.

. Dimensions: L= 590 mm ,W= 690 mm , H= 280 mm Weight: 35 kg

1.4 Portable Stack Opacity
Monitor

It is a low cost high volume electro-
optical instrument, which can be
used for monitoring and thereby
controlling the rising pollution
emanating from stacks and
chimneys. Many stacks can be
monitored in real time. This is
portable, hand held and can be made
battery operated while using
indigenously available components.

This is based on the principle of
attenuation of collimated beam of

light from halogen source lamp.
Optical beam passing through
optical collimator strikes the smoke
passing through chimney. Higher
the smoke lesser will the opacity.
This instrument is calibrated by
standard neutral density filter and
measures the smoke opacity from 0
to 100%. Central Pollution Control
Board has fixed a limit of 40-50%

stack opacity.

The project has been funded by D8T,
New Delhi. This instrument is highly
useful under societal mission progr-
amme to curb the air pollution and
provide clean room conditions, for
thermal power plants, cement plants
and paper mills, etc. Pollution Control
Board can use it as a standard device

under air pollution act.
The instrument measures the smoke

opacity in percentage under 180-
14000. Thisinstrumentwillbeuseful
for minimising industrial srT'loke
pollution.

Central Scientific Instruments Organisation (CSIR)

~~;fl- <tt 3fq](mfur <1m (~Q.1:f)

Portable Stack Opacity Monitor

SPECIFICATIONS

Opacity Range

Resolution

0-100%

0.1%

Display

Operating voltage

3 Y2digits LCD

220V AC/50Hz

Drift <2 counts/hr

10-15 minutesWarm up time

Option for battery operation : 12V, Ni-Cd rechargeable battery

Highly useful for insitu & instant monitoring

Portable,handheld&convertibletobatteryoperated

4
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1.5 Respirable Lungs Dust Load in

Chandigarh and Surrounding
Areas-Measurement & Control

Due to rising pollution in ambient air, the

health hazards are increasing in
Chandigarh. The respirable dust load
varies from 0.3 - 11.0 Micrometer size
particle. Under this study, it was
proposed to measure the lungs dust load
concentration per cubic meter air volume
to control its rising level and adopting
suitable control measures.

Due to population explosion, upcoming
slums in Chandigarh, rise in vehicular
density and expansion of industrial and
commercial complexes, the ambient
pollution level has gone tremendously

high. The rise in inhalable dust

concentration also leads to complex
human diseases.

The measurement of inhalable
particulate matter have been carried out

for the purpose of determining the lungs
dust load, using Piezo-electric mass
monitor, personal dust monitor & particle

counter. Under this project monitoring
work was carried out during May 1999 to
June 2000 at various locations in

Chandigarh i.e. Aroma Chowk, Sector
22, ISBT Sector 17, Shopping Complex-
Sector 17, Transport Chowk, Ambala
Road, Industrial Area, Phase-I, Scooter
Market & CSIO Complex-Sector 30
taking it as a reference zone for the
survey work.

1.6 Lead & Benzene Concentration in the Ambient

Air in Chandigarh

After the use of unleaded petrol in vehicles, the concentration of
Benzene in air has increased. The present status of Lead is also to
be monitored. Lead and Benzene have carcinogenic effect on
human health due to their presence in air. The project aimed at
carrying out a study of concentration of Lead and Benzene in the
Ambient Air in Chandigarh.

After the use of unleaded petrol in vehicles, the concentration of
Lead (Pb) is still persisting. Further the concentration of Benzene is
expected to rise. Under this programme data has been statistically
analysed to determine the concentration of Lead and Benzene per
cubic meter of air volume present in ambient dust load.

In Chandigarh, lead free petrol was introduced during early 2000.
Earlier the practice of adding lead in petrol as an anti-knocking
agent has been almost as old as the advent of petrol as vehicular
fuel. However, as awareness about the environmental quality
grew on a global scale, it has been found that pollution emitted from
vehicular exhaust was proving to be extremely hazardous and
necessary measures were thought to replace it.This resulted in the
use of lead free petrol in selected Indian cities. No doubt the level
of lead has come down but benzene level has slightly gone up.
Benzene gets rapidly absorbed in our skin in both liquid and vapour
phases.

Using X-ray fluorescence technique for lead and chromatographic
method for benzene concentration measurement, this monitoring
was carried out during December 1999 to June 2000 to cover up
seasonal variation of such concentration. The graph depicts that
benzene concentration in Chandigarh is maximum to the tune of
250 mg/m3 at ISBT, whereas lead concentration was maximum
upto 900 nano gm/m3 during summer months in Halomajra area.
However, the concentration of such pollutants was well within the
prescribed level of 1mg/m3 for lead &0.5 gm/m3 for benzene.

At Aroma Chowk, the high level of benzene during summer months
compared to winter is due to long working hours in summer and
fast movement of traffic. Moreover the road construction was also

found to be in full swing during summer.

This project was funded by Department of Environment, UT
Administration, Chandigarh for a period of one and half year during
April 1999 to September 2000.

Central Scientific Instruments Organisation (CSIR)
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It has been observed that pharyngitis,

tonsilitis and other respiratory diseases
increase abruptly during heavily dust
laden months of May and June. The
maximum dust pollution was found to be
near Aroma Chowk during the months
from May to July. Under this programme,
various locations have been identified in

this region to record the level of
respirable dust.

The report was completed and
necessary recommendations were
submitted to Department of Science &
Technology, Chandigarh Administration,
Chandigarh.

This project was sponsored by
Department of Science & Technology,
U.T. Administration, Chandigarh for a
period from April 1999 to September
2000.
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1.7 Techno-Economic

Feasibility Study on On-line
Energy Monitoring and Control
System

The study aimed to establish:

. Superiority of proposed
technology vis-a.-vis existing
systems

. Profile of major competitors in
India

. Demand from selected industries
for the next 5 years

. Approach to marketing of the
Energy Monitoring and Control
System

The report established the Techno-
Economic Feasibility for the product
development on On-line Energy
Monitoring and Control System.

1.8 Design of a 16 bit Snow
Data Acquisition System
Interfaced with Lap Top PC

Prediction of avalanche occurrence
demands the measurement of
various snow and meteorological
parameters of the avalanche
formation zones. For this purpose
an extremely low power, portable,
stand alone data acquisition system
capable of continuous unmanned
data collection from highly
inaccessible areas is needed.

Snow data acquisition system is
suitable to operate at higher reaches
of Himalayan region. The system
can acquire data from 32 analog
channels with an input range of +5 V

and converts it into 16 bit digital
format for processing and storing. It
has been designed around 16-bit
microprocessor with on board 1M
byte memory capacity for storing
data over the years. When data is to
be downloaded, the system is
connected to PC or LAPTOP PC via

RS-232 serial port. Offline
processing of down loaded data has
been done on PC.

The area of disaster management of
Snow Avalanche requires study of
various snow parameters like snow

temperatureatvariouslayers,snow
depth, snow pressure, strain,

ambient temperature etc. Among all
these snow profiler system
temperature measurement at
various layers of snow is very
important, because the sudden
change of temperature at various
layers of snow helps in prediction of
snow avalanche. Therefore, for
recording the temperature data of
various layers, a Snow Data
Acquisition System is required which
can work in an harsh environment

Le.low temperature (-400 C to + 500 C
) with 100% humidity and a wind
speed of 200 km/hr. To meet this
requirement, CSIO has designed &
developed a indigenous Snow Data
Acquisition system along with 28
channels snow temperature profile
which is used in harsh environment
conditions.

1.9 Infra-Red Technique
Based Snow surface Temperature
Measurements Probe

This instrument falls under the R&D
area of instrumentation for
disaster/risk assessment and

mitigation (Prediction of Snow
Avalanche) being carried out at
CSIO. It is very small portable and
low cost probe based on IR
temperature measurement
technique. It can measure the
temperature of any object between
-400C to 1000C. The probe has been
designed to meet the military
requirements of measuring the snow

surface temperature at deep
Himalayan reaches. It has been
designed and developed for Snow
Avalanche Studies & Establishment
(SASE), Manali for the prediction of
Snow Avalanche to avoid natural
disaster due to heavy snowfalls.

Prediction of avalanche occurrence
demands the measurement of

various snow & meterological
parameters of the avalanche
formation. For this purpose, specific
kind of state-of-the-art instruments

and systems are needed. These
must be capable of unmanned data
collection from highly inaccessible
areas in deep Himalayas. Data

collectedand proce55edby the5e
instruments/ systems will provide
valuable information on advanced

Central Scientific Instruments Organisation (CSIR)
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forecasts of avalanche occurrence
in the western and Central

Himalayas for the army as well as
civilian population.

This instrument is required to
operate under extremely severe and
hostile environmental conditions for

strategic applications. Development
of this sensor has generated highly
critical and classified technology.

SASE Manali, DRDO Laboratory
has shown interest for the
development of Infra-red based
snow surface temperature sensor
alongwith associated electronics.

The snow surface can be treated as

a black body, which emits radiations
in the range of 10 to 12 micron. The
temperature of snow surface
normally varies between O°C to
-40°C. The electromagnetic wave in
10.6 -11.9 micron range falls in infra
red region. Therefore, IR sensor is
used to detect the energy of
radiations emitted by snow surface.
The total probe is very small and can
be mounted with a mask at a height
of 5 to 6 meters above the bare

surface on which snow is falling

'\;"'9;r-~5~ ~ ~1f ~6
"ffi'I1fA""1f1GT ~B1q;r

Infra - Red Technique Based Snow
Surface Temperature Measurements Probe
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continuously. The electronics
circuitry attached with the IR
detector, provides the temperature

directly in degrees centigrade.

It is low cost and a Hi-Tech state-of-

art instrument developed
indigenously in our country to meet
the user's requirement. Being
produced indigenously at CSIO, the
user will not face any type of problem
in terms of repair, maintenance
testing and calibration.

Fabrication of six units of fully
engineered model of IR technique
based snow surface temperature
measuring probes has been
completed. Their testing has been
done in the laboratory. The same
have been supplied to SASE,
Ramgarh along with detailed
technical document. Field testing of
these is in progress.

1.10 Energy Management
Systems

Owing to larger demand for energy
consumption in the country, the need
to conserve energy has assumed
greater significance. Service &
Maintenance Centre at Chennai has
initiated the development of cost
effective technologies for Energy
Management Systems for large,
medium and small scale Industries.
It has developed smart energy
transmitters and energy nodes for
the comprehensive measurements

of all types of industrial loads which

include voltage, current, power
factor, all types of powers and
energies. The energy nodes can be
configured very easily into a network
to form cost effective energy
monitoring and control systems. The

technology has been field tested
thoroughly and perfected at S&M
Centre, Chennai.

The Centre is also undertaking
evaluation studies on the effective
utilization of non-conventional
energy equipment, devices and
gadgets. A sample study was
conducted on solar water heaters
and solar photovoltaic systems
installed in Tamil Nadu and
submitted the report with
recommendations to Tamil Nadu
Energy Development Agency
(TEDA).

The know-how of the technology for
'On-line Energy Monitoring and
Conservation' was transferred to M/s

Agate Energy Networks Pvt Ltd,
Chennai.

1.11 Energy Audit and Calibration

The Service & Maintenance Centre

at Chennai is offering energy audit
services to the industries and

commercial establishments. During
the year under report, it carried
energy audits in textile industries,
chemical industries, regional water
supply schemes/pumping stations,

Central Scientific Instruments Organisation (CSIR)
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automotive industries, glass and

ceramics industries, hospitals,
strategic industrial establishments
like explosive manufacturing units,
engineering industries, cables and
switch gear industeries etc.

In the present context of
globalisation and world trade
treaties, services like testing and
calibration of instruments are
becoming very essential for
international acceptance of
products. The Chennai centre has
set up facilities for calibrating
instruments measuring voltage,
current, power, power factor,
temperature, pressure, mass,
length, speed, time, force etc.
During the period under report,
CSIO extended calibration services
to more than 300 industries and
issued authentic test certificates.

1.12 Intelligent and Communi-
cating Comprehensive Electrical
Parameters Monitor for Industrial
Electrical Feeders and Loads.

This energy node is capable of
communicating with the state-of-art
industrial networks. The technology
developed is for filling the gap of low
cost energy transmitters for
Industrial Power Monitoring and
Energy Management Systems. The
advanced version of the monitor
provides industrial standard Lon Talk
Communication Protocol of M/s

Echlon Corporation, USA.
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I 2~RBcD HIGHLIGHTS

2.1 MICRO ELECTRONICS
INSTRUMENTATION

Development of Molecular Beam
Epitaxy (MBE) System

[Nathai Ram]

Molecular Beam Epitaxy System
(MBE) is an ultra high vacuum (UHV)
atomic layer by atomic layer crystal
growth technique based on reaction
of molecular or atomic beams with a

heated crystalline substrate. MBE is
capable of producing extremely high
purity and highly crystalline thin films
with precise control over
composition, doping and interfaces
in the fraction of nanometer range in
the growth direction with precise
lateral uniformity. MBE is widely
employed to grow semiconductor,
metal, insulator and ceramic thin
films. The precision and control
afforded by MBE has brought about
remarkable advances in

semiconductor thin film technology
by making possible creation of a
wide variety of heterostructures with
extremely abrupt composition and
sharp interfaces, or precisely graded
composition, as well as periodic
super-lattices with periods
comparable to interatomic distances.
Furthermore, MBE precision control
and relatively low growth
temperature also allow highly
accurate donor and acceptor profiles
in the growth direction, be it constant,
graded, or planar down to an atomic'
layer (delta doping), or highly abrupt
p-n junction.

With a view to develop a cost
effective and indigenous
multipurpose Molecular Beam
Epitaxy (MBE) system for use by
Indian research organizations and
academic institutions, a joint
research project with CAT Indore
was undertaken in the Institute. The
MBE system to be developed under
this collaborative project will have
state-of-the-art features such as
horizontal growth chamber, liquid
nitrogen cooled K-cells to

accommodate solid as well as gas
sources and multipurpose analysis
facility for 3" wafer size.

Growth Chamber, Analysis
Chamber and Buffer Chamber have
been fabricated. Fabrication of
Wafer Transfer Mechanism and
Vacuum Load-Lock facility is in
progress. Tables and baking panels
are being designed. Other
accessories are in the process of
procurement. Some of the imported
components have also been
procured for using in the system.

Sponsor: Centre for Advanced
Technology (CAT), Indore

Development of Portable Metal
Oxide Human Breath Sensors for
the Detection of Alcohol

[R.P. Bajpai]

The rapidly growing concern over
domestic, industrial and
stratospheric pollutants and other
effects on the environment has
greatly increased the interest in gas
sensing techniques. Alcohol
detectors are necessary for traffic
management, arresting dereliction
of official duties, food ferment, wine
making, medical processing etc.
The project involves the
development of miniaturized low
power solid state sensors using
metal oxide thin films sensitive

enough to detect low concentrations
of C,H,OH (>150 ppm) for human
breath analysis of alcohol. The
sensors under development are
aimed to detect alcohol in human

body for maintaining of law and order
and monitoring of environmental
pollution.

Fabrication of heater and

mechanical components for the test
set-up have been completed. Test
set-up for the sensors and
preparation of the pre-cursor by sol-
gel process is also completed.
Sensing characteristics of deposited
films studied and inspection &
testing of the equipment is in
progress.

Sponsor: Department of Science &
Technology (DST), New Delhi

Digital Cereal/Grain Analyser

[R.P. Bajpai]

The Digital Cereal/Grain Analyser
can determine the moisture, oil,
protein and fat contents of cereals,
grains and oil seeds etc. It being
affordable, reliable and economical,
would prove to be an asset for
various industries like Agro,
chemical, paper, petro-chemical,
pharmaceutical, beverage & food
industries etc. by helping to improve
the quality of indigenous products
thereby enabling them to compete
globally.

~ '£
---. .....
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Test Set-up for Metal Oxide Gas Sensor for Alcoholic Applications
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Due to the open market policy and
global competition, the Indian
Industries especially the Agro-
Industries are trying hard to control
the quality and cost of the materials
in their bid to survive. Because the
conventional methods for

determining the quality of seeds, like
chemical analysis are time
consuming & cumbersome and thus
slow down the production, CSIO has
developed "Digital Cereal/Grain
Analyser" which, besides being
economical, is reliable and
affordable by the local Agro-
industries.

Research has proven that certain
constituents absorb light energy at
specific wavelengths. For instance,
moisture absorbs 1.94 mm band of

NIR light, protein absorbs 2.18 mm
and fats the 2.31 mm and 2.33 mm
bands. Digital Cereal/Grain
Analyser is based on the above
principle. The sample is bombarded
with a very narrow band of NIR light,
which is selected by narrow band
pass filter, whose peak wave length
is based around the desired wave

length, and because the light energy
absorbed by the sample is inversely
proportional to the reflected light, the
reflected radiation is detected and

processed using suitable software
etc. The system is controlled through
a computer and user-friendly
software like Visual C++. It consists
of modular electronics, NIR rich
source, NIR filters and detectors,
which automatically scan different
wavelengths and the signals, thus
received from the detection
assembly, are fed to a data
acquisition card, which converts
them to appropriate digital data. This
data is then fed to the computer for
processing by the related software
and the results thus obtained are

displayed on the monitor. The
multivariate calibration is used to
remove the effect of various

interferences, non-selectivity, non-
linearity and random noise etc. The
prototype of the Digital Cereal/Grain
Analyser has been completed and is

functional. Thesoftwarerequiredfor
the calibration will also be completed
shortly.

---
~
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Digital Cereal/Grain Analyer

2.2 MEDICAL ELECTRONIC
INSTRUMENTATION

Development of Clinical
Chemistry Analyser

[So R. Taneja]

Clinical Chemistry Analyser is a high
performance micro-controller based
photometric biochemistry analyser.
It is used to measure various blood

biochemical parameters such as
blood glucose, urea, total proteins,
bilirubin etc. which are associated
with various disorders such as

diabetes, kidney diseases, liver
malfunctions and other metabolic

derangements. The quantization of
these parameters is helpful in
classifying such diseases and under
appropriate circumstances results
of the system are used for diagnostic
purposes.

The system works on the principle of
a bso rba n ce -t ra n s m itta n c e

photometry based on Beer and
Lambert's law. The value of

absorption of light energy is
dependent on number of molecules
present in the absorbing material.
Thus, intensity of light energy
leaving the absorbing substance is
used as an indication of

concentration of that particular
substance.

The government hospitals, nursing
homes, primary health centres,
clinics and district hospitals are the
potential users ofthis system.

System Electronic Hardware based
on 8031 Microcontroller with 64K

Central ScientIfic Instruments Organisation (CSIR)

bytes of system EPROM for
monitor program and 16K bytes of
RAM for temporary data storage has
been completed. Peristaltic Pump
(roller type) for sample aspiration
and filter wheel assembly for optical
module have been completed.
Optical Module of the System with
components fabricated with optical
glass has been completed. Reagent
kits for seven blood test parameters
have been prepared and
development of menu driven
software for the system is in
progress.

Sponsor: Department of Science &
Technology (DST), New Delhi

Development of Anesthesia
Ventilator

[R. N. Sengupta]

Anesthesia Ventilator is a life saving
respiratory support system used
during surgical anaesthesia to
ventilate the lungs in a controlled
manner. The anesthesia ventilator
under development is of time cycled
volume controlled type with
pneumatic drive and electronic
control.

The breathing gas is delivered to the
patient under anaesthesia by using
a bellow system. The bellow
delivers a predetermined volume of
gas over a fixed period of time called
inspiration time. The bellow also
helps in taking out the exhaled gas
over a fixed period of time called
expiration time.

The bellow is driven by pneumatic
technique which gives better
reliability and extended life in
comparison to conventional electric
drive mechanism. This needs
different valves connected in a
pneumatic circuit with a drive gas
source. All ventilator parameters
are controlled electronically with
display of real time values and alarm
messages.

In the development work, initially the
fundamental design work was

completed after freezing the
specifications in consultation with
collaborating doctors. Detailed
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design, fabrication and testing work
of subsystems are in progress.

Bellow system parts have been
designed through die and mould
technique. Dies & moulds for all the
parts of bellow are nearing
completion. Breathing circuit valves
have been designed and fabricated.
Solenoid valves, pneumatic filters
and regulators along with
accessories have been procured.
Valve type air flow transducer
developed and processing
electronics completed. For display
of parameters through LCD,
microprocessor based software has
been completed and tested with the
hardware. Control electronics
hardware using microcontrol has
been completed. The work on
software development is in progress.

Sponsor: Department of Science
&Technology (DST), New Delhi

Design & Development of
Sodium/Potassium Analyser

[S.S. Ahluwalia]

Sodium/Potassium Analyser is a
completely automated system for the
measurement of sodium and

potassium in whole blood, serum,
plasma and urine. Potentiometric
determinations using ion-selective
electrodes (ISE) are made on 100 f..!L
of the whole blood, serum or plasma
or on 400 f..!Lof externally diluted
urine. Results are expressed in
mmol per litre of Na. & K, CI & Li-.

The concentration of Na. & K has
traditionally been measured by flame
photometry. The latter suffers from
the disadvantage as it requires
potentially dangerous flammable
gases besides separation and
dilution of samples before analysis.

In our system, the activity of these
cations in blood, serum or plasma is
measured directly by the ion
selective electrodes without dilution
of the sample. Potentiometric
analysis results in more accurate
values as measurement is not
affected by protein and lipid
concentration as in case of flame

photometry.

In addition to freedom from
separation and dilution, direct
electrode analysis offers other
advantages over flame photometry
including start operation, rapid
analysis, highly precise and
accurate results, portability and
independence from external files.

Literature survey/study has been
completed. Software development
for data display on Alphanumeric
LCD module for display of 8 biV12 bit
data and messages using 8085 kit is
under progress. Design of Pump
and mechanical system for sample
aspiration is under progress.

Sponsor: Department of Science &
Technology (DST), New Delhi

2.3 GEO-SCIENTIFIC
INSTRUMENTATION

Design & Development of Multi-
User Field Operated Data
Recorder & Analyser for Geo-
technical Applications

[M.A. Shamshi]

It is a multi-user intelligent field
operated logger for recording and
analysis of multiple parameter
pertaining to geo-technical
engineering application and other
areas such as hydrology, metrology
and geology etc.

The safety of civil structure like hydro
dam, sky scrapper building in big
cities, transportation safety of old
and new bridges, seismological
surveillance of Nuclear power
stations, monitoring of the ground
vibration in thermal power stations,
generated due to heavy turbo
generator/ machinery's, large
shopping complex, highways,
flyovers, underground nuclear waste
dumping and monitoring of mines
and tunnels etc. are of paramount
importance for the economy of the
country and for strategic reasons
also.

It is essential to assess the

Central Scientific Instruments Organisation (CSIR)

performance and safety of these
structuresduringthe construction
period and later on during normal
operation as well. For constant
surveillance, engineers and
scientists need field performance
related data on vital structure for

inclination, tilt ground deformation,
settlement, resistivity, elasticity,
seismicity and building vibration.
Also point information is required on
strain, load, pressure, temperature,
stress, seepage etc. Data
processing and analysis of captured
signals from a set of sensors by the
instrument provide information on
early warning on tilt, Inclination,
landslides, cracks, layered structure,
seepage, building up of unbearable
stress, water exploration and
structural damage etc.

It is used to study earth movements
in dams, embankment and slope
(during and after construction), land
slide analysis, underground
excavations, rock mechanics and
structural engineering, tunnel &
underground power station, fill-type
dam and concrete dam, roads and
bridges, large magnitude earth
effect, etc.

During the period under report, the
instrument has been successfully
interfaced, tested & calibrated.
Writing of system software &
application software is over and
preparation of know-how document
is in progress.

Sponsor: Department of Science &
Technology (DST), New Delhi

Design and Development of 3
units of 20-24 bit Seismic Data

Acquisition System with Dial-up
Facility for Data Transfer

[M.A. Shams hi]

20-24 bit Seismic Data Acquisition
Unit with dial up facility has been
designed around the following:-

. Three component short period
Seismometer

Pentium Processor Card

20-24 bit Data Acquisition Card

.

.
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The design of the instrument is
worked out around these standard
cards/modules.

The necessary software for setting
field parameters, signal processing
analysis is to be developed alongwith
the instrument. The field data
available in ASCII format so that

standard seismic data processing
software may be used for data
analysis and interpretation.

The 20-24 bit digital field station will
work round the clock and data will be

stored in SCSI HDD through CMOS
primary storage along with timing
information. The data stored in the
hard disk at field station can be

transferred over the telephone line
through modem on demand to
central processing and recording
facility (CPRF) and with header
information. At CPRF, the
seismologist can correlate the data
to compute the necessary
information about seismic event.

Detailed study and literature survey
has been completed. Paper design
of an instrument has been

completed. The procurement of the
modular cards, components are in
progress.

Sponsor: Department of Science &
Technology (DST), New Delhi

Seismological Studies at
Chandigarh and Around by
setting up a Seismological
Observatory

[M.A. Shamshi]

The Seismological Observatory has
been set up with the aims &
objectives:

. To record seismological data in
digital form for three components

(XYZ)and in analogform for
vertical component only of

earthquakes and micro-
earthquakes at Chandigarh and
around.

. To collect strong motion data in
digital form.

. To carry out analysis of recorded
seismic data for geo-seismic
research purpose.

. To compute the earthquake
parameters by correlating the
field data of this observatory with
the data obtained from other field

stations operated by Kurukshetra

University, Kurukshetra; Guru
Nanak Dev University, Amritsar;
and University of Roorkee,
Roorkee, in the region.

. To evaluate the performance of
CSIO built seismic instruments
by comparing their recorded
data with the data recorded by the
imported instruments under
similar conditions.

The imported 24-bit seismic data
acquisition system has been tested
and installed. All the instruments

installed in this observatory
recorded accurately the Bhuj
Earthquake on 26th January 2001
as also its aftershocks. Information

was provided to public and also sent
to DST, IMD, and other relevant
agencies.

Sponsor: Department of Science &
Technology (DST), New Delhi

Fabrication of 4-Units of Analog
Seismic Recorder and sub-
sequent Design Improvements
based on Performance Feedbak

[M.A. Shamshi]

Portable Analog Seismograph is
meant to monitor, process and
record the seismic signal from the
remote area under observation. It
processes the low frequency, low
amplitude and highly noise
corrupted signal generated by the
short period seismometer in
response to ground motion and
finally records this processed data
alongwith precision timing
information on a smoked paper

Central Scientific Instruments Organisation (CSIR)

wrapped on a drum. The recording
is tagged with the internal clock
which in turn is synchronized with
ATA timing signal transmitted by
NPL, New Delhi.

Fully engineered four units of Analog
Seismic Recorder have been
fabricated and tested in its
seismological observatory. These
have been supplied to Central Water
& Power Research Station
(CWPRS), Pune alongwith technical
documents within agreed time
schedule. These units have also
been tested and subsequently been
accepted by CWPRS. The units will
be installed at Jamrani, Nainital in
Uttaranchal as soon as the site is
ready.

Sponsor: Central Water & Power
Research Station (CWPRS), Pune

Precision Digital Seismic Clocks

[M.A. Shamshi]

Digital Seismic Clock developed and
fabricated is a sophisticated, rugged
and extremely accurate low power
system for use in seismic work
station. Provision is made for the

operator to alter time mark
sequences. Controls are available
on the timing system front panel.
LOAD switchcontrolled, six digits,
seven segments, red LED display is
provided to set the time of the clock.
These clocks are highly useful in
seismological observatories for
synchronization of seismographs
such as wood aderson kind.

Twenty units of fully engineered
seismic clocks fabricated earlier
were tested and calibrated. After
successful field trials, the same have
been supplied to India
Meteorological Department (IMD),
New Delhi. Fabrication work of four

more units is in progress which will
be used to support the service and
maintenance of the supplied units so
that the seismological observatories
of IMD may continue to run without
break down problem.

Sponsor: India Meteorological
Department (IMD),New Delhi
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Design & Fabrication of 2 Units of
16 - bit Seismic Recordersand
Analyzer with Lap Top interfacing.
16-bit Seismic Data Recorder &

Analyser has been done
successfully and interfaced with Lap
Top PC for programming and Data
retrieval. Testing of both the units in
the lab and later on in seismological
observatory of CSIO has been done.

On DST advice, one unit has been
installed in Bhuj to record the after
shocks and 2nd unit installed at

Ridge Observatory of IMD.

Further work on this project is being
continued. The project has been
sponsored by Department of
Science &Technology, New Delhi.

Design & Fabrication of 6 Units of
Infrared technique Based Snow
Surface Temperature Sensing
Probes.

Further work on this project is in
progress. The project is sponsored
by Snow and Avalanche Study
Establishment (SASE), Panchkula.

2.4 COHERENT OPTICS

Fibre Optic Sensors for Health
Monitoring of Concrete & Metallic
Structures [A.K. Aggarwal]
The project belongs to an area of
potential importance involving
intensive investigations and
development leading to indigenous
capability for design and
construction of fiber optic sensor for
realization of safer and durable

buildings and structures for nuclear
installations. Fiber optic sensors are
very attractive due to their flexibility,
corrosion resistance, resistance to
nuclear radiations and their immunity
to EM pulses. They also serve as

nerves of structures and materials

leading to concepts of smart
materials and structures.

Studies pertaining to design and
performance characteristics of strain
measuring fiber optics rosettes and
aspects of ingress/ egress at fiber/
concrete/ metal interfaces and

embedding and bonding of fiber
optic sensors in concrete and metal
have been carried out during this
period. Experimental realization of a
fiber optic intrinsic Fabry Perot
Interferometric (EFPI) sensor in an
open configuration, was carried out
and studies pertaining to vibration
monitoring were undertaken. The
work undertaken has resulted in a

research paper "Experimental
feasibility study of fiber optic intrinsic
Fabry Perot Interferometric sensor
for civil structures and other

applications", published in Journal of
Scientific & Industrial Research, Vol.
60, October 2001, pp. 779-785. Initial
attempts for realizing encapsulated
EFPI sensor have been made and

the results are encouraging. Further
efforts for realization of an

indigienous encapsulated rugged
EFPI are in progress.

Sponsor: Board of Research in
Nuclear Sciences (BRNS), (DAE),
Mumbai

Development of Multi-fibre
Intrusion Detection System

[J.K. Chhabra]

The proposed system is a novel
approach to security using fibre optic
cables used as distributed sensor for

intrusion detection. These systems
are inherently immune to EMI, R FI
and EMP.

Fencing Intrusion Detection System
(FIDS)

~r The system utilises the basic
~ principle of light loss due to fiber

micro bending. Experimental setup
.\ for multi-zone Fencing Intrusion

Detection System (FIDS) has been
realized. Fabrication of the fencing,
cross-over buttons has been carried
out and the unit is under testing.
Design of an 8-channel engineering
unit FIDs is completed and PCBs for
the engineering units have been

J
1
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Experimental realisation of EFPI Sensor for strain

and temperature measurement in structures.

Central Scientific Instruments Organisation (CSIR)

designed. Field trials of the system

havebeen planned.
Perimeter Intrusion Detection

System (PI OS)

This works on the principle of laser
speckles which is a highly sensitive
technique for detecting perturbation
any where on the fiber. Experimental
setup for multizone buried fibre
Perimeter Intrusion Detection

System (PlDs) and various
configurations for underground
laying of fibres is in progress. The
algorithum for zone detection for
twelve zones has been developed
and system's performance is being
evaluated.

Sponsor: Ministry of Information
Technology (MIT), New Delhi

Development of 3-D Holographic
Non-Destructive Testing
Techniques for Defect Diagnosis
of Precious Art Objectsl
Paintings! Sculptures etc for their
timely Restoration

[A.K. Aggarwal]

Based on the extremely sensitive
method of hologram interferometry,
experimental investigations were
undertaken and techniques
established for holographic non-
destructive testing (HNDT) for
detection of microcracks incipient
faults and defects occurring on the
surface of art and cultural objects
and debonding of paintings etc.
These investigations are quite
significant for defect diagnosis of art
and cultural objects for their 3D
depiction in true perspective,
display, preservation and timely
restoration. Display holograms of a
large number of different size
sample objects have been recorded
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in the laboratory and non-destructive

defect diagnosis studies,
techniques, such as double
exposure or time-lapsed, real-time
and sandwich holography.
Investigations have further been
carried out to perform in-situ non-
destructive testing studies on
remotely located and or inaccessible
objects using fiber optic holographic
techniques.

Holographic NDT techniques also
find important applications in other
areas such as industry, research and
medicine for quality inspection of
sample parts under production,
thermal profiling of PC's for location
of defective components and in
density and cosmetics.

Further investigations are underway
for carrying out HNDT studies on
large size artifacts fringe control
techniques and rigid body motion
compensation etc.

Sponsor: Department of Science &
Technology (DST), New Delhi

Development of Optical Fibre
Sensors and Instrumentation

(Indo-Italian Project)

[A.K. Aggarwal]

The development of optical fiber
sensors and related instrumentation

are important forward looking R&D
areas, possessing immense
scientific and commercial potential.
Under this project, optical fiber
sensors and instrumentation for

photometry and direct absorption
spectroscopy of liquids for industrial
process control are proposed to be
investigated and developed. In
addition, fabrication technology of
Optical Fiber Bragg Gratings
(FBGs), Long Period Gratings
(LPGs) and related sensors will also
be developed and investigated for
their applications in process control
and health monitoring of structures.
Two scientists of the Institute visited

IROE, Firenze, Italy and worked on
design, fabrication and
characterisation of FBGs and fiber

optic sensors. Experimental
investigations have been carried out

for colour monitoring of liquids,
sensing of corrosion in structures
and gas sensors.

Sponsor: Department of Science &
Technology (DST), New Delhi

2.5 ADVANCED OPTICAL
PROCESSING

Development of Head-Up Display
for LCA - DRISHTI

[V.M.L. Narasimham]

Head Up Display (HUD) displays
flight information of selectable
modes in collimated form so that a

pilot can view this information
superimposed on his view of the
outside world without having to
change his line of sight or visual
accommodation. The pilot is thus
able to fly the aircraft 'head-up'
thereby reducing workload and
enhancing aiming capability.

HUD is an essential Line Re-

placeable Unit (LRU) of the combat
aircrafts aiding pilot for split second
decisions.

Safety of Flight (SOF) tests have
been successfully carried out on one
of the prototypes. The performance
evaluation for specifications has
been carried out on the unit and
found that the unit satisfies all

requirements. in terms of Fields of
View (FOV), parallax, Symbol
Brightness, Linearity, Positional
accuracy etc.. As a part of SOF
qualifying tests the following
environmental and structural tests

have been conducted: low and high
temperature cycling", humidity,
thermal shock, random and
sinusoidal vibration, high altitude,
acceleration (functional and
structural), mechanical shock and
rapid decompression tests. The
system also qualified for the EMil
EMC specifications of MIL STD -

461. The unit has passed SOF
testing successfully. One air worthy
unit with the build standards of SOF
unit has been fabricated and
environmental stress screening
(ESS) testshavebeenconductedon
this unit. The unit is supplied to ADA

through ADE forTD2 integration.

Central Scientific Instruments Organisation (CSIR)

An MOU has been signed between
CSIO and BEL, Panchakula for the
fabrication of Air- Worthy units to
supply for LCA programme. ADA,
Bangalore had indicated the need of
10 more HUD units for the PV series

of flight.

One unit of bore-sighting tool had
been designed and fabricated and
submitted the same to ADE,

Bangalore to use in LCA for the
harmonization of HUD.

The documents (numbering 22)
required to obtain Air-worthy
Certification from Regional Center
For Military Air-worthiness (RCMA),
Chandigarh had been prepared and
submitted to RCMA for necessary
certification.

The packaging of LCA-HUD has
been modified suiting to the
requirements of MIG and Jaguar
aircraft. One prototype (form fit and
functional) for MIG and a mock up
unit (form fit) for Jaguar had been
successfully developed.

Sponsor: Aeronautical Develo-
pment Establishment (AD E),
Bangalore

Design & Development of 35mm
Mini Panoramic Camera (FOCUS)

[P.K. Jain]

The aerial panoramic camera has
been designed for use in the remotly
piloted vehicle. The camera is most
advantageous for military
reconnaissance, since it resolves
small ground details-extending from
horizon to horizon from high
altitudes. The entire land areas
under the aircraft is scanned and
imaged on a single frame. This
camera operates from remotely
controlled ground signals and
additionally designed to annotate
flight parameters on the film along
with the picture.

Three documents namely Technical,
Master Quality Assurance, and
Drawings were revised and
submitted to ADE.

The new Printed Circuit Boards

(PCB's) were incorporated in all the
cameras supplied earlier and again
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subjected to Environmental Stress

Screening(ESS)testfor clearance
to be available for User's trials.

Sponsor: Aeronautical Develo-
pment Establishment (ADE),
Bangalore

Design & Development of Low
Vision Aids (Plastic Aspheric
Lenses)

[V.M.L. Narasimham]

Low vision indicates less than 6/18
but better than 3/60 or field of vision

reduced to 20 degree or less. Such
visual impairment cannot be
corrected by conventional eye
glasses nor by surgery. Compared to
spherical glass magnifiers, aspheric
plastic magnifiers offer advantages
like light weight, better correction
and low cost.

20-0 plastic aspheric lenses have
been developed using:

Injection Moulding Process

CNC turning with little Polishing.

Both the processes have been
successful and quality of lenses
approved by the doctors. Four
batches of prototype plastic aspheric
lenses for 20-0 (Low vision Aids)
have been produced by Mis Lensel
Optics Pvt. Ltd. Pune based on
CSIO's designs and feedback. These
have been tested at this Institute and
sent for field trials.

The work on the development of 160
lenses, limited batch production and
mass production of 200 lenses is in
progress.

Sponsor: Ministry of Social Justice
& Empowerment, New Delhi

Design & Development of Night
Driving Filter

[P.K. Rao]

The project envisages the
development of a specific filter
needed in the vehicles for driving
during night hours. Primarily it
envisages the protection of eyes
from the dazzle and radiation in the
wavelength region 350-440 nm
produced by the head lights of the
approaching vehicles for having

smooth driving and for minimising
road accidents.

The work on the project is in
progress and experimental
determination of active area on
vehicle's wind screen for maximum

glare falling on the driver's eye have
been completed. Computation of
required thickness gradation of the
thin film filter to be vacuum deposited
for "no glare" has been done. The
mechanical designl drawings for flip
mounting of the filter in the vehicle
have been made.

Assembly and testing of the system
is in progress.

Sponsor: Department of Science &
Technology (DST), New Delhi

Development of Vascular
Microendoscope of Various
Diameters

[V.M.L. Narasimham]

The vascular micro-endoscope is a
miniature rigid endoscope with 1-
1.5mm diameter hypodermic probe
for medical use. These endoscopes
are used for observations and for

diagnosing problems: root canals by
dentists, identification of extra canals
perforation and completeness of
debridgement, looking into the joints
ofthe bones, spinal cord, etc.

Optics & mechanical design have
been completed and techniques for
the fabrication of rod lenses

developed.

Work on assembly and testing of the
system and field trials is in progress.

Sponsor: Department of Science &
Technology (DST), New Delhi

Fabrication of Optical Elements of
Type-VI

[V.M.L. Narasimham]

The optical components designed
and fabricated are for use in space
camera being developed by ISRO.
The lenses have been supplied and
are presently undergoing various
tests at ISRO, Bangalore.

Sponsor: Laboratory for Electro-
Optics Systems (LEOS), ISRO,
Bangalore

Central Scientific Instruments Organisation (CSIR)

Relay Lens Systems (1.5X) &
Design & Development of Relay
Lens 2.3X

[V.M.L.Narasimham]

The relay lens system is specially
designed to meet the space
constraint in the gimble for the
Charged Couple Devices (CCD)
Zoom Camera by folding the system.

The Relay Lens system not only
enables to accommodate the Zoom
Lens and the CCD within the space
available in the Gimble of the
Remotely Piloted Vehicle (RPV) -
NISHANT but also the acquisition
distance as it provides lower fields.

Relay lens 1.5X is undergoing
further trials in RPV (Nishant) and
awaiting users trials. Work is in
progress for fabrication of optical
and mechanical components.

Relay lens 2.3X optical &
mechanical design have been
completed and sent to Aeronautical
Development Establishment (ADE)
for feedback. Supply and field trials
of 2.3 X Relay system are yet to be
completed.

Sponsor: Aeronautical Develo-
pment Establishment (ADE),
Bangalore

Optical Components for UV-Vis
Spectrophotometer

[V.M.L. Narasimham]
Toroidal mirrors and other

specialized optical components
have been designed, fabricated and
supplied for double beam UV-VIS
Spectrophotometer required by Mis
Systronics Ahmedabad.

Sponsor: Mis Systronics,
Ahmedabad

2.6 MEDICAL LlNAC

Development of Higher Energy
(15 MeV) Medical Linac

[P.S. Malhotra]

Medical Linac varying from 4 MeV to
15 MeV are used for the cancer
treatment as cancer is one of the
leading causes of death in the world.

Inspite of much advancement in the
field of medicine, it is managed using
one or a combination of three
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methods of treatment-Surgery,
Chemotherapy and Radiation
therapy.

The application of Linacs are more
useful to the patients as compared to
earlier used cobalt machines
because they (Linac) deliver better
depth dose and skin sparing
characteristics, precise field
definition and actual dosimetry.

High Energy Linac, used for
Radiotherapy, is increasingly
attractive choice for the treatment of

skin as well as deep rooted cancers.
The project undertaken is sponsored
by Department of Electronics, New
Delhi and is joint venture of PGI-
Chandigarh, SAMEER-Mumbai &
CSIO-Chandigarh. As per tentative
estimates, around 1000 radiotherapy
machines are required in India for
effective treatment of all cancer

patients.

Treatment of cancer by Radiation is
an effective choice because of its
overall more cost effectiveness.
Cancer in human body are of various
types. While 80% cancer can be
treated with Linacs of 4-6 MV X-rays,
deep seated tumors require the high
energy X-ray beam (10 MV or
greater) for the skin and spares the
deeper body structures. High Energy
Linac is a dual beam Linear

Accelerator capable of delivering
electron beam as well as the X-ray
beam to treat all types of cancers
effectively. The electron beam,
usually combined with the photos (X-
rays) can provide a superior dose
distribution with a significant
decrease in the volume treated to a

high dose.

All CSIO sub-systems for this
machine have been completed and
transported to SAMEER for system
integration. After complete
integration the performance of the
machine is to be fully evaluated with
respect to its calibration and
generation of X-ray beam profile
data. This data will be submitted to
AERB for verification and type
approval of the machine. The

machine will become fit for patient
treatment after installation at user
hospital.

2.7 AG RI-E L ECTRO N I C
INSTRUMENTS

Development of an Instrument for
Evaluation of Proteins in

Soybean, Oil Cakes & other Foods

[5.5. Randhawa]

With the increasing health
consciousness among the people,
Soybean use is getting acceptance
in the form of textured vegetable
protein, Soy fortified wheat floor and
also other uses. The protein content
of Soybean is about 40%.
Nutritionally Soy protein is the most
balanced plant protein for human
consumption. The proteins in seeds
are an important group of plant
materials, which provide Nitrogen
and Amino-acids to the germinating
seedlings. It constitutes a major
source of proteins for human and
livestock consumption.

There is wide requirement of
instrumental techniques to measure
total protein content and estimate
accurately the Amino acids present
in the food proteinslfood products. It
has wide applications in food
processing industries, agricultural
sector and bio-research institutes.

Under this project, the reaction coil
module and temperature controller
for heating have been designed,
fabricated and tested. Photometer

design work is in progress and the
design of solenoid valve initiated.
This project is likely to be completed
by March, 2002.

Sponsor: Technology Mission on
Oil Seeds, Pulses & Maize
(TMOP&M), New Delhi.

Development of a Digital
Automatic Moisture Computer

[A.K. Ganjoo]

Grains and seeds are living
organism. Moisture content plays an
importantrole in their procurement,

Central Scientific Instruments Organisation (CSIR)

processing, preservation or storage.
The quality characteristics that are
of interest for agricultural
commodities are influenced by
factors like moisture content. Hence,
there is a requirement of instruments
and techniques, which can be used
to measure accurately or to estimate
the parameter associated with the
quality of the product. In certain
cases quality assurance tests are to
be performed at farms, packing
stations, procurement mandis and
distribution centres. Therefore, the
object is to develop a simple to use,
highly accurate instrument for
determination of moisture content in

grains and seeds of various nature.

The instrument shall be highly useful
to procurement agencies like FCI,
mandi boards, agricultural
Universities, grain storage houses,
food processing industries, R&D
laboratories and quality control
establishments.

Under this project, a sensor has
been designed and fabricated and
the electronics for the system
designed, fabricated and tested
using micro-controller. Keyboard
and display modules finalized and
software development work is in
progress. This project is likely to be
completed by March, 2002.

Sponsor: Technology Mission on
Oil Seeds, Pulses & Maize
(TMOP&M), New Delhi

Entrepreneurship Assistance
Programme for Productionisation
of an Economic Field Usable pH
Meter

[A.K. Ganjoo]

Under this project, Mis Environ-
mental and Scientific Instruments

Co (ESICO), Panchkula is being
assisted in assembly, testing and
calibration of a number of prototypes
of the instrument and the work is

likely to be completed by March,
2002.

Sponsor: Mis Environmental &

ScientificInstrumentsCo. (ESICQ)
Panch kula
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Development of a Portable
System for Measurement of
Aflatoxin in Oil seeds and Cakes

[A.K. Gangu]

Aflatoxins, potent carcinogenic and
teratogenic metabolites, are

produced by the fungal species
Aspergillus flavus and A. parasiticus.
These can contaminate corn,

groundnuts, cottonseed, mixed feed
and any processed food using these
ingredients. Aflatoxins occur as a
result of unavoidable natural

invasion by the molds before and
during harvest or because of
improper storage. These are found
on a variety of agricultural products,
livestock, feeds and commercial
foodstuffs - including corn, peanuts,
cottonseeds, grains, legumes and
tree nuts. Also, aflatoxins are
indirectly found in dairy products,
poultry and meat products. They
cause aflatoxincosis in animal,

poultry and human beings by
consuming contaminated feed and
ingredients. Crops most susceptible
to natural aflatoxin contamination

are maize, groundnuts, cottonseeds
etc. The need to limit aflatoxins is a

major consideration; since this
potential toxic affects humans
through consumption of aflatoxin
directly in food products or as toxic
(metabolic) residues in animal
tissues.

Suitable analytical methods for the
detection and quantitation of these
toxins need to be made available for
effective food and feed safety
monitoring. Availability of a precision
measuring system will have a
definite impact on storage and post
harvest technology; because the
aflatoxin measurement shall help in

preventing the harmful mold growth

in commoditiesduringharvesting,
transportation and storage; thereby
helping in minimization of wastages
and scientific storage. Thin layer and
liquid chromatographic techniques
have been developed & used. The
disadvantages of using these
methods as rapid screening
procedures in safety monitoring
programs include the high cost of
instrumentation, the need for
extensive sample cleanup, the
limited number of test samples that
can be analysed concomitantly and
the need for an instrumental

laboratory setup that is difficult!
impractical to use in the field.

There has been a need to develop an
independent and precision
instrument for the measurement of

aflatoxins. The system should be
able to carry out the measurements
at site. Its availability will have an
impact on storage and post harvest
technology.

The instrument developed for
aflatoxin detection in grains & seeds
is based on microcolumn technique.
It is an opto-electronic instrument to
quickly determine aflatoxin in parts
per billion.

The detection of aflatoxin is made by
extracting and trapping it on a special
layer of florisil in a microcolumn. The
microcolumn containing the sample
is put in the sample holder of the
system atter capping it properly. An
ultraviolet source is placed in a light
tight enclosure with an optical filter
on one side. The UV light passes
through it before striking the
microcolumn. Only energy between
310 and 410 nm is allowed to reach

the column. The energy at 365 nm
excites the florisil layer in the
microcolumn. On excitation the

florosil layer fluoresces at a second
larger wavelength. Photodetectors
are used to intercept the radiation
from the column. The low-level

output from detector is amplified,
processed and the aflatoxin
concentration is directly displayed on
a LCD display.

It is a rapid, accurate alternative to
cumbersome chromatographic

Central Scientific Instruments Organisation (CSIR)

methods. It is simple extraction and

subsequentfluorescenttest directly
displaying concentration on a digital
readout and no estimations to be

made or previous training of
operator required. No user
adjustments to be made. It makes
available a system incorporating the
latest state of art in technology and
suited to the Indian conditions. The

detection of aflatoxin is performed in
about 15 minutes. This is

substantially less than 2 hours,
required for chromatography, with far
less operator influence involved.
Further, it provides recordable
numerical values than the

comparative visual colour areas.

The advantages offered by the
system include a significant
reduction in time (to only a few
minutes), simplified extraction
procedures, ability to detect different
levels of the toxin and facilitate

screening large number of test
samples.

APPLICATIONS

Procurement agencies

Mandis

Agricultural universities

Storage houses

Food and Feed processing
industries

. R&D establishments

. Quality control

. Poultry industry

. Dairying, etc.
2.8 MODULAR TRANSFER
FUNCTION GROUP

Development of Velocity Panel for
the Small Caliber Projectiles

[R.C. Kalonia]

Velocity Panel measures the velocity
of the projectile. The projectile
passes through two laser screens
placed at fixed distance. The flight
time is measured by an electronic
clock. It has wide applications in
forensic science laboratories.

.

.

.

.

.

System Design has been completed
and the project work is in progress.

Sponsor: Ministry of Information
Technology (MIT),New Delhi
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2.9 METALLURGY & FOUNDRY

Development of Fire Safety
Sensors for Light Combat Aircraft
(LCA)

[M.L. Singla]

Fire Safety Sensor for LCA is no
longer available in the country and is
a critical system. The sensor works
on the principle of continuous
thermocouple. The overheat
conditions in aircraft engine provides
the early alarm for pilot for
malfunctioning or adverse situation
of the aircraft engine. Its successful
and speedy detection can prevent
major damage from taking place.
The basic requirement of such
detection system is ultra fast
overheat detection in all areas of the

engine. It has been found that in
existing combat aircraft, continuous
fire and overheating detection
system are provided.

On the recommendation of ADA and

HAL Bangalore, CSIO has
undertaken the development of Fire
Safety Sensor for LCA. The Sensor
consists of an outsheeth of stainless

steel having two sensing wires
alongwith semiconducting material
filed inside the 2mm pipe. The
sensing behaviour of the system is
that the resistance between wire to

wire and wire to body is megaohm at
ambient temperature and drops to
less than 100 ohms when

r
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Fire safety sensor for LCA

around 30Qo mixtures of these compounds have
been prepared to attain the desired
properties and carried out further
investigation for the resistivity
measurement.

Mechanical Design Set-up for Small
Length sensor pipe filling

A complete set up was conceived,
designed and fabricated. Basic
principle involved is to push the
paste of ceramic material and
thermocouple wires together into
pipe. It consists of two assemblies,
one pushes the paste of Ceramic
material with force and other

assembly guides the thermocouple
wires at desired distance and move

alongwith the paste. The pastel
pushes forward the floating mandrel
placed in the tube. The mandrel has
two holes at required distance
through which the thermo-couple
wires have been put in and secured
in position at the front of the mandrel.
The wires also pass through the
holes. Pipes up to 4 feet length
were filled.

temperature rises to
centigrade.

The complete development work
was divided into two phases. The
first phase covers the development
of two feet long sensor with similar
characteristics. The R&D work as

approved by ADA Bangalore was
completed during the period under
report.

Synthesis of Ceramic Material & its
Purification

During the R&D investigations, it
was found that metals with
perovskite structures has the
characteristics of resistance drop
with temperature. These
characteristics were tailored to get
the desired value of specific
coefficient of resistance with addition
of oxide of transition metals and
alkali earth oxide metals. Different

3I1T.=f~ ~ fcIcfit~ cfi ~~ ~~

Development work on fire safety sensor in progress

Central Scientific Instruments Organisation (CSIR)

Characterization Set-up for the Fire
Sensor

The developed sensors were
thermomechanically treated for
compact packing. Testing of each
sensor was carried out for
resistance measurement and

voltage drop between wire to wire
and wire to body in furnace from 40°
to 400°C. Flame tests were also
carried out as per mil specifications.

Results were presented before the
expert group and demonstration of
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two feet sensor prototypes was
made at ADA Bangalore.The
performance of the sensor was most
satisfactory. The development of fire
safety sensors alongwith and
connector of 20' and 50' length is in
progress.

Sponsor: Aeronautical Develo-
pment Agency (ADA), Bangalore

Design and Development of Off-
Flavour Detection System for
Edible Oils

[M.L. Singla]

Oils and fats are essential
components of food materials for day
to day use. Due to the presence of
unsaturation, these oils are prone to
oxidation which leads to the

generation of off-flavouring
compounds in the oils. The presence
of "off-flavour" seriously affects
consumer acceptability of edible oils.

Trained experienced judges are
required to evaluate oils directly for
any subtle positive flavour and
distinctive off flavour. This sensory
evaluation of flavours by human
olfactory system may not achieve
required precision in the detection of
"off-flavours" in edible oils. This

problem can easily be overcome by
instrumental evaluation of flavours.
Electronic Nose is such an

instrument which is being developed
atthis Institute.

An array of sensors is an integral
part of an electronic nose or flavours
detection system. Among various
sensing materials, conducting
polymers are emerging one. The off
flavours detection system, which is
at developmental stage incorporates
such conducting polymer sensors.

The work activities for the

development of off Flavours
Detection-System carried out are:

Synthesis of Electro-Conducting
Polymers

Conducting polymers of polyaniline
and polypyrrole have been
synthesised chemically and
electrochemically and doped with

different organic dopants to alter
their conductivity.

Fabrication of Conductivity
Measuring Device

A four probe device along with mea-
suring system has been designed
and fabricated to measure the cond-

uctivity of the synthesised polymers.

Fabrication of Interdigited
Microelectrodes

Masks have been fabricated with 15

to 50 micron gap among the
electrodes. The patterns have been
transferred on ceramic plates and
Gold has been deposited on each
pattern up to 1000Ao thickness.
Electrochemical deposition of
conducting polymers on these
electrodes is in progress.

Sponsor: Technology Mission on
Oil seeds, Pulses & Maize
(TMOP&M), New Delhi

Identification, analysis &
speciation of Selenium Metal
Ions/Compounds in water and soil

[M.L. Singla]

Selenium is most poisonous as well
as useful element when used in trace

quantities. It constitutes one of the
essential trace metals for animal

and human diet. Selenium up to 0.5
ppm is essential in fodder but it
becomes poisonous when the
concentration exceeds 0 to 5ppm.
Safe supper limit of Se in drinking
water is 10mg/L.

Some parts of Punjab and certain
regions in the country have been
identified for having more selenium
contents in water and soil than the

permissible limits. The selenium
poisoning affects animal and human
life. Due to selenium poisoning the
hoovers, horns, ear lobes and tail of
cattle start falling off ultimately
leading to their death. In case of
human being the face and hands
become reddened, the body loosens
but the gait becomes stiff ultimately
leading to death.

A number of water samples from the
affected areas of Punjab have been

Central Scientific Instruments Organisation (CSIR)

analyzed using Inductively coupled
plasmaandthe seleniumcontents
have been found to be more than the
tolerable limits.

Keeping in view, the toxic effects of
the selenium, a project on Identifi-
cation, Analysis & speciation of
selenium Metal ions/compounds in
water and soil has been submitted to
Central Ground Water Board, New
Delhi for funding which is under
consideration.

2.10 PROCESS CONTROL
INSTRUMENTATION

Development of Dispergraph for
Measuring & Analysing Carbon
Black Dispersion in Rubber

[H.K. Sardana]

The instrument is designed to
measure the dispersion of carbon
black content in rubber material as
recommended in ISO Standard
11345(97)E. A piece of rubber
sample compounded with carbon
black is placed under the micro-
scopic lens of the equipment, the
magnified image (30X on 14monitor)
is captured by a camera and
displayed on the screen. The
software then, counts the number of
carbon black particles upto certain
prespecified sizes. A statistical
report is provided giving parameters
e.g. number of particles, maximum/
minimum particle size, standard
deviation, mean sizes etc. The
equipment shall be used in rubber
industries for compounding carbon
black into rubber to make the

finished products. The instrument
essentially ensures/measures the
uniformity of dispersion of the
carbon black. .

Design of optical setup, sample
holder, sample cutter, particle
detection, size estimation and
statistical analysis work has been
completed. Fabrication of chassis
for optical set-up, design and
fabrication of lens assembly
completed. Testing and calibration of
the system is in progress. The work
on validation of the instrument is in

progress.
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Sponsor:

Department of Science &
Technology (DST), New Delhi

Development of Rheometer

[Amod Kumar]

Rheometer is extensively used to .

determine the dynamic properties of
rubber which is a visco-elastic
material and has unstable structure

and yield value. The industry needs
the equipment to check the unifor-
mity of the strength of the rubber
material, for production of end-
product like hose pipes, tyres, etc.
Thus, it is an essential tool with wide
applications for production control in
rubber industry. The instrument is
the first of its kind to be developed in
India in the frontier area of quality
control rubber instrumentation.

Various components and sub-
assemblies of the instrument
including RTD Elements, Strain
gauge Torque Sensor, Die Rotating
Motor, NO card, PID controllers,
PLC, Air compressor and Air
Cylinder etc. have been assembled.
The fabrication of Upper and Lower
Dies for holding Rubber Sample,
Biconical Disk, Upper & Lower
Platens, Crank Mechanism,
Mounting for Pneumatic sub-
assembly, Motorized Shutter
Mechanism was carried out. A
Programmable Logic Controller was
incorporated to control the testing
sequence. Complete electro-
mechanical system was interfaced
with PC. Torque data acquisition and
software for making user-screens
has been implemented in Visual C++.
Testing of overall system is in
progress which will lead to the
completion of the project.

Sponsor: Department of Science &
Technology (DST), New Delhi

MIs Security Defence Systems,
Chandigarh

Central Scientific Instruments Organisation (CSIR)

2.11 MICRO POSITIONING
SYSTEMS

Development of Instrumentation
Systems & Related Technology
for Condition Monitoring of
Critical Rotating Machines for
Generation of Electric Power

[A.D. Kaul]

The Department of Science &
Technology Govt. of India has
sponsored a research project
entitled "Development of
Instrumentation Systems & Related
Technology for Condition Monitoring
of Critical Rotating Machines for
Generation of Electrical Power" as a
co-ordinated project being
implemented by liT Delhi, liT
Kanpur, BHEL Hyderabad and CSIO
Chandigarh. CSIO'S role is in the
investigation and identification of
different types of sensors,
transducers, for mountings and
suitable data acquisition system for
interfacing with sensors and with liT
Delhi's Expert System for predictive
maintenance. The project is being
implemented at Ropar Thermal
Power Plant Ropar (Punjab).

Work relating to locations and
mountings of sensors for vibration
measurement of TG set have been
completed. Necessary cabling from
Turbine Generator Set to Control
Room of the Power plant has also
been completed. 16-Channel PC
based On-Line Data Acquisition
System has been developed and
installed at Ropar Power Plant.

Data Acquisition software for
acquiring data from different
transducers has been developed
and. is being experimented for
acquiring data at GGSST Power
Plant, Ropar. Some of the data
recordings have been carried out
with this system and sent to liT Delhi
for Analysis.

Installation of additional vibration
transducers and related

instrumentation, interfacing of
Expert System with data acquisition
system and refinement and testing
of data acquisition system and
transducers and Expert System are
being taken up.

Sponsor: Department of Science &
Technology (DST), New Delhi

Improved Version of Atomic Force
Microscope (AFM)

[A.D. Kaul]

Atomic force microscope is a
versatile test equipment for the study
of surfaces. AFM has a unique ability
to function both as imaging device
and force sensor and can also act as

a platform for emerging techniques
that exploit the instrument's
nanoscale positioning. The
instrument is rapidly evolving as a
analytic tool for profiling surface
from micrometer to nanometer scale

as imaging at this length is
becoming increasingly important.

Central Scientific Instruments
Organization, Chandigarh has
developed a prototype of AFM
under Department of Science &
Technology ( DST ) sponsored
project. The construction of the
developed microscope is simple in
operation and modular in design,
using optical lever method & analog
feedback electronics.

AFM generates a topographical
image by systematically moving a
sharp tip, held at the apex of
cantilever, across a surface. The
extension and refraction of a piezo
ceramic crystal is responsible for the
movement of the tip across the
surface. As the tip tracks the surface
the forces between the tip and the
surface cause the cantilever to bend.

Optical lever system measures the
deflection of the cantilever. Optical
lever system consists of a laser
beam reflected from the back of the

cantilever on to a position sensitive
detector ( PSD ). The PSD then
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measures changes in the position of
the incidentlaser beam and thus

provides nanometric resolution of
cantilever deflection. The standard

contact mode imaging method is
used in which the tip is rastered
across the surface as it is held in

close proximity to the sample by the
force of the bent cantilever. Images
can be displayed on computer
screen with various image
processing tools

The developed AFM was used by
various research groups from
different institutions. The unit has
been transferred and installed

successfully at Bharthiar University,
Coimbatore on cost basis. It is being
used for topography, morphology
related surface characterization of

films and coatings.

The development and fabrication of
another unit of AFM has been taken

up as a grant-in-aid project from DST
titled "Improved Version of Atomic
Force Microscope" The project
envisages improvements in AFM
mechanics, scan electronic controls
and image processing.

Sponsor: Department of Science &
Technology (DST), New Delhi

2.12 APPLIED PHYSICS

Development of Explosive
Detector

[A.R. Dongaonkar]

In today's global environment of
terrorism, there is a well recognised
need for developing sensitive and
specific explosive detection systems.
In the recent past, explosives are
being used extensively by criminals
all over the country causing health
and safety problems. It is therefore,
considered necessary to develop a

portable field operative and hand
held explosive detection system for
general use particularly in public
places.

Keeping in view these aspects, a
project on Development of Explosive
Detector based on Gas
chromatography was initiated during

April, 1998.

The gas chromatograph works on
the principle of separation of
components of mixtures of volatile
compounds when they flow through
a c h rom at 0 g rap hi c co Iu m n
containing a stationary phase
through which a stream of inert gas
passes continuously. As various
constituents interact differently with
the stationary phase, they emerge
out of the column individually and
possess different retention times.

The equipment comprises of twin
chromatographic columns (one
empty and other coated with
stationary phase) coupled to two
independent electron capture
detectors. The empty column ECD
will immediately respond to the
presence of any electron capturing
compound present in the mixture
and enter the detector whereas
coated column ECD will respond
according to the retention time of the
particular compound in the coated
column. The processing electronics
detects the signal from both the EC
detectors and time difference
between them indicates the

presence or absence of explosives.

The complete instrument comprising
of battery, gas cylinder and regulator,
flow system, power distributor,
chromatographic columns,
detectors, processing electronics
etc. has been integrated after

design, development and fabrication
of components and subsystems.

Sponsors: (i) Ministry of Infor-
mation Technology (MIT), New Delhi
(ii) Defence Research & Develop-
ment Organisation (DRDO), New
Delhi

2.13 SERVICE & MAINTENANCE
CENTRES

Consultancy Services on Energy
Management Systems

[R.K. Mohan Rao]

The Institute has developed
expertise in low cost Energy
Management Systems for industries.

Central Scientific Instruments Organisation (CSIR)

Under the sponsorship of

D e par tm e n t 0 f S c i e nee &
Technology and Energy
Management Centre (EMC),
Ministry of Power, Energy
Management Systems have been
developed, installed and evaluated
at various industries. It has also
transferred the technical know-how

to a private industry on non-
exclusive basis. The Institute is

promoting energy conservation in
industries through energy
manangement systems by
conducting workshops, technical
presentations in relevant technical
forums, giving wide publicity through
national newspapers and news
letters.

Govt. of India has introduced Energy
Conservation Bill-2000 (ECB-2000)
in parliament and it will be enacted
as law shortly. International
agencies initiated various progra-
mmes for the effective enforcement
of energy conservation legislations
in India. Notable among them are
USAID Energy Conservation
Commercialisation Program (ECO
Program) and German Technical
Collaboration (GTZ) - Indo-German

Energy Efficiency Program - Phase
II(IGEEP).

GTZ under IGEEP planned for four
outputs, viz Energy Manager's
Training Program, Energy Labeling,
Energy Management Systems and
Performance & Evaluation
Contracts.

GTZ requested the Institute to offer
its consultancy service for output 3
Le. Energy Management Systems.
The following tasks are required to
be completed under this
consultancy service:

. Preparation of state-of-the-art
report on Energy Management
Systems

Conducting workshops to
increa-se the awareness of

Energy Man-agement Systems
in industries.

.

. Preparation of engineering pro-
curement document to help in
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.

floating the tender on Energy
Management System for any
industry.

Reduction of stack gas oxygen
monitoring instrumentation cost.

Introduction of the concept of
building Energy Management
Systems through industrial
networking technology with
open system configuration and
interoperability features.

Sponsor: German Technical
Cooperation (GTZ) - Indo German
Energy Efficiency Project (IGEEP),
New Delhi

.

Development of Non-Linear
Junction Detector

[N.K. Sharma]

It is aimed to develop the system
based on harmonic radar principle.
The instrument will be useful to the

security professionals for searching
of bugging devices and other
concealed electronic items such as
timers or remote controlled receivers
used for detonation of devices.

Critical components and sub-
systems to be used for the
development work have been
identified and procurement process
has been initiated. The surface
mounted components are being
used in circuits. Voltage Controlled
Oscillator (VCO) circuit has been
designed, fabricated and tested.
Buffer amplifier and power amplifier
design work is in progress.

Sponsor: Ministry of Information
Technology (MIT),New Delhi

Central Scientific Instruments Organisation (CSIR)
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Project work in progress in Delhi Centre
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REPAIR & MAINTENANCE OF INSTRUMENTS

Repair & Maintenance service of scientific and industrial
instruments constitute a sizeable fraction of diverse

activities of the Institute. The specialised services are
rendered through three Service & Maintenance
Centres located in different regions of the country - one
each at Delhi, Jaipur and Chennai besides S&M Division
at Chandigarh. These Centres are playing a stellar role
in revitalising instruments worth several crores of rupees
- a major chunk of these being imported have been
bought at a huge cost after spending scarce foreign
exchange. The S&M Centres are, therefore, bringing

MAIN ACTIVITIES

. Undertake Entrepreneurial
Development Programmes regularly
with a view to generating a cadre of
private S&M entrepreneurs in the
country. This is done as a step towards
solving the perennial national problem of
instrument maintenance

Conduct training courses for users on
operation, handling and preventive
maintenance of instruments

.

. Impart On-Job Training to students of
Polytechnics &Engineering Colleges

Organise Management Development
Programmes on Operation,
Maintenance & Repair of Sio-Medical
and Analytical Equipment for the
participants of the third world countries.

.

.

&

.

. Provide test and calibration services

Undertake installation and commissioning jobs

Offer services for establishing instrumentation
facilities

.

about considerable savings in national resources,
which otherwise, would have been spent to import
similar instruments as their substitutes.

The services offered by these centres are broad based
taking an integrated view of the users' requirements
and aim at offering a range of services.

Services Rendered on Repair & Maintenance of Instruments

r

I S&M Centrel
i Division
i

I Chandigarh

I Delhi
r---
1--Jaipur
i

i Chennair-----
! Total

1

I

(Rs. in lakhs)
I

Service Charges Amount 1

Levied (including) Realised I

Cqntract Servic:ing), ' 1

5.891 ~__H ~_~ i
I ,

~t784 ---~---+ ?.:~~ :

5.717 ! --
'-'~-' r '--''' i

!.528 L 4.5~__~
! I

24 920 ! -- I
. I I

L J

I
I
I

!
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Instruments I Approx. Value
Repaired

f

265 I 253.880

426
1-

108.050
i

196
I

53.250

r-268 67.000
I

1155

I

. 482.180

I
I

-----1.
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S&M CENTRE, CHENNAI

Test & Calibration Services

All the calibration eqLJipments used
the the Centre are having traceability
certificates and as such the
calibration certificates can be issued.

These certificates are necognised
for ISO 9000 certification for
industries. The Centre has
enhanced the calibration facilites for

the instruments measuring electrical
parameters, temperature, pressure,
speed, length, mass, time,
frequency, force, etc. More than 350
customers from different industrial

sectors like cement, textile, food,
packaging, rubber & tyre, chemical,
electrical, instrumentation, etc have
availed the calibration facility. In all
2512 instruments were calibrated

having an approximate value of Rs.
85.00 lakhs earning there by a net
revenue of RS.14.053 lakhs during
the year.

Energy Audit

The Centre has all the portable
energy audit instruments for
conducting industrial and
commercial energy audits and has

ENERGY AUDIT SERVICE

been recognised as Energy Audit
Agency by:

. Tamil Nadu Electricity Board,
Chennai (TN.)

Petroleum Conservation
Research Association, New
Delhi

.

. Gujarat State Energy
Developmenf Agency,
Ahmedabad (Gujarat)

Deptt. of Electrical Inspecto-
rate, Thiruvananthapuram
(Kerala)

.

Energy Studies Undertaken

The Energy Audit Cell has developed
expertise for conducting feasibility
studies in Energy Management
Systems for industries. Service was
extended to six industries.

. Mis Nutrine Confectionery
Co.Ltd., Chittoor (AP)

Mis Hindustan Levers Ltd.,
Trichy

Mis Heavy Vehicles Factory,
Avadi, Chennai (TN.)

.

.

. Mis Hyundai Automobiles Ltd,
Chennai (TN.)

Mis Devkiran Paper Mills,

Bangalore(Karnataka)
.

. Mis Jaihind Wire Rod Mills Ltd,
Salem (Karnataka)

Energy Efficiency Feasibility
Studies at Design Stage

The Energy Audit Cell has also
developed expertise for
recommending appropriate Energy
Efficient Equipment (Pumps &
Motors) at the design stage. It has
offered the service to Rishivandyam
Combined Water Supply Scheme
and WSIS to Vellore Municipality,
both water supply schemes of Tamil
Nadu Water Supply & Drainage
Board.

Non-conventional Energy
Utilisation Studies

The Centre has undertaken the
evaluation study of Solar Water
HMtingSystemsandSolarPhoto-
Voltaic Systems installed in different
parts of Tamil Nadu and submitted

Central Scientific Instruments Organisation (CSIR)

the report to Tamil Nadu Energy
Development Agency.

Instrument Banking System

On specific requests, the Energy
Audit Cell provided instrument
support to industries for taking
measurements at site for the

compilation of energy related data.
Mis Synergy - Dooray Automotives
Ltd, Vishakapatnam (AP) and Mis
GTN Textiles Ltd, Hyderabad utilised
this service.

Intelligent and Communicating
Comprehensive Electrical
Parameters Monitor for Industrial
Electrical Feeders and Load

The ChennaiCentrehas been
involved in the development of
Energy Management Instrumen-

23

Amount Realised
S.N. Name of the Party (Rs.ln lakhs)

1. Malar Hospital Ltd, Chennai 0.0250

2. Tamil Nadu Water Supply & Drainage Board (TWAD), Chennai 0.1675

3. Mis Rajpalaiyam Spintext Ltd, Rajapalaiyam 0.1500

4. Mis Henkel SPIC India Ltd, Karaikal (Pondicherry) 0.4000

5. Mis Burn Standard Co. Ltd, Salem 0.4000

6. Rishivandiyam Combined Water Supply Schemes, Vellore
Municipality, Northern Region, Vellore 0.1500

7. Evaluation Study of Solar Water Heating Systems & Solar Street
Lighting Systems assigned byTamil Nadu Energy Development Agency, Chennai 0.5000

8. Mis Synergy Dooray Automotive Ltd, Vishakapattnam 0.1500

Total 1.9425
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tation for the last five years. The
largesttechnologydevelopmentis
Intelligent Energy Monitor capable of
Monitoring Electrical Feeders and
Loads comprehensively. The energy
mode is capable of communicating
with the state-of-art industrial

networks for filling the gap of low cost
energy transmitters for Industrial
Power Monitoring and Energy
Management System.

The monitor measures 25
parameters in total about the
feeder/loads and includes

instantaneous three phase voltages,
currents, frequency, power factor,
real reactive and apparent powers
and accumulated energies etc. The
monitor transmits the information on
RS-485 communication interface

using simple request send protocol.

The monitor provides status
information about the feeder like

tempering (phase reversal, single
phase, etc.), start up indication, node
heater indication and phase voltage
status.

The monitor is based on two chip
energy metering solution (DSP Core
and Sigma delta AID converter)
provided by M/s Atmel Corporation,
USA. The advanced version of the
monitor provides industrial standard
Lon Talk Communication Protocol of
M/s Echlon Corporation, USA.

Electrical Real Energy
Transmitter/Node

The Chennai Centre has also

developed Real Energy Transmitter
capable of monitoring real energy
(single phase and three phase)
Industrial Electrical Feeders and

Loads. The meter gives average real
power as frequency outputs which
can directly drive electro-mechanical
converters or two phase stepper
motors. This energy mode is having
an option of communicating with the
state-of-art industrial networks. The

technology development is for filling
the gap or very low cost energy
transmitters.

The meter is based on single chip

energy metering solution (DSP Core

and AJD converter) provided by MIs
Analog Devices, USA.

Technologies Developed

The Centre has successfully
developed the following
technologies:

. Comprehensive Electrical
Parameter Monitor/Transmitter
for Industrial Loads. It can
measure all types of industrial
parameters which include
voltage, current, power factor,
all types of powers and
energies.

Lonworks technology based
Energy Nodes

The Energy Nodes can be
configured very easily into a network

to form cost effective energy
monitoring and control systems. The
technology has been field tested
thoroughly and perfected at the
Centre.

.

S&M CENTRE, NEW DELHI

Management Development Programme (MDP) on
Operation, Maintenance & Repair of Sio-medical
Equipment

The programme was started keeping in view the
principle of South-South cooperation to provide a
framework for technical and economic exchange
between India and the Third World Countries. The

objective of cooperation is to provide partner countries
with an opportunity to draw upon the Indian expertise
and work towards self reliance of the participating
countries. Ministry of External Affairs, New Delhi has
recognised CSIO as a permanent venue for this
specialised course under ITEC/SCAAP programme.

The eighth MOP was conducted from September 14 to
November 8, 2000 for 4-weeks each at Delhi Centre
and S&M Division, Chandi-garh. The 8-week
programme was attended by 24 international delegates
from as many as 19 cO'untries

During the programme, a broad overview of the fairly
large spectrum of medical instruments used in various
specialities of medicine was given. The schedule
included lecture sessions covering basic principles,
operation & applications, hands-on-sessions involving
real life repair & maintenance problems on different

Central Scientific Instruments Organisation (CSIR)
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Inauguration of Management Development Programme on
Operation, Repair & Maintenance of Biomedical Equipments

sT am:..qr.O!,~q~ '9~,f7t;:iT (fir ~~., (fi~~ s.~
Dr. R.P. Bajpai in a meeting with the delegates
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types of medical instruments followed by study tours
and visits to medical institutions, state-of-art

diagnostic facilities and industries.

Course Contents

. Maintenance Management and Safety Aspects

Bio-Chemicall nstrumentation.
. Optical Instrumentation for Bio-Medical

Applications

Hospital Service Equipment@)

The Manuals were prepared on Ophthalmoscope,
Autoclave, Microscope, Sterlizer, Centrifuge and
Incubator and distributed to the participants in addition
to hand books of the renowned writers in the field.

Beginning March 1994, seven programmes have been
organised by the center and enabled the Institute win
worldwide acclaim. The success of the programme
can be judged from the overwhelming response
received from third world countries. A redeeming
feature is that the Ministry of External Affairs, Govt. of
India has identified S&M Centre, New Delhi as a Nodal

Agency for organising international programmes of
this nature.

"BT.~6r cllKdJR ~~ ~
Dr. Guha delivering lecture

11f~1]T ~oq:; ~ ~m Wt ~

Delegates at the meeting

PARTICIPATION BY THIRD WORLD COUNTRIES

Name ofthe Participant

Zelalem Begashaw Bedane
Ganizani Phiri

Mamode HabibuJlah Peerally

Ben lIias

Peter Wabwire

Bonang Sylvia Tlhomelang

Syamphay Ming Boupha
Rasha Ramadan Zaid

Ahmed Zuhair

Ali Naseem

Steve James Madeleine

Lutwama Paul

Pavel Zhukovets

Daniel Zacharia Matata

Sabas Mrisho Mandari

Bukola Emmanuel Esan

Radian Phy
Mohamed Boinali

Bacar Chipinda Mohamed

Gazlay Lloyd Arthur

Aryo Seto Isa

sa Ginting
,';,' j" ",'";

lamou

OMYaya

Centrsl Scientific Instruments Organisation (CSIR)

Country
Ethiopia
Zambia
Mauritius

Papua New Guinea

Uganda
Botswana

Vientiane (LAOPOR)
Sudan
Maldives
Maldives

Seychelles
Uganda
Estonia
Tanzania
Tanzania

Nigeria
Cambodia
Comorian

Comorian

Guyana
Indonesia
Indonesia
" "I";,,,

Niger
Guinea
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Management Development

Programme (MDP) on Opera-
tion, Maintenance & Repair of
Analytical Equipments

Harnessing the rapport developed
through successful conduct of
eight MDPs on Bio-medical

Equipments, Ministry of External
Affairs, Govt.of India rewarded

CSIO by providing an opportunity
to organise another MDP on
Operation, Maintenance and

Repair of Analytical Equipments
for the participants of Third World
Countries. The first 4-weeks

programme was conducted by the
Delhi Centre in assoication with

S&M Division and Applied Physics
Division of the Institute. Next 3-

weeks course was conducted by
the centre and the last one-week

course was arranged in

Chandigarh. It was attended by 10
international delegates from as
many as 6 countries:

fct~II\U"~q; "3t{Cfi(Uf:~mc., ~~it5

Inauguration of MOP on Analytical Equipments

;/

fct~II\U"~ "3qq;(1Jr q:;l~~ -iI' lJf~~ ~11f i2t~ ~

Delegates taking part in discussions

The course was conducted on the

same pattern of MDP on Bio-
medical Equipment during the
period February 5 to March 2,

2001. The topics covered during
the course are:

I I

m~'~ ~qq;(1Jr:fclm"'~ ~qq;(1Jif"q( ~:r ~ fcIq;j~q;1~~
DemonstrationofAnalyticalEquipmentsforMaintenance& Repair

Manuals on Analytical
Instruments prepared were
provided to the participants in
addition to books of renowned
writers in the field.

fct~#t1If1J"~q; "3qq;(1Jr q:;1~Sfi~ -iI' "9RtofI~ ~ i2t~ "S1(

Participants attending lecture
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. Activities of CSIO in

Analytical Instruments

. Maintenance Management &
Safety Aspects

. Analytical Instrumentation
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International Delegates

Name of the Participant

Arar AI-Ashee

Az-Zeqeh Hiyad

Madyetkhan Khasikhan

Chisenga DaviesKalunga

Niwakoel B.S. Swa.i

Richard Asara Tarimo

Dania Aleman Meza

Sam Samson Sam

KeziaHaika Mwanga

Le Tri Bao

Country

Jordan

Jordan

Kazakhstan

Zambia
ST.3{1~.-qr.~~ ~r~lt <fiT']~~ ~ W

Dr. R.P. Bajpai presenting the certificates to the delegate--,
Tanzania

Tanzania

Mexico

Tanzania

Tanzania

Vietnam

Part-time Entrepreneurship
Development Programme (EDP)
on Repair & Maintenance of
Computer Hardware and Bio-
medical Instruments

With a view to creating a cadre of
private S&M entrepreneurs in the
country, the centre conducted two
EDPs for energetic and enterprising
youths in repair & maintenance of
Computer Hardware and Bio-
medical Instruments. Both the 4-
months part-time programmes were
conducted from August 1 to
November 20, 2000. A total of 13
persons attended Computer
Hardware Course and 7 persons
participated in Bio-medical Course.

The EDPs are aimed at moving a
step forward towards solving the
perennial national problem of
instrument maintenance and
generating self employment by
conducting such regular training
cour~e~,

fq~~\\flln~q; '3q<.f;~r: fuWlurr~q; '3q<.f;(lIIT ~<: 311 ~q' fqq;1~ q;14\1i~

Demonstrationsessioninprogress
duringMDPonAnalyticalEquipment

Institutional Support Services

Delhi Centre provided a number of
support services to the Institute for
completing the required docu-
mentation facilities for the

procurement of vital components/
instruments concerning R&D
activities.

On-JobTraining

The centre provided on-job training
to a number of persons deputed by
various institutions in the field of

repair and maintenance of scientific
instruments.

S&M CENTRE,JAIPUR

Entrepreneurship Development
Programme (EDP) on Repair &
Maintenance of Bio-Medical
Instruments

The Jaipur Centre participated in the
entrepreneurship development
programme on repair & maintenance
of Bio-medical Instruments

Central Scientific Instruments Organisation (CSIR)

organised by Electronic Test &
Development Centre, (ETDC) Jaipur
under the sponsorship of DST, New
Delhi from August 16 to September
28,2000. The six week programme
was organised for skilled
unemployed graduate diploma
holders shortlisted by ETDC. The
services of the centre were taken by
ETDC for providing faculty and
infrastructure for two-weeks from

August 28 to September 8, 2000 for
imparting training to 20 participants
in repair and maintenance of ECG
Machine, Defibrillator, Bed Side
Monitor, Surgical & Shortwave
Diathermy, etc. The training
manuals of the instruments were

also prepared by the centre.

Training Programme on Operation
& Preventive Maintenance of

Basic Health Care Equipment for
Para-medical Staff

A 3-day training programme on

Operation and Preventive
Maintenance of Basic Health Care

Instruments was conducted by the
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Centre at Bassi from October 12 to
14, 2000 under the Child Survival
and Safe Motherhood Scheme of
UNICEF for 20 para-medical staff
from Primary Health Centres of
Bassi, Chaksu and Chornu in
Rajasthan. The equipments covered
in the programme were Weighing

Machine, Sphygmomanometer,
Open Care Resuscitation System,
Centrifuge Machine, Binocular
Microscope, Vaporiser, Seriological
Water Bath and Laryngoscope. The
main aim behind this programme
was to enable the participants to
handle and use the basic health care
equipments with confidence and

also to take necessary precautions

for keeping the regular maintenance.
The training manuals were also
prepared by the centre besides
delivering lectures on the preventive
maintenance and conducting hands-
on sessions

ANNUAL MAINTENANCE CONTRACT (AMC) SERVICING

(Rs. in lakhs)

Central Scientific Instruments Organisation (CSIR) 28

Name of the Party Name of the Instrument Qty. Period of Contract Service
I

Charges

Chandigarh Division
PGI, Chandigarh Dental Chair/Unit 31 6 Months 2.158

Jaipur Centre
Santokba Memorial Balance Cell Colorimeter 2
Durlabhji Hospital Spectrophotometer (B&L) 1
Jaipur Spectrophotometer 1 9 months 0.150

Electrophorosis Power Supply 1

New Delhi Centre

CSIR, New Delhi Voltage Stabiliser & CVT 95 1 Year 0.500

Dr Ram Manohar Lohia
Hospital, New Delhi

Eye Department Slit Lam (Zeiss) 2 1 Year 0.076

Slit Lamp
Techno Optical (Italy) 2 1 Year 0.140
Haaqstrait Model

Operating Microscope
OPMI-1 Zeiss 1 1 Year 0.352
OPMI-6 Seiss 1
OM-5 Takagi 2

I

Synaptophore 1 1 Year 0.035

Indivert Ophthatmsope 1 1 Year 0.015

I

Bio-Chemistry Deptt Digital Cell Counter 5 1 Year 0.055

Photoelectric Colorimeter 2 1 Year 0.022,
Mechanical Cell Counter 26 1Year 0.098i

L
Spectrophotometer 1 1 Year 0.065

Semi Auto Analyser 1 1 Year 0.050
i

ENT Department Operating Microscope 3 I 1Year 0.090 II
I (Zeiss, BEL & Ascon) I

I Neuro-Surgery

I

Operating Microscope I
I (Codman) 1 1 Year

I

0.060 II I I'
I I I'-- .-- - . .
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(Rs. In Lakhs)

Name of the Party I Name of the Instrument I Qty. I Period of Contract I Service

Charges
I I I I

Pathology,

Histopathology, Skin, I Water Bath I 19 I 1 Year I 0.152

Blood Bank, CCU,

Cytology & Microbiology I HotAirOven

11 1 Year 0.088

Deptt BOD Incubator 2 1 Year 0.048

Incubator 8 1 Year 0.096

Centrifuge 32 1 Year 0.320

VORl 2 1 Year 0.008

Monocular Microscope 19 1 Year 0.228

Binocular Microscope 40 1 Year 0.240

. ECG Machine 24 1 Year 0.576
Cardiology Deptt,

Nursing Home and I ECG Machine (3 -Channel) I 4 I 1 Year I 0.160
Emergency Ward

General Lab Eqpt.

Iinverter/ups

I 7 I 1 Year I 0.060

Physiotherapy Deptt. 6 1 Year 0.150S.w. Diathermy Machine

Surgery Deptt. I Cautory Machine L&T
3 1 Year 0.090

Cautory Machine Philips 9 1 Year 0.270

Cautory Machine -Siemen 1 1 Year 0.030

Cautory Machine Indian
2

I

1 Year

I

0.056

DDU Hospital, New
I Operating Microscope

I 1 5 Months 0.065
Delhi (BEL)

Operating Microscope (Carl I 1 I 5 Months I 0.075

Caps)
Operating Microscope I 1 I 5 Months I 0.065

(Nagashima)
Keratometer I 3 I 5 Months I 0.075

Slit Lamp
- Hag Street Model

I

1
I

5 Months I 0.152

(900 BM) 3 5 Months

Appaswamy

Synap Taphere
I

1
I

5 Months
I

0.035

Examination Light (Walch 2 5 Months 0.030
Allyn)
Indirect Ophthalmoscope

Keelers 4 5 Months 0.140

Appaswamy 2 5 Months 0.044

Ophthalmoscope (Walch 14 5 Months 0.238
Allyn)
Streak Rotinescope (Walch I 12 I 5 Months I 0.156
Allyn)
Desk Charger (Walch Allyn) 5 5 Months 0.005

'Nail Clharger 24 0Month O,01Z
Auto Refractometer (Zeiss) 1 5 Months 0.070
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(RS.fn Lakhs)
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Name of the Party Name of the Instrument Qty. Period of Contract Service

Charges

Microscope (Labo/Olympus) 9 5 Months 0.108 I

Spencer Microscope 5 5 Months 0.060 I

Hot A ir Oven 2 5 Months
I

0.020

I

Centrifuge (Remi) 8 5 Months 0.072

Cell Counter (5 Keys) 4 5 Months 0.014

Water Bath 4 5 Months 0.02

Tissue Flotations Bath 1 5 Months 0.007 I
Rotary Microtome (Yorco) 2 5 Months

I

0.014

I
Microhemateorit Centrifuge 2 I 5 Months 0.018

(Remi)
!
! I

Nedle Desptroyer 9 I 5 Months 0.027 I

Automatic Knife Sharpner 1 I 5 Months 0.025

Water Bath 2 ! 5 Months 0.014
!

Autoclave 1 5 Months 0.010

Binocular Microscope 1 5 Months 0.012

CVRL Rotator 1 5 Months 0.006 I

! I
Weighing Balance 0 -1 Kg. 1 ! 5 Months 0.005

Ultrasound Scanner

I

liT, New Delhi (Ultramark -4 Plus) 1 1 Year 0.200

Advance Technology I
I

System

UV Spectrophotometer 1 I 1 Year 0.120

Aplab Function Generator 3 I,

Philips Oscilloscope 3 1 Year 0.175
,

Kikusi Digital Storage 1

Oscillosco pe

Guru Nanak Keratometer 10 1 Year 0.250

Eye Centre,
Slit Lamp 17 1 Year 0.595New Delhi I
Synaptophore 5 1 Year 0.175

I Lees Screen 2 1 Year 0.040
I

Lady Harding Medical Ciba Corning Flame 3 3 Months 0.360

College & Smt.Sucheta Photometer (M -480)

Kripalani Hospital,
New Delhi
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Activities Profile of 5&M Centres

I Rs. In lakhs I

4.995

(11.84%)

9.4
(22.28% 12.025

(28.50% )

10.524
(24.94% )

Rs.42.19 lakhs

1999-2000

4.30
(5.00%)

RS.85.87 lakhs

2000-01

D ~&O Ropi\ir~
Maintenance

ealibration Training C It l1li Others includins Enersy
OMU Aney l1li

Audit and Know-How Fees
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14.HUMAN RESOUR.CE QEVELOPMENT

4.1 Indo-Swiss Training Centre

The IndQ-Swiss Training Centre
(ISTC), a Centre of Excellence in the
area of Human Resource
Development in Northern Region,
has made great strides to update its
training programmes as per the
requirement of the industry. The
Institute conducts three training
courses on regular basis:

Training Courses

3-Year Diploma Course in
Instrument Technology

4-Year Advanced Diploma in
Mechatronics and Industrial
Automation

4- Year Advanced Diploma in Die and
Mould Making

All these courses are recognized by
All India Council for Technical

Education (AICTE).

ISTC Admissions

Admission to girl students in all
the courses has been started
w.e.f. the session 2000-01.

Evaluation of the ISTC Entrance

examination has been computerized
forthe first time.

Revision of Rules and Regulations
for the trainees was undertaken.
These have been discussed and

examined by a team of
academicians, administrators and
representatives of AICTE.

ISO: 9002 Certification

Documents for obtaining ISO 9002
certification were prepared and
submitted to the competent
authorities. Two high power teams
appointed by the STQC Directorate,
Ministry of Information Technology,
New Delhi have visited the Institute

and approved the training
programmes. The final certification
is likely to be granted soon.

ISTC Convocation

The 35th Convocation of ISTC was

held on 4th August, 2000. Dr M.A.

Zarabi, Chairman-cum-Managing
Director, Semiconductor Complex
Limited, Mohali, delivered the
convocation address and gave away
the prizes and medals to the
meritorious students. Dr R.P. Bajpai
Director awarded diplomas to the
pass-outs of the college. Dr.
Rupinder Gupta, Principal ISTC
apprised the august gathering about
the activities and achievements of

the Institute during the year.

ISTC Brochure

An updated edition/version of
information brochure on ISTC was

brought out during the year. . The
document is very useful for
promoting Industry-Institute
interactions and placements of ISTC
graduates.

Placements

Employment has never been a
problem for the students trained in
this Institute. Placement cell is being
looked after by a group of senior
faculty members, who organize
regular campus interviews. All the
trainees have been absorbed to their

satisfaction by reputed companies
during past years.

ShortTerm Courses

Besides the regular courses, the
centre has also conducted 12 short-
term courses in modern

technologies for the benefit of
personnel sponsored by the
Industry.

Technical Assistance

ISTC provided necessary technical
assistance to the industry by offering
services for the fabrication of press
tools & moulds and other tool room
work. The centre was also
associated actively in various R&D
projects for the fabrication and
assembly of mechanical
components.

On the invitation of Bhabha Atomic

Research Centre, Mumbai, a group
of seven trained students was

Central Scientific Instruments Organisation (CSIR)

deputed for 8 weeks, who
successfully contributed in the
development of :

Interface for Profile Projector & Edge
Sensor

Flexible Planar Pneumatic

Manipulator

In another assignment, two projects
viz: Autofed Screw Driving System
and Automation for Phosphating
Plant were undertaken and

successfully completed by the
trainees for Havell's India Ltd., Delhi
during the period under report.

Curriculum Revision

As per our continuous endeavours to
make the technical courses

responsive to the industrial needs
and requirements, the curriculum of
Instrument Technology course was
revised.

Entrepreneurship Awareness
Camp

To create awareness regarding self-
employment and simultaneously
motivate the students to consider

entrepreneurship as an alternate
career avenue, a 2-day
Entrepreneurship Awareness Camp
was organized for the final year
students of ISTC.

Experts from academic, financial
and banking Institutions, and a self-
made successful entrepreneur
interacted with the participants over

> a number of sessions during the
EDP meet. The programme was
attended by over sixty trainees from
the disciplines of Mechatronics and
Industrial Automation, Die & Mould
Making and InstrumentTechnology.

Personality Development
Programme

Personality development
programmes were arranged for the
pass out students, in order to
enhance their communication skills,
to promote the importance of
interpersonal relations and to infuse
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more confidence in them for facing
the world. About 60 students were

benefited from this workshop.

Blood Donation Camp

The ISTC undertakes societal

developmental activities as well.
Two blood donation camps were
organized and more than 190
students and staff members came
forward for this noble cause.
Besides this, ISTC trainees also met
a number of emergency calls from

,- I

lJf~ ~~ ~ fcroNf (~q;(~ ~
ISTC students donating blood

hospitals in the city for donation of
blood.

Mr. Sandeep Narang, one of ISTC
trainees, was awarded by Mis
Procter & Gamble, Mumbai and Mis
Allied Informatics India for
undertaking troubleshooting
software problems.

Faculty Participation as Experts

Four scientists of ISTC viz:

V.K.Sharma, R.C.Arora, R.C.
Agnihotri and Inder Mohan Lal, were
invited as experts by Sant Longowal
Institute of Engineering &
Technology, Longowal, Punjab for
curriculum development of two
diploma courses:
Electronics and Communication

Engineering

Instrumentation and Process
Control.

Sports &NCC Activities

The ISTC organized students
participation in sports and NCC
during the year:

Hot Weather Cricket Tournament
organized by U.T. Cricket
Association

One of the students was selected
to represent Chandigarh Carrom
Team for North Zone under 19
tournament and got 2Mposition in the

Open Doubles Event

33 Cadets attended ATC-2000 at

Barotiwala (H.P.)

2 students attended Trekking Camp-
2000 at Goa.

14 students passed 'B' Certificate
Examination and 2 students passed
'c' certificate examination of NCC.

INDUSTRIAL SET-UP BY TRAINEES

Self employment has been one of the main objectives of ISTCIANS during the past years and a number of industrial
units have came up all over the country and abroad, established by the trained students of the Institute. The indicative
lists of the industrial units established is:

Industries Set-up by ISTC
Graduates

8. M.M.S. Exports Pvt. Ltd,
Bangalore

9. Kay Enn Enterprises,
Chandigarh

10. Shyam Engineering Co,

Chandigarh

11. Welding Specl, Nasik

12. Chauhan Industries, Delhi

13. S.R. Engineers, Chandigarh

14. Jeffery International, Delhi

15. Lakshmi Enterprises, Ambala

16. Lakshmi Engineering Products,
Ambala City

17. Kool Off Beverages,
Chandigarh

18. S. R. Engineers, Chandigarh

19. Varun Enterprises, Chandigarh

20. Multitech, Delhi

21. UshaAuto Engineers, Kalka

22. Isomet Limited, Chandigarh

23. N.R. Precision, Chandigarh

24. N.U. Sriyam High Tech,
Lucknow

25. Mega Carbon Products Pvt.

I.to, Chandigarh

26. C rea t i ve E n gin e e r s ,
Chandigarh
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27. Comtech India, Chandigarh

28. UniflexTools, Mohali

29. Gee Dee Tools & Equipments,
Chandigarh

30. H.M. Engg Works, Mohali

31. Max Valves & Regulators Pvt.
Ltd., Chandigarh

32. R.K. Engineering Works,
Panchkula

33. Him a c h a I E n t e r p r i s e s ,
Parwanoo

34. Vikram Industries, Panch kula

35. Sandhu Engineering Works,
Chandigarh

36. Unique Industries, Chandigarh

37. H.K.lndustries, Chandigarh

38. Omni Circuits, Mohali

39. Inder Enterprises, Chandigarh

40. Ahluwalia Associates & Engg.
Products, Mohali

33

1. Varun Auto Industries,
Ludhiana

2. Deluxe Auto Industries,
Ludhiana

3. R.P.S. Industrial Associates,
Delhi

4. Johnson Automation Co, New
Delhi

5. am Engineers, Hyderabad

6. Surmoj Industries, Mohali

7. Alpha Beta Engineers,
Faridabad
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41. StandardAutogearsPvt. Ltd.,
Mohali

42. Dee Kay Engineers, Gurgaon,
Haryana .

43. United Gears, Una

44. A mar W h eel s ( P) Lt d ,
Ludhiana, Punjab

45. Neotek Engineers, Chandigarh

46. Windsor Graphics Pvt. Ltd,
Trivandrum

47. Suneel Auto Compo (P) Ltd.,
Gurgaon, Haryana

48. Engineering Impex Co, New
Delhi

49. Batra Electronics & Electrical
Industries, Shimla, Himachal
Pradesh

50. 3M Marketiers, Delhi

51. Bee Gee Manufacturing Co.,
New Delhi

52. Pre cis ion E n gin e e r s ,
Chandigarh

53. Babbar Industries,Chandigarh

54. KomalAgencies, Chandigarh

55. Omega Precisions Pvt. Ltd,
Chandigarh

56. Alfa Precitech, Mohali, Punjab

57. Precision Tool Galaxy,
Chandigarh

58. Alfa Industries, Chandigarh

59. Raisons Industries, Panchkula,
Haryana

60. Moonlit Industries, Sirhind,
Punjab

61. Golden Tools & Equipment,
Mohali, Punjab

62. Walia Industrial Corporation,
Chandigarh

63. Techaids,Gurgaon, Haryana

64. Usha Engineers, Delhi

65. Kiran Industries,Delhi

66. Kontrolec Industries, New Delhi

67. Metal Crafts, Mohali, Punjab

68. Atop Fasteners Pvt. Ltd.,
Chandigarh

69. Punhar Innovations Pvt. Ltd.,
Chandigarh

70. Professionals & Traders,
Panchkula, Haryana

71. Dee Kay Enterprises,
Parwanoo,HimachalPradesh

72. Sark Industries,Chandigarh

73. Alpha Engineering & Services,
New Delhi

74. Arien Electrolines, Mohali,
Punjab

75. Gupta Printing Press, Patiala,
Punjab

76. Pre cis ion E ngin e e r i n9 ,
Chandigarh

77. Satish Precision Engg. Works,
Yamunanagar,Haryana

78. Teqnova Tools, Parwanoo,
Himachal Pradesh

79. Mars Infocom Systems,
Chandigarh

80. Mechatronic Automation,
Panchkula, Haryana

81. Sai Impex & Projects,
Chandigarh

82. Advantech India, Chandigarh

83. NNK Proficient Tool Room,
Baddi, Himachal Pradesh

84. Kalsy Enterprises, Mohali,
Punjab

85. A. N. Compu Systems,
Chandigarh

86. MegaCast, Mohali, Punjab

87. FastonBatteries, Chandigarh

88. GMTraders,Chandigarh

89. Ideas Education Systems,
Chandigarh

90. Onassis Auto Products Pvt.
Ltd., Gurgaon, Haryana

91. Windsor Polymer Pvt. Ltd,
Kurali, Punjab

92. M 0 c hton e r s , Mum b ai,
Maharashtra

93. A.A.Tech,New Delhi

94. Veeran Industries,New Delhi

95. Arihant Udyog, Delhi
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96. Super Coasters, Nasik,
Maharashtra

97. Sagarika Consultants, Delhi

98. Manchanda, New Delhi

99. Premier Electro, Nasik,
Maharashtra

100. Nayyar Industries, Ludhiana,
Punjab

101. Precimax, Bangalore, Karnatka

102. Techno Engg., Faridabad,
Haryana

103. Rat tan I n d , Mum b ai,
Maharashtra

104. Univ. Services, Trivandrum,
Kerla

105. Dextra Industries, Mumbai,
Maharashtra

106. Kelekar, Mumbai, Maharashtra

Industries I Industrialists Abroad

. Ishi System Inc., CA, USA

. FerromaticTools, Canada

. Hajura Engg., Canada

. J.P.Bhandari, Australia

. Navdeep, Denmark

. NavneetViewly, USA

. Rajinder Vii,Canada

. Manku Naresh, Kanada

. K.N.S.Chatwal, USA

. NBR Associates, Canada

. Pedectlnd., USA

. Excel!.Tee's, Canada

. Vasudeva,Canada

. Upender Singh, Canada

. N.D.Madan, Mauritius

. Ranbir Sood, Canada

. VedTiwari, USA

. Kailash Bhatia, Canacia

. Chand KBawa, USA
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ISTC Faculty Members (Scientists/EngineerslTechnical Officers)

- - ~ - ~- ~- - ~ ~~- ~.."..-~- - ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ - - ~ ~ ~ - ~ -~ ~ ~ ~

S.No.. Name of the Staff
Member

Desigqation A.cademic/Professional
Qualifications

35

1. Dr R P. Bajpai Director D.Sc., Ph.D, M.Sc.

2. Dr Rupinder Gupta Scientist F Ph.D, M.Tech, BE (Mech)

3. Shri VK Sharma Scientist F ME (Electronics), BE!

4. Dr RK Jain Scientist Ell Ph.D, ME (Mech.), AMIE

5. Sh BS Bedi Technical Officer Ell Diploma (Mech.)

6. Sh. R.C.Agnihotri Technical Officer Ell ME (Electronics), AMIE

7. Shri R.C. Arora Scientist Ell ME (Controls), BE

8. Shri K.D. Chattopadhyay Technical Officer Ell ME (Mech.), AMIE

9. Shri N.C. Hira Technical Officer Ell Diploma (Inst. Tech.)

10. Shri KS Ubhi Technical Officer Ell Diploma (I.T.)

11. Shri RK. Aggarwal Scientist EI M. Sc. (Physics)

12. Shri K.K. Thariyan Technical Officer EI AMIE (Mech.), Dip. IT

13. Sh. Jatinder Gupta Technical Officer EI Diploma (Inst. Tech.)

14. Sh. S.S. Tomar ! Scientist EI ME (Mech.), AMIE

15. Sh. M.D. Phukan Technical Officer EI Diploma (Inst. Tech.)

16. Shri D.S. Anand Technical Officer EI D/MTraining, NTA

17. Shri RS. Kathuria Technical Officer EI Diploma (Mechanical)

18. Shri Kuldip Singh Technical Officer EI B.Sc, SUP. Cert. PC Inst.

19. Shri SK Mukherjee Technical Officer EI Dip. (Inst. Tech)

20. Inder Mohan Lal Scientist EI ME (Engg. Edu), AMIE

21. Sh. K.C. Bhatia Technical Officer EI Diploma (Mechanical)

22. Sh. Gurdev Singh Technical Officer EI NTC (Mech. D/Man)

23. Sh. D.S. Sian Scientist EI AMIE (Electrical)

24. Sh.A.P.Jain Technical Officer EI Diploma (Inst. Tech.)

25. Sh.V.P.Sood TechnicalOfficerC NTC (Mech. D/Man)

26. Sh. M.P. Singh Technical Officer C Diploma (Mechanical)

27. Shri Amarjit Singh TechnicalOfficerC NTC (Electrical)

28. Mrs Ramesh Rani Library Officer C BA, B. Ed, B. Lib. Sc.

29. Sh. Malkiat Singh Technical Officer B ITI & PTC (Machinist)

30. Sh. Raman Kumar Attri Scientist B B. Tech (Electronics)

1. Sh. RK. 8haradwaj Technical Officer B ITI(Turner)

32. Sh. Santokh Singh Technical Officer B ITI (Turner)

Central Scientific Instruments OrganisatIon (CSIR)
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AMIE (Mechanical)

Diploma (Mechanical)

Diploma (Electrical)

AMIE (Mechanical)

Diploma (Mechanical)

Diploma (Mechanical)

Diploma (Mechanical)

ITI (Electrical)

Diploma(Mech.), BA, MBA

ME (Electronics), BE

Ph.D, M.Sc. (Physics)

M. Sc. (Chemistry)

M. Phil (Hindi), Dip in Translation &Journalism

Ph.D., MA (Hindi)

Central Scientific Instruments Organisation (CSIR)
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Sh.Pirthi Raj Technical Officer B

34. Sh. K Sarvan Kumar Technical Officer A

35. Sh. SatendraKumar Technical Officer A

36. Sh. K.S. Rattan Technical Officer A

37. Sh. Harichand Singh Technical Officer A

38. Sh. Madan Singh Technical Officer A

39. Sh. Mange Ram Technical Officer A

40. Sh. Surinder Singh Technical Officer A

41. Sh. Harinder Singh Technical Officer A

Guest Faculty Member$

1. Shri Basudeo Prasad Scientist F

2. Dr Piyush Awasthi Scientist C

3. Mrs Sangeeta Garg Scientist C

4. Ms Neeru Hindi Officer

5. Dr Lokesh Sharma JuniorTranslator
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4.2 Training Programmes/ Workshops/Seminars Conducted

4.21 T e c h n i c a I Me e ton
Conservation of Energy and Water
and Recycling Techniql!es of
Waste Water in Industries

CSIO Chennai Centre had organised
a meeting on November 14, 2000
with USAID officials, scientists of
CSIO and CLRI, representatives of
CII, Mis Manali Petrochemical Ltd.
and Mis Seshasayee Paper and
Boards Ltd for discussion on issues
relating to Energy and Water
Conservation.

4.22 National Seminar on
Advanced Instrumentation

The sensory organs of the human
body can be extremely sensitive and
responsive but modern Science &
Technology rely on precise tools for
studying, monitoring and controlling
all kinds of phenomenal happenings
everyday. These views were
expressed by Dr. D.K. Chaddha,
Chairman, Central Ground Water
Board (Govt. of India) while
inaugurating 3 day National Seminar
on Advanced Instrumentation

organised jointly by CSIO & Panjab
University, Chandigarh on January
29-31, 2001. He stated that
instrumentation was an important
aspect of Research & Development
in various fields like hydrology,
geology, mining, exploration, bio-
medical, water management and
space research etc. With the advent
of intelligent sensors and
developments in data transmission
systems very sophisticated
instruments are being developed.
Possibility of collaboration between
Indian entrepreneurs and reputed
international manufacturers should
be explored so as to produce such
equipments indigenously. Besides
ensuring the availability of
maintenance facility in the country, it
should also channelise the available
skilled manpower.

Dr J.A.R. Krishnamurty, Director,

IRDE, Dehradun delivered key-note
address on Image Improvement

through LOS (Line of Sight)
Stabilisation in the inaugural
session. The system helps in
locating and identifying the object
and target from a distance by
minimising the jitter, clearly even in
bad weather conditions. Besides

giving an over-view of the
technologies available in image
processing, he talked about the
relevant optical parameter, control
systems and operating environment
etc.

Before this, Dr. R.P. Bajpai, Director,
CSIO, Chandigarh while welcoming
the guests, highlighted the
achievements of CSIO in the field of

instrumentation. He made a specific

mention of geoseismic activities
being carried out in the organisation.
He further informed that the institute

was planning to take up collaborative
assignments with IRDE, Dehradun.
Besides this, the CSIO is also going
to join hands with Central Ground
Water Board in the field of salinity
analysis in Hoshiarpur District of
Punjab by using analytical facilities
available at CSIO.

Prof. K.N. Pathak, Vice-Chancellor,
Panjab University, Chandigarh
released the Souvenir.

Earlier, Prof. S.S. Bhasin, Co-
convenor of the seminar while

highlighting its objectives, apprised
the gathering of various areas viz

sf. <U.~. '<j~GT,~ ~~<r ~f+l1f~ ~B <i'1i'3",'CfTc"f(1~rn"f q;~~ ~
Dr. V.K. Chadda Chairman CGWB delivering the inaugural address

during National Seminar on Advanced Instrumentation
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environmental,oceanengineering,
geo-instrumentation, agro & dairy

instrumentation to be covered during
the deliberations.

Besides invited talks delivered by
eminent scientists, engineers,
managers of their respective fields,
about 100 delegates shared their
views through paper presentation
during the seminar.

Dr RP Singh, Advisor, Department of
Science & Technolgy in his talk on
"DST Programmes on Promotion of
Development of Instrumentation"
elaborated the role of DST in various

aspects of instrumentation viz
design and development,
production, certification, training and
maintenance. He also explained the
methodology of getting funding from
DST for instrumentation projects.

Other significant talk delivered by
Shri R.S. Khandpur, Director
General, CEDTI, Mohali enlightened
the audiance about tele-medicine.

He opined that tele-medicine has
various aspects like telediagnosis,
teleconsultation and tele-education.

He also explained different
techniques by which a patient can
obtain expert advice from anywhere
across the globe while sitting at
home and cautioned about its critical

facets e.g. security of data,
standards and protocol etc.

Dr D.N. Singh, Executive Director,
SCL, Mohali in his talk highlighted
the importance of microelectronics
and advanced instrumentation. He

stressed upon the need to become a
market player rather than being a
market for which product design and

development was absolutely
essential.

Another eminent invited speaker, Dr
V.R. Singh, Senior Scientist from
NPL (National Physical Laboratory),
New Delhi explained the "Advances
in Ultrasonic Lethotriptors" which, if
used cautiously, can be very helpful
for breaking stones in kidney and gall
bladder, since major surgery can
then be avoided.

The Seminar cocluded with panel

discussion. While talking about
instrumentation for bio-technology in

the panel discussion, the experts
were of the view that the present
millenium belongs to bio-technology
but research in this field requires
consolidated efforts to be result
oriented.

All the experts were unanimously of
the view that the present era is of
working collectively by pooling our
resources as well as our efforts.

They also stressed upon the need of
patenting innovative new ideas.
Though there is no dearth of
innovative research but we lack the

habit of patenting it. They further
opined that it was high time when we
should take stock of what we have

already achieved and what is yet to
be achieved. Proper documentation
will thus help us in this work.

The need of consumer oriented

technologies was also stressed
upon. Accordingly, cost reduction
factor should always be taken into
consideration.

While summing up the discussion,
Dr R.P. Bajpai, Director, CSIO talked
about the importance and necessity
of "Associated Technologies". He
also highlighted the facilities
available. in the laboratory in the
areas of Geo-seismic, Medical, Agri,
Environmental, Analytical and
Optical Instrumentation. He
exhorted the students to give the on-

going research, new dimensions
with their innovative ideas.

4.23 Management Programme on
Operation, Maintenance and
Repair of Analytical Instruments

CSIO organized 4-week
Management Programme on
Operation, Maintenance and Repair
of Analytical Instruments for the
delegates of Third World Countries.
Ten delegates from Jordan,
Khazhakistan, Mexico, Tanzania,
Zambia and Vietnam participated in
this programme, which was
sponsored by Ministry of External
Affairs, New Delhi. The course
consisted of theoretical as well as
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hands onsessions. The participants
were also taken to various

Institutions like RSIC, Panjab
University, Chandigarh, IMTECH,
Chandigarh and various industries at
Panchkula and Ambala.

Dr R.S. Verma, Director, Central
Forensic Science Laboratory,
Chandigarh was the Chief Guest at
the Valedictory Function. He was of
the view that one can not imagine the
ultimate and the extremes in Science

without plethora of instruments
especially Analytical Instruments.
From the beginning of sample aiding
or assisting or facilitating devices,
these have been grown and come to
occupy the center stage. He further
said that science has generated a
great demand for better analytical
techniques which should be quick,
accurate and cost effective. Thus,
instruments has acquired the status
of Third Eye or sixth Sense, which
makes possible to know the truth,
which otherwise was virtually
impossible to explore.

Dr. S.C. Sharma, Head, Department
of Radiotherapy, PGI, Chandigarh
was also present on the occasion.
He highlighted the long association
between CSIO and PGI and

appreciated the efforts of CSIO in the
field of development of new
instruments and for providing
maintenance services also.

Prior to this, Dr R.P. Bajpai, Director,
CSIO, Chandigarh while welcoming
the guests, highlighted the
achievements of CSIO in the field of

Analytical Instruments. He also
distributed certificates among the
participants.

CSIO has been organizing such type
of training programmes on Bio-
medical equipment for the last many
years, but on Analytical equipment, it
was the first in the series.

4.24 Entrepreneurship Develo-
pment Programme on Repair and
Maintenance of Medical
Instruments

Electronic Test and Development
Centre, Jaipur with assistance from
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Service and Maintenance Centre,
Jaipur organized an Entrepreneur-
ship Development programme on
the repair of Bio-medical instru-
ments. The six week long progra-
mme, that started on 16th August,
2000, concluded on 28th September,
2000.

Service and Maintenance Centre,

Jaipur provided the faculty and other
infrastructure facilities for two weeks

for this programme. Center gave its
full technical support in both practical
and theoretical sessions in respect of
following instruments:
1. ECG Machine

2. Defibrillator

3. Bed side Monitor

4. Surgical Diathermy

5. Shortwave Diathermy

The training manuals of these instru-
ments for participants were also
prepared by the S&M Centre, Jaipur.

Trainees appreciated the effort of
Jaipur Centre. After receiving
training, the trainees would be able
to set up their own service centers on
small scale. This programme was
aimed at making unemployed youth
self employed. About 20 participants
attended this training programme.

4.25 8th International
Management Development
Programme on Operation,
Maintenance and Repair of Bio-
Medical Equipment

International Management
Development Programme on
Operation, Maintenance and Repair
of Bio-medical Equipments was
organized at S&M Centre, New Delhi
and at CSIO, Chandigarh. Dr. R.P.
Bajpai, Director, CSIO in his
welcome address gave some
background of the programmes
conducted by CSIO earlier. He also
spoke of the excellent relations
between CSIO and PGI.

Mr. Suri and Mrs. Ramamurthy, the
Course Co-ordinators gave the
outline of the Course conductedat
New Delhi and Chandigarh

The Programme had been spon-
sored by the Ministry of External
Affairs and was attended by 24
delegates from as many as 19
Countries like Ethiopia, Zambia,
Uganda, Bostwana, Sudan, Tanz-
ania, Cambodia and Indonesia etc.

Beginning with management
aspects which enabled the
participants to gain a broad overview
of the need for maintenance facilities

in hospitals, the position of
maintenance facilities in the overall

hospital management structure and
need for networking such facilities on
nationwide basis, the delegates
were given understanding as to how
such facilities could be established
with details on infrastructures, staff
pattern and spares inventory.

The Course started at CSIO's
Service & Maintenance Centre at
New Delhi on 14th September, 2000
and covered repair and maintenance
of simpler instruments like
colorimeter, blood cell counter,
autoclaves, sterlizers, nebulisers
and microscope etc.

Subsequently continued at CSIO
(Hqr.) in Chandigarh, the delegates
were imparted training on advanced
medical instrumentation covering
medical imaging modalities (X-Ray,
Ultrasound, CT Scan and MRI ),
instrumentation for cardiology,
neurology, neonatalogy, dental
equipment, ophthalmic and cancer
therapy. There were topics con-
cerning use of radio isotopes and
instrumentation for intensive and
coronary care unit and artificial
limbs.

The faculty for the course comprised
a mix of clinicians (drawn from PGI,
GMCH and several private
hospitals), industry researchers and
CSIO scientists.

In order to impart technical skills in
repair and maintenance, the
delegates were also given hands-
on-training on real life situations
involving repairs of medical
equipment such as ultrasound

sca.nner,dental equipment, ECG
machine and ECG simulator,
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analytical instruments, colorimeter,
pulse oximeter etc.

Speaking on the occasion, Mr. E.
Barwa of the Indian Foreign Service
and Joint Secretary in the Ministry of
External Affairs, Government of
India expressed his satisfaction over
the successful conclusion of the

Programme at CSIO.

In order to expose the delegates to
medical instrument facilities
available at different levels of health

care, they were taken around various
departments of PGI, GMCH and
several private hospitals and
diagnostic centers, Nevadac
Prosthetic Centre besides a couple
of medical instrument manufacturing
industries.

In medical instrumentation, the
technology is advancing so fast and
if we have to offer state-of-art
medical care facilities, the demand of
facilities for maintenance and

upkeep ofthese medical instruments
is bound to go up, said Prof. SK
Sharma, Director, of the Post-
graduate Institute of Medical
Education and Research (PGIMER),
Chandigarh here at CSIO. Giving his
Valedictory Address at the just
concluded Management Deve-
lopment Programme on Operation,
Maintenance and Repair of medical
Equipment organized by CSIO, Prof.
Sharma lauded the close

cooperation between PGI and CSIO.
He was appreciative of the CSIO's
initiative to disseminate its expertise
in repair and maintenance of medical
instruments among developing
countries which is otherwise
becoming quite expensive.

Beginning March, 1994, 8
programmes organized by CSIO so
far have enabled the Institute to win
worldwide acclaim. The success of

the Programme can be judged from
the fact that the response from the
thirld world countries every time has
been very encouraging. A
redeeming feature is that the
Ministry of External Affairs, Govt. of
India,have identifiedGSIOas a
Nodal Centre for international
programmes of this nature.
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4.3 Centre of Advanced Studies

4.31 Higher Courses - M.Tech. conducted by the Institute

Master of Technology courses in Instrumentation and Micro-electronics are being conducted by Panjab University
Chandigarh in collaboration with CSIO and Semi Conductor Complex Limited, Mohali

4.32 Diploma Courses conducted by the Institute

S.
No.

Name of the Institute Name of the Course!
Courses .

Duration

1. Indo-Swiss Training
Centre, (ISTC), CSIO,
Chandigarh

i) Diploma in
Instrument
Technology

ii) Advanced
Diploma in
Mechatronics
& Industrial
Automation

iii) Advanced
Diploma in
Die & Mould
Making

3 Years

4 Years

4 Years 20 ISTC, CSIO,
Chandigarh
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s. Name of the Institute Name of the Course! Duration Number of Name of the University
No. Courses Student sf which awards the degree

Batch

1. Panjab University, M.Tech. 1Y2Years 15 Panjab University,
Chandigarh in (Instrumentation) Chandigarh
collaboration with

CSIO, Chandigarh

2. Panjab University, M.Tech. 1Y2Years 15 Panjab University,
Chandigarh in (Microelectronics) Chandigarh
collaboration with

Semiconductor Complex
Limited, Mohali and
CSIO, Chandigarh

Number of Name of the Institute!
Students! University which
Batch awards the degree

35 ISTC, CSIO,
Chandigarh

15 ISTC, CSIO,
Chandigarh
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B.

Engineering students - Degree
Course

Students from Polytechnics -
Diploma Course
Trainees from Jan Shikshan
Sansthan

Trainees under Tech. App-
renticeship

4.33 Specialised Training

Imparted

A number of student have

undergone specialised training in
different allied specialised fields in
the Institute during the period.

The trainees of engineering field
sponsored by Institute/Industry have
been categorised into four groups
and in all 170 students categorised
in above groups have been imparted
training in relevant areas:

A.

C.

D.
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A. ENGINEERING STUDENTS
->- - - -

S. Scholars I Trainees R&D Areal Period
No. Name Affiliation Division

01. Mr Simran Verma DY College of Engg. & Tech., Indo-Swiss 29.6.99

Kohlapur (Maharashtra) Training Centre to
28.8.2000

02. Mr Dheeraj Kumar MM Engg. College, Mullana (Haryana) Electrical Engg. 1.7.99
to
31.8.2000

03. Mr Mandeep Singh MS Didve Engg. College, Latur (Maharashtra) Holography 5.7.99
to
4.8.99

04. Mr Sandip MS Didve Engg. College, Latur (Maharashtra) Holography -do-

05. Mr Amandeep Sharma Govt. Institute of Engg., Sonepat (Haryana) Electro 15.7.99

Optical to
Instruments 14.1.2000

06. Mr Kulbir Singh TITI, Chandigarh, (U.T.) Electro 9.8.99
Optical to
Instruments 8.2.2000

07. Mr Manpreet Singh SUET, Longowal (Panjab) Service & 10.8.99
Maintenance to

.. "" --- :'i,; '>c -t/.F- .,. &/t-;.-o'" -
Centre 1.11.99

'--' .c ,
08. Mr Sunil Giroti SJP Polytechnic, Jam Nagar (Gujarat) Indo Swiss 11.8.99

Training Centre to
10.2.2000

09. Mr Chitra Raina SUET, Longowal (Punjab) Service & 12.8.99
Maintenance to
Centre 11.11.99

10. Ms. Preeti Arora Central Instrumentation Lab, Electro Optical 2.8.99

Panjab University Chandigarh Instruments to
31.1.2000

11. Mr Sunil Singla TIT I, Chandigarh (U.T.) Medical Electronics 4.8.99
to
3.2.2000

12. Mr Dinank Hindu Institute of Tech., Sonepat (Haryan) Service & 28.9.99
Maintenance to
Centre 3.12.99

13. Mr Pramod Kumar Panjab University, Chandigarh (U.T.) Metallurgy 28.9.99
to
21.3.2000

14. Mr Ameet Mohan Dass DDU Gorakhpur University (U.P.) Microelectronics 2.11.99

Aggarwal Instrumentation to
31.4.2000
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15. Mr Deep Narayan

'
DDU Gorakhpur University (U.P.) Microelectronics 2.11.99

Instrumentation to
31.4.2000

16. Mr SK Agrahari DDU Gorakhpur University (U.P.) Microelectronics 2.11.99
Instrumentation to

31.4.2000

17. Mr Subir Singh Bedi Dharmesh Desai Institute of Medical Electronics 9.12.99
Technology, Nadiad Instrumentation to

8.6.2000

18. Mr Mandeep Singh Rawat Dharmesh Desai Institute of Medical Electronics 9.12.99

Technology, Nadiad Instrumentation to
8.6.2000

19. Mr Balwinder Singh TIET, Patiala (Punjab) Applied Physics 3.1.2000
to
20.6.2000

20. Mr Anu Aggarwal TIET, Patiala (Punjab) Process 3.1.2000
Instrumentation to

20.6.2000

21. Ms Amandeep Kaur TIET, Patiala (Punjab) Process 3.1.2000
Instrumentation to

20.6.2000

22. Ms. Preeti Bhasin TIET, Patiala (Punjab) Coherent 3.1 .2000

Optics to
20.6.2000

23. Ms Ritu Singla TIET, Patiala (Punjab) Microelectronics 3.1.2000
Instrumentation to

20.6.2000

24. Mr Nitin Wadhwa SUS College of Engg. & Geoscientific 6.1.2000

Tech., Mohali (Punjab) Instrumentation to
5.6.2000

25. Mr Anupreet Singh REC, Jallandhar (Punjab) Agri-Electronics 10.1.2000

Instrumentation to

""., -;'C "'cc ,,'" 'c,' .. -10> . 9..200q

26. Mr Jagmohan Singh TIET, Patiala (Punjab) Process 10.1.2000

Instrumentation to
9.7.2000

27. Mr Atul Juneja REC, Jalandhar (Punjab) Micro Positioning 10.1.2000

Systems to
9.7.2000

28. Ms Samanpreet Kaur REC, Jalandhar (Punjab) Geoscientific 10.1.2000

Instrumentation to
9.7.2000

29. Ms Payal Arora REC, Jalandhar (Punjab) Process 10.1.2000

Instrumentation to
9.7.2000

30. Mr Davinder Singh REC, Jalandhar (Punjab) Micro Positioning 10.1.2000

Systems to
9.7.2000

31. Mr Dinesh Goyal Punjabi University, Patiala Advanced Optical 11 .1.2000

(Punjab) Processing to
10.7.2000

32. Ms Ruchi Chhabra REC, Jalandhar (Punjab) Process 10.1.2000

Instrumentation to
9.7.2000
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33. Mr Gaurav Sharma REC, Jalandhar (Punjab) Central Mechanical 12.1.2000

Workshop to
11.7.2000

34. Mr Sagar Seth SUS College of Engg. & Tech., Geoscientific 13.1.2000

Mohali (Punjab) Instrumentation to
12.7.2000

35. Mr Gaurav Malhotra TIET Patiala (Punjab) Process 10.1.2000

Instrumentation to
9.7.2000

36. Ms Sudesh Anand TIET Patiala (Punjab) Applied Physics 14.1.2000

to
13.7.2000

37. Ms Kirti Mahajan Giani Zail Singh College of Applied Physics 17.1.2000

Engg. & Tech, Bhatinda to

(Punjab) 14.7.2000

38. Mr Jitesh Thakur TIET, Patiala (Pynjab) Electro Optical 27.1.2000
Instrumentation to

26.7.2000

39. Ms Maninder Kaur Beant Singh College of Engg. Geoscientific 17.1.2000

& Tech, Mohali (Punjab) Instrumentations to
16.7.2000

40. Ms Rupinder Kaur GNDU, Ludhiana (Punjab) Process 7.2.2000
Instrumentation to

6.8.2000

41. Ms Kamaldeep Regional Computer Centre, Medical Electronics 16.2.2000

Chandigarh (U.T.) Instrumentation to
15.8.2000

42. Ms Arti Aggarwal Regional Computer Centre, Microelectronics 17.2.2000

Chandigarh (U.T.) Instrumentation to
16.8.2000

43. Ms Poonam Gupta TIET, Patiala (Punjab) Holography 24.2.2000

t9
30.6.2000

44. Ms Simran Puri SUET, Longowal (Punjab) Service & 13.3.2000

Maintenance to
Centre 3.5.2000

45. Ms Timsy Sharma SUET, Longowal (Punjab) Service & 13.3.2000

Maintenance to
Centre 3.5.2000

46. Ms Gurpreet Kaur SUET, Longowal (Punjab) Service & 13.3.2000

Maintenance to
Centre 3.5.2000

47. Mr Varinder Mehta Panjab University, Chandigarh (U.T.) Geoscientific 20.12.2000
Instrumentation to

19.6.2001

48. MrVishal Seth Adesh Instt. of Engg. & Tech, Faridkot Process 3.1 .2000
(Punjab) Instrumentation to

30.6.2000

49. Mr Rahul Bajaj PEC, Chandigarh (U.T.) Electrical 25.5.2000

Engg. to
23.6.2000

50. Ms Suman PEC, Chandigarh (U.T.) Geoscientific 30.5.2000

Instrumentation to
31.7.2000
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52. Mr Nitin Dhawan PEC, Chandigarh (U.T.) Process 1.6.2000

Instrumentation to
30.6.2000

53. Mr Abhishek Krishnatray PEC, Chandigarh (U.T.) Process 1.6.2000
Instrumentation to

30.6.2000

54. Mt Harinder Singh PEC, Chandigarh (U.T.) Centre 6.3.2000
Mechanical to

Workshop 24.3.2000

55. Ms Sanjivini Sidhu Sri Sukhmani Instt. of Engg. Medical Electronic 8.6.2000

& Tech, Derabassi (Punjab) Instrumentation to
7.7.2000

56. Ms Yamini Kandari Sri Sukhmani Instt. of Engg. Medical Electronic 8.6.2000
& Tech, Derabassi (Punjab) Instrumentation to

7.7.2000

57. Ms Nidhi Gupta CR Sinha College of Engg., .. Indo Swiss 1.6.2000

Kurukshetra (Haryana) Training Centre to
14.7.2000

58. Mr Vikas Gupta BBSB Institute of Engg. & Technology, Agri Electronic 13.6.2000

Fatehgarh Sahib (Punjab) Instrumentation to
12.12.2000

59. Mr Mandeep Singh Walia MS Bidve Engg. College, Latur Coherent Optics 20.6.2000

(Maharashtra) to
19.7.2000

60. Ms Renu Talwar TITI, Chandigarh (U.T.) Process 27.6.2000
Instruments to

22.12.2000

61. Mr Kamlesh Kumar Singh DDU, Gorakhpur University (U.P.) Coherent Optics 29.6.2000

to
28.12.2000

62. Mr Dilip Kumar DDU, Gorakhpur University (U.P.) Coherent Optics 29.6.2000
to
2,8.12.2000

63. Mr Kamal Kainth GNDU, Ludhiana (Punjab) Elect. Engg. 3.7.2000
to
29.12.2000

64. Mr Harjinder Singh BBSB Engg. College, Geo Scientific 3.7.2000

Fatehgarh Sahib (Punjab) Instrumentation to
29.12.2000

65. Mr Amandeep Garg BBSB Engg. College, Advanced Optics 3.7.2000

Fatehgarh Sahib (Punjab) Processing to
29.12.2000

66. Ms Anju Bala BBSB Engg. College, Advanced Optical 3.7.2000

Fatehgarh Sahib (Punjab) Processing to
29.12.2000

67. Ms Ritika Dhawan BBSB Engg. College, Medical Electronic 3.7.2000

Fatehgarh Sahib (Punjab) Instruments to
29.12.2000

68. Ms Nidhi Vashisht BBSB Engg. College, Medical Electronic 3.7.2000

Fatehgarh Sahib (Punjab) Instruments to
29.12.2000

69. Ms Neha Gupta Adesh Institute of Engg. & Coherent Optics 3.7.2000

Tech., Faridkot (Punjab) to
29.12.2000
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I70. Ms Jyoti Adesh Institute of Engg. & Elec. Engg. 3.7.2000

Tech., Faridkot (Punjab) to
29.12.2000

71. Ms Gurpreet Kaur SUS College of Engg. & Tech., Elec. Engg. 3.7.2000

Mohali (Punjab) to
29.12.2000

72. Mr Amit Sharma SUS College of Engg. & Tech., App. Physics I 3.7.2000

Mohali (Punjab) to
29.12.2000

73. Mr Gurpreet Singh SUS College of Engg. & Tech. Medical Electronic 3.7.2000

Mohali (Punjab) Instrumentation
I

to!

29.12.2000

74. Ms Dharamjeet Kaur BBSB Engg. College Fatehgarh Applied Physics 3.7.2000

Sahib (Punjab) to
29.12.2000

75. Ms Supriya Bhasin GND Engg. College, Ludhiana (Punjab) Advanced Optics 3.7.2000

Processing to
29.12.2000

76. Mr Kuldeep Singh SUS College of Engg. & Micro Electronic 3.7.2000

Tech, Mohali (Punjab) Instrumentation to
29.12.2000

77. Ms Ritika Bansal SUS College of Engg. & Environmental 3.7.2000

Tech, Mohali (Punjab) Monitoring to
Instrumentation 29.12.2000

78. Ms Manju Bala SUS College of Engg. & Environmental 3.7.2000

Tech. Mohali (Punjab) Monitoring to
Instrumentation 29.12.2000

79. Ms Ruchi Kapoor SUS College of Engg. & Applied Physic 3.7.2000

Tech. Mohali (Punjab) to
29.12.2000

80. Mr Ajay Deep Singh Beant College of Engg. & Indo Swiss 3.7.2000
I,

Tech, Mohali (Punjab) Training Centre to
29.12.2000

81. Mr Sanjay Cheema BBSB, Institute of Engg. & Technology Medical Linac 3.7.2000

Fatehgarh Sahib (Punjab) to
29.12.2000

82. Mr Harpreet Singh BBSB, Institute of Engg. & Technology Medical Electronic 3.7.2000

Fatehgarh Sahib (Punjab) Instrumentation to
29.12.2000

83. Mr Aditya Sawhney SUS, College of Engg. & Technology Microelectronics 3.7.2000

Mohali (Punjab) Instrumentation to
29.12.2000

84. Mr Gaurav Julka Panjab University, Chandigarh (U.T.) Process 3.7.2000
Instrumentation to

29.12.2000

85. Mr Neeraj Raghav PEC, Chandigarh (U.T.) Process 3.7.2000
Instrumentation to

29.12.2000

86. Ms Kirandeep Sethi SUS College of Engg. & Coherent Optics 3.7.2000
Tech, Mohali (Punjab) to

29.12.2000

87. Mr Jagandeep Singh Rana Beant College of Engg. & Environmental 3.7.2000
Tech., Gurdaspur (Punjab) Monitoring to

Instrumentation 29.12.2000
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88. Mr Ashutosh Sharma Beant College of Engg. & Environmental 3.7.2000

Tech., Gurdaspur (Punjab) Monitoring to
Instrumentation 29.12.2000

89. Ms Veenu Singla Guru Jambeshwar University, Hisar Geo Scientific 4.7.2000
(Haryana) Instrumentation to

29.12.2000

90. Mr Surinder Pal Singh Beant College of Engg. & Tech., Environmental 4.7.2000

Gurdaspur (Punjab) Monitoring to
Instrumentation 29.12.2000

91. Mr Manjinder Singh BBSB, Engg. College Environmental 4.7.2000

Fatehgarh Sahib (Punjab) Monitoring to
Instrumentation 29.12.2000

92. Mr Arvind Kumar Institute of Instrumen-tation, Geo Scientific 5.7.2000

Devi Ahilya Univ., Indore (M.P.) Instrumentation to
9.1.2001

93. Mr Sumeet Gakhar Beant College of Engg. & Tech., Medical Electronic 5.7.2000

Gurdaspur (Punjab) Instrumentation to
29.1.2000

94. Mr Tarun Soni Beant College of Engg. & Tech., Medical Electronic 5.7.2000

Gurdaspur (Punjab) Instrumentation to
29.1.2000

95. Mr Sumeer Maini BBSB, Engg. College Geo Scientific 6.7.2000

Fatehgarh Sahib (Punjab) Instrumentation to
29.12.2000

96. Mr Ramandeep Singh BBSB, Engg. College Indo Swiss 10.7.2000

Fatehgarh Sahib (Punjab) Training Centre to
29.12.2000

97. Mr Rajindra Vishwakarma Institute of Instrumentation, Geo Scientific 10.7.2000

Devi Ahilya Univ., Indore (M.P.) Instrumentation to
9.1.2001

98. Ms Sukhjit Kaur Guru Nanak Dev Engg. College, Indo Swiss 5.7.2000

Ludhiana (Punjab) Training Centre to
29.2.2000

99. Mr Unnikrishnan BITS, Pilani (Rajasthan) Electro Optical 13.7.2000
Instrumentation to

14.12.2000

100. Mr Rashmi Deshpande BITS, Pilani (Rajasthan) Process 13.7.2000

Instrumentation to
14.12.2000

101. Mr Manish Mahajan MM Engg. College, Mullana (Haryana) Agri Electronic 17.7.2000

Instrumentation to
31.3.2000

102. Mr Navdeep Singh TITI, Chandigarh (U.T.) Process 19.7.2000

Instrumentation to
15.12.2000

103. Mr Suresh Ahuja Panjab University, Chandigarh (U.T.) Applied 1.8.2000

Physics to
15.12.2000

104. Mr Kanwar Randeep Singh Panjab University, Chandigarh (U.T.) Process 1.9.2000
Instrumentation to

29.2.2001

105. Mr Gurupada Bora panjab University, Chandigarh (U.T.) Process 26.7.2000
Instrumentation to

25.1.2001
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B. STUDENTS FROM POLYTECHNICS

-
S. Trainees R&D Areal Period

No. Name Affiliation Division

1. Ms Renu Narang Govt. Polytechnic, Chandigarh (U.T.) Agri Electronic 1.7.99
Instrumentation to

31.12.99

2. Ms Deepti Aggarwal Govt. Polytechnic, Chandigarh (U.T.) Agri Electronic 1.7.99
Instrumentation to

31.12.99

3. Ms Deepa Gupta Govt. Polytechnic for Women, Accounts Section 15.7.99
Chandigarh (U.T.) to

14.1.2000

4. Ms Mohina Gupta Govt. Polytechnic for Women, Accounts Section 15.7.99

Chandigarh (U.T.) to
14.1 .2000

5. Ms Nidhi Govt. Polytechnic for Women, Accounts Section 15.7.99

Chandigarh (U.T.) to
14.1.2000

6. Ms Manjit Govt. Polytechnic for Women, Agri Electronic 19.7.99
Instrumentation to

13.8.99

7. Ms Mandeep Kaur Govt. Polytechnic for Women, Administration 11.1.2000

Chandigarh (U.T.) to
10.7.2000

8. Ms Paramdeep Kaur Govt. Polytechnic for Women, Administration 11 .1.2000

Chandigarh (U.T.) to
10.7.2000

9. Ms Amarjeet Kaur Govt. Polytechnic for Women, Administration 11 .1.2000

Chandigarh (U.T.) to
10.7.2000

10. Ms Varinder Kaur Govt. Polytechnic for Women, Administration 11 .1 .2000

Chandigarh (U.T.) to
10.7.2000

11. Ms Parveen Kaur Teg Bahadur Polytechnic, Agri Electronic 31.1.2000

New Delhi Instrumentation to
28.2.2000

12. Ms Sonia Govt. Polytechnic, Chandigarh (U.T.) Microelectronics 2.6.2000
Instrumentation to

30.6.2000

13. Ms Neeru Govt. Polytechnic, Chandigarh (U.T.) Microelectronics 2.6.2000
Instrumentation to

30.6.2000

14. Ms Gagandeep Kaur Govt. Polytechnic for Women, Environmental 6.6.2000

Chandigarh Monitoring to
Instrumentation 5.7.2000
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c. TRAINEES FROM JAN SHIKSHAN SANSTHAN

S. Scholars I Trainees R&D Areal Period
No. Name Affiliation Division

1. Mr Labh Singh Jan Shikshan Sansthan Refrigeration 25.6.1999
Chandigarh formerly known as & to
Shramic Vidyapeeth Airconditioning 24.5.2000

2. Mr Rajnish Kumar Jan Shikshan Sansthan Refrigeration 25.6.1999
Chandigarh formerly known as & to

Shramic Vidyapeeth Airconditioning 24.5.2000

3. Mr Aman Sharma Jan Shikshan Sansthan Refrigeration 25.6.1999

Chandigarh formerly known as & to
Shramic Vidyapeeth Airconditioning 24.5.2000

4. Mr Hardeep Singh Jan Shikshan Sansthan Refrigeration 25.6.1999
Chandigarh formerly known as & to

Shramic Vidyapeeth Airconditioning 24.5.2000

5. Mr Rohit James Jan Shikshan Sansthan Chandigarh Engg. Services 1.3.2000

formerly known as Shramic to

Vidyapeeth 28.2.2001

6. Mr Jagtar Singh Jan Shikshan Sansthan Chandigarh Engg. Services 1.3.2000

formerly known as Shramic to

Vidyapeeth 28.2.2001

7. Mr Rohit Kumar Arora Jan Shikshan Sansthan Chandigarh Engg. Services 1.3.2000

formerly known as Shramic to

Vidyapeeth 28.2.2001

8. Mr Anuj Arora Jan Shikshan Sansthan Chandigarh Engg. Services 1.3.2000

formerly known as Shramic to

Vidyapeeth 28.2.2001

9. Mr Jagdip Kumar Jan Shikshan Sansthan Chandigarh Engg. Services 1.3.2000

formerly known as Shramic to

Vidyapeeth 28.2.2001

10. Mr Harjit Singh Jan Shikshan Sansthan Chandigarh Engg. Services 1.3.2000

formerly known as Shramic to

Vidyapeeth 28.2.2001

11. Mr Rajeev Kumar Jan Shikshan Sansthan Chandigarh Engg. Services 1.5.2000

formerly known as Shramic to

Vidyapeeth 30.4.2001

12. Mr Gagan Deep Verma Jan Shikshan Sansthan Chandigarh Engg. Services 1.5.2000
" formerly known as Shramic to

Vidyapeeth 30.4.2001

13. Mr Ranjit Singh Jan Shikshan Sansthan Chandigarh Engg. Services 1.5.2000

formerly known as Shramic to

Vidyapeeth 30.4.2001

14. Mr Inderjit Singh Jan Shikshan Sansthan Chandigarh Engg. Services 1.5.2000

formerly known as Shramic to

Vidyapeeth 30.4.2001

15. Ms Kavita Bansal Guru Gobind Singh Eng.. Services 24.5.2000

College for Women Chandigarh (U.T.) to
11.7.2000

16. Ms Nidhi Guru Gobind Singh Eng.. Services 24.5.2000

College for Women Chandigarh (U.T.) to
11.7.2000
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D. TRAINEES UNDER TECHNICAL APPRENTICESHIP

"""

R&D' Are8lDivisonS.N. Name Period

1. Ms Jyoti Sharda Geo Scientific 6.7.1999
Instrumentation to

5.7.2000

2. Mr Ajit Pal Singh Geo Scientific 27.7.1999
Instrumentation to

26.7.2000

3. Ms Ritu Sahdev Medical Electronic 2.8.1999
Instrumentation to

1.8.2000

4. Ms Neelam Sharma Medical Electronic 2.8.1999
Instrumentation to

1.8.2000

5. Ms Ritu Applied Physics 3.8.1999
to
2.8.2000

6. Ms Shipra Bansal Electro Optical 3.8.1999
Instrumentation to

2.8.2000

7. Mr Devinder Singh Yadav Medical Electro 5.8.1999
Instrumentation to

4.8.2000

8. Ms Satinder Kaur Coherent Optics 6.8.1999
to
5.8.2000

9. Mr Anshu Geo Scientific 11.8.1999

Instrumentation to
10.8.2000

10. Ms Ruchi Sharma Micro Positioning 16.8.1999

Systems to
15.8.2000

11. Ms Chandan Library -do-

12. Ms Richa Sharma Applied 23.8.1999

Physics to
22.8.2000

13. Ms Soni Goel Service & 1.1.1999
Maintenance to
Centre 31.8.2000

14. Ms Shivani Library 23.8.1999

to
22.8.2000

15. Emanjit Agri Electronic 14.9.1999
Instrumentation to

13.9.2000

16. Ms Anu Sharma Coherent Optics 15.11.1999

to
14.11.2000

17. M RoshniChawla Coherent Optics -do-
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Medical Electronic
Instrumentation

Library

13.1 .2000
to
12.1.2001

2.3.2000
to
1.3.2001

13.3.2000

to
14.3.2001

1.5.2000
to
30.4.2001

1.5.2000
to
30.4.2001

3.5.2000
to
2.7.2000

1.5.2000
to
30.4.2001

1.6.2000
to
31.5.2001

Medical Electronic
Instrumentation

Medical
Electronics
Instrumentation

Library

Accounts

Indo Swiss

Training
Centre

Microelectronics
Instrumentation
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18. Ms Priyanka

19. Ms Rashmi Grover

20. Mr Harinder Singh

21. Ms Davinder Kaur

22. Ms Alka Mohini

23. Ms Harpreet Kaur

24. Ms Ritu Sharma

25. Ms Nawinder Kaur
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4.4 Representation of Scientists
in Committees

1. Mr S. R.Taneja, Scientist G
. CSIR Nominee & Member

Management Committee, Elec-
trical Research & Development
Association, Vadodra, India

. Member, Board of Studies for
M.Tech in Instrumentation, Panjab
University, Chandigarh

. Member, Management Council,
CSIO, Chandigarh

2. DrA.K Aggarwal, Scientist G
. Honorary Director, Research

Board of Advisors, Holographic
Manufacturers Association of
India (HOMAI),New Delhi

. Member, Executive Committee,
Optical Society of India (OSI),
Calcutta

. Member, Construction Con-
sultative Committee, Wuhan
Optics Valley of China

3. Mr PS Malhotra, Scientist G

. Member, Management Council,
CSIO from July 1999 to June 2001

4.5 Deputation Abroad

1.Dr A.K.Aggarwal,ScientistG

. Visited KarlsH.Jhe University,
Bremen University andlnstitt..ite of
Technical Optics, University of
Stuttgart, Germany under DAAD
Programme.

At the Institute of Technical Optics,
University of Stuttgart, Dr. Aggarwal
worked with the renowned scientist,
Prof. H.J.Tiziani and carried out
research and investigative studies
on pulsed digital holographic
techniques for scientific, industrial
and medical applications and
published two research papers in
this area in the journal of
international repute.
. Visited Institute of Research on

Electromagnetic Waves (IROE),
National Research Council (CNR),
Firenze, Italy for a period of two
weeks in October 2000 under

Indo-Italian poe In S!T.

At the Photonics & Opto-electronics

4.Dr S.K Sardana, Scientist Ell

. Member, Post Graduate Board of
Studies, COmputer Integrated
Manufacturing, Panjab University
from 1.4.2000 t031.3.2003.

. Member, Post Board of Studies,
Co m put e r S c ie n c e a nd
Engineering, Panjab University
from 1.4.2000 to 31.3.2003.

5. Mr NS Mehta, Scientist Ell.

. Principal Member, CSIO Opto-
Electronics Sub-Committee,
Directorate of Standardisation,
Ministry of Defence, New Delhi

.Member, Management
Committee, Computer Society of
India (CSI), Chandigarh Chapter

6. Mr J.K. Chhabra, Scientist Ell

. Member Executive Committee,
IETE, Chandigarh Chapter

. Me m b e r, Mana gem e n t
Committee, Computer Society of
India (CSI), ChandigarhChapter

7. Mr Sushil Kumar, Scientist Ell

. Member Nomination Committee,
Computer Society of India,

depa(trnent$ ofIROE, Dr. Aggarwal
had intensive discussions With the
scientists and Worked on different
aspects of the technology
development of Fiber Bragg Gratings
and various types of fiber optic
sensors andinstrumentation.

2. ShriN.S.Mehla, Scientist Ell

. Visited Institute of Research on

Electromagnetic Waves (IROE),
NationalResearch Council (CNR),
Firenze, Italy for a period of eight
weeks in October-November 2000
under Indo-ltalianPOCin S&T.

Mr. Mehla worked on (i) The
fabrication technology of Fiber Bragg
Grating (FBGs), their characteristic
studies for sensing strain and
temperature for structural health

monitoring applications and (ii)
Investigative studies on fiber optic

sensors b~sed on absorption
spectroscopy and phase modulated
fluorometry for various applications.

Central Scientific Instruments Organisation (CSIR)

Chandigarh Chapter

8.Mr Subhash Chander Jain,
ScientistEII

. Alternate Member, CSIO Opto-
Electronics Sub-Committee,
Directorate of Standardisation,
Ministry of Defence, New Delhi

. Alternate Member, BIS Committee
on Endoscopic IlJstruments

. Treasurer, Computer Society of
India (CSI), Chandigarh Chapter

9. Dr L.M. Bharadwaj, Scientist EI

. Member, M. Tech. Instrumen-

tation, Board of Studies~ Panjab
University, Chandigarh. .

. Member, M. Tech. Micro-
electronics, Board of Studies,
Panjab University, Chandigarh.

. Member, National Committee,
Genome Centre, Panjab
University, Chandigarh.

10. Mr M.S.N. Srinivas, Scientist EI

. Co-Opted Member for Project
Review and Steering Group of
MIT, Govt. of India from 1999 -
continuing

I

I

3. Mrs.M.Ramarnurthy, ScientistF

Mrs. Manana Harnaml.lrthy, Scientist
F, was deputed to PrecisIon
Instrument Development Centre,
Taiwan for six months as a Guest

Researcher on tbe Project "Remote
Sensing Electronic Detection
Technology" from 1. March, 2000 to
26- August, 2000. During her stay in
Taiwan, sbe could get good
exposure to aU the latest electronic
test and measuring instruments and
also had the opportunity to work in
depth about design & development
of hardware necessary for charge
coupled device arrays for digital
cameras etc.

A thorough study on Noise Analysis,
its minimization in electronic circuits,
EMI and EMC in electronic circuits

was undertaken. During her stay in
Taiwan, she participated in seminars
and visited several research
institutions and universities besides
a few exhibitions.
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I 5 PUBLICATIONS

5.1 PAPERS PUBLISHED

Nahar Singh, Jain SC, Aggarwal AK, Singla ML, and Mewa Singh
A Simple Fiber Optic Technique for In-situ Corrosion Sensing in Structures
Proceedings SPIE (USA).
2000, 3993,201-205

Jain SC, Singla ML, Nahar Singh, Bhasin P, Mewa Singh, Baldev Raj and Aggarwal AK
An Intrinsic Fiber Optic H,S Gas Sensor
Proceedings SPIE (USA)
2000, 4185, 416-419

Angra SK, Prashant Kumar, Dongaonkar RR and Bajpai RP
Unstable Plasma Characteristic in Mirror Field Electron Cyclotron Resonance Microwave Ion Source
PRAMANA - Journal of Physics
2000, 54(5) 763-69

Satish Kumar, Raman Kumar, Sharma BK, Shamshi MA
Software Tool for Seismic Data Recorder and Analyser
IETE Journal of Education

2000, 41(1 &2), 23-30

Sharma BK, Satish Kumar and Shamshi MA

Design of a 16 bit Snow Data Acquisition System Interfaced with Lap Top PC
IETE Journal of Education
2000,41(1 &2),17-22

Singla ML and Jain DVS
Absorption of Eriochrome BlackT on Polyaniline from Aqueous and Methanolic Solutions
Indian Journal of Chemistry
2000,39 A, 603-610

Attri Raman Kumar, Sharma BK, Shamshi MA
Practical Design Consideration for Signal Conditioning Unit Interfaced with Multi-point Snow Temperature Recording
System IETETechnical Review
2000, 17(6), 351-361

Attri Raman Kumar, Sharma BK, Shamshi MA, Sharma VP
Design Approach to use Platinum RTD Sensor in Snow Temperature Measurements
Journal of the Instrument Society of India
2000,30(4), 275-283

Staffan Schedin, Giancario Pedrini, Hans JTrziani, Aggarwal AK and Mikhail A Gusev

Highly Sensitive Pulsed Digital Holography for Built-in-defect analysis with a laser excitation

Applied Optics

200140(1),100-103

Bhattacharya JC,
Measurement of Parallelism of Surfaces of a Transparent Sample
Optics and Lasers in Engineering
2001 (1)35,27-31

Randhawa SS, Gian Chand and Ganju AK
Development of a Heating Module used in Flow Analysis for Detection of Amino-Acid in Seed Protein
Proceedings of CHEMINAR-2001
2001,112
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Ganju AK, Singla ML and Bajpai RP
Post HarvestTechnologies at CSIO
Proceedings of CHEMINAR - 2001
2001,103-111

Singla ML
Development of Portable Instruments for Quality Assurance of Edible Oils

55- Annual Convention (OTAI)
2000,65-67

Gupta R, Shishodia KS and Sekhon GS
Optimization of Grinding Process Parameters using Enumeration Method
Journal of Materials ProcessingTechnology
2001, 112,63-67

Basudeo Prasad

Ozone Layer
ITRC Journal 'Zigyasa'
2001,31-34

5.2 PAPERS PRESENTED IN CONFERENCES/SEMINARS

"Teleworking -IT enabled services" Southern Regional Conference of Computer Society of India (SRC-2000),
held at Pondichery. May 18-20, 2000.

Shivling VD and Ganju AK
IT and Agriculture

ENFUSE Golden Jubilee Seminar on "Energy & Environment-Current Status & Future Challenges" organized
by ENFUSE, Chennai. June 16-17,2000.

Ms Chentamarai Selvam

Energy Management System for Industries

National Seminar of IETE held at CSIO, Chandigarh. June 22, 2000.
.,<

Basudeo Prasad

Security in Internet Banking
Bank Automation - A Need for Today

National Symposium on University, Institute & Industry organized by Bangalore University, Bangalore. June
25-27,2000

Rao RKM
CSIO in Service Sector for Industry

'Rashtriya Vigyanic Hindi Sanghosthi' at ITRC held at Lucknow. September 12-13,2000

Basudeo Prasad

'Jaiv Prodhyogic paryavaran Avm Manav Svasthya'

Trends in Industrial Electronics, Transducers, Controls & Communications (TIET.COM), Thapar Institute of
Engineering and Technology, Patiala. November 14-15, 2000.

Sardana HK, Bandhypadhyaya SN and Bhargaw HN

RubberQua.lityAssessmentUSingImageProcessing
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55th Annual Convention and Seminar on "Indian Oilseeds and Edible Oil Sector - Challenges ahead" IICT,
Hyderabad. November18-19,2000. .

Ganju A.K. and Randhawa S.S.
Design and development of a Protein Analyser

Indo-Japanese workshop on Microsystem Technology organised by SSPlDelhi held at Delhi University.
November 23-25, 2000

Paul AK, Dimri AK and Bajpai RP
Plasma Etching Processes for the Realization of Micromechanical Structures
for MEMS.

Technical Meet on Secondary Steel & Allied Technology organized by PCRA, Coimbatore. December 15,
2000.

Rao RKM

Low Cost Energy Management System for Energy Monitoring and Conservation in Industries

National Seminar on Advanced Instrumentation (NSAI-2001), CSIO, Chandigarh. January 29-31,2001.

Sardana HK

Automatic visual inspection of bare PCBs using image processing
Automatic visual inspection system for surface defects using image processing

Kalonia RC, Mitra Gautam and Manpreet Singh
Design Consideration of Velocity Panel for Small Caliber Projectiles

Ghanshyam C, Bajpai RP, Nathai Ram, Satinder Singh, Mishra Sunita, Sharma AK, Sawhney Aditya and Bedi RK
Design of a Substrate for Gas Sensor Applications

Nathai Ram, Ghanshyam C, Mishra Sunita, Sharma AK, Satinder Singh and Bajpai RP
Design and Development of Multi-Purpose Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE) System

Ghanshyam C, Nathai Ram, Satinder Singh, Mishra Sunita and Bajpai RP
Preventive Maintenance of Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE) System

Sharma Rohan, Nathai Ram, Ghanshyam C, Mishra Sunita, Sharma AK, Satinder Singh, Kapoor KL and Bajpai
RP

Design and Development of General Purpose Effusion Cell (Knudsen Cell)

Mittal SK, Sharma BK, Satish Kumar and Shamshi MA
G PS Based Traffic Management System
Fuzzy Logic Based Temperature Controller

Basudeo Prasad
Advancing Instrumentation & Control in the Indian Waste Water Industry

Second National Seminar for "Popularisation of Oil Meal Usage in Compound Cattle, Poultry & Aqua Feeds"
organized by Solvent Extractors' Association of India & the Compound livestock Feed Manufacturers'
Association of India (ClFMA) in association with TMOP, Ministry of Agriculture, Govt. of India and CSIR, held
at Pune. February 10-11,2001.

Ganju AK and Randhawa SS
QuickTest Kitfor Determination of Aflatoxin Contamination in Oil meals
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8- National Seminar on Physics and Technology of Sensors, held at IGCAR, Kalpakkan. February 27 - March 1,
2001.

Mishra Sunita, Ghanshyam C, Bajpai RP and Bedi RK
Effect of UV Radiation on the Detection Mechanism of Metal Oxide Gas Sensor

5.3 PARTICIPATION IN SYMPOSIAIWORKSHOPS/CONFERENCES/TRAINING COURSES

National Conference on Data Communication held at CSIO, Chandigarh. April 7-8, 2000
Arora RC

Seminar on NABL Accredition organized by ETDC & CLRI. May 6, 2000.
Rao RKm and Natarajan TR

Appreciation Course on Reservation in Services (ARIS) for SC/ST/OBC by CSIR, New Delhi. May 9-11,2000
Sardana HK

National Conference on Banks and Financial Institutions held at CSIO, Chandigarh. June 22-23, 2000
Arora RC

Seminar on Management of R&D Systems organized by Administrative Staff College, Hyderabad. July 24-28,
2000.
Rao RKM

National Conference on Spectrophysics organized by National Spectrophysicists Association. August 9-11,
2000.
Radhakrishnan S

Training in Calibration of Measuring Instruments organized by Design, Chennai. August 19, 2000.
Vivekanandam N

National Seminar on Variable Speed Drives organized by CII. August 25, 2000.
Rao RKM and Sivagaminathan S

Training Program on "Electrical Systems" organized by CII. September 8, 2000.
Hariharan K and Velmanikkam P

"Accessibility India-2000" International Exhibition on Assistive Devices at Bangalore organized by Ministry
of Social Justice & Empowerment, Govt.of India. September 10-17,2000.
Ramgopal SV

National Workshop on Curriculum Development hald atTTTI, Chandigarh. September 14-15, 2000
Gupta Rupinder and Sharma VK

One Day Awareness Seminar on Reised ISO-9000 held at ETDC, Mohali. September 29, 2000
Mago SK, Kalsi VPS, Chowdry VB, Bains GS, Wraich OS, Pardeep Kumar, Jain RK, Arora RC, Kathuria RS, Hira NC,
Mange Ram, Narad Surinder, Nanda VK, Bothra SK and Khanna VK

New Developments in Metrology organised in Collaboration with FLUKE Corporation (USA) at New Delhi.
September 29, 2000
Jaiswal VK

43-Technical convocation on e-Commerce held at India Habitat Centre, New Delhi organized by Institution of
Electronics and Telecommunication Engineers, New Delhi. September 30 to October 1,2000.
Gael DP, Amod Kumar, Sardana HK, Sharma NK and Chauhan SK
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14'"International Conference on Optical Fiber Sensors (OFS-2000) held at Venice, Italy. October 11-13,2000
Aggarwal AK and Nahar Singh

Workshop on Voluntary Enery Auditor Certification Program & Training organized by USAID under ECO
Program. October 19-20, 2000.
Sethuraman C

National Seminar on Compressed Air Systems organized by CII. October 19-20,2000.
Bansal 0

Certified Internal Quantity Auditor for ISO-9000 organised by ETDC, Mohali. October 30 - November 1,2000
Harinder Singh, Khanna VK, Parkeep Kumar and Sachdeva RS

Workshop on Efficient Technology and Systems: Opportunity for cost savings organized by USAID under
ECO Program. November 8-1 0, 2000.
Krishna Murthy 0

Trends in Industrial Electronics Transducers Controls & Communication (TIET.Com) organised by Thapar
Institute of Enginering &Technology, Patiala. November 14-15, 2000
Sardana HK, Bandopadhaya and Bhargav HN

Seminar on Indian Oil Seeds and Edible Oil Sector organised by IICT, Hyderabad November 18-19,2000
Ganju AK and Randhawa SS

Business for Casting for Managers organised by Lal Bahadur Shastri Institute of Management, New Delhi.
November 23-24, 2000
Sardana HKand Chhabra JK

Indo-Japanese Workshop on Micro-systemTech. by SSPL, New Delhi November 23-25, 2000
Paul AK and Dimri AK

National Seminar on Motors organized by CII. November 30 and December 1,2000
Sethuraman C and Bansal D

Agro- Tech Fair 2000 by CII, Chandigarh. December 1-5, 2000
Ganju AK and Randhawa SS

Workshop on Energy Auditor Instructions organized by USAID under ECO Program. December 11-13,2000.
Rao RKM and Sethuraman C

National symposium on Microwave and Millimeter Wave Active Devices & their Application held at CEERI
Pilani. December 15-16,2000.
Paul AK, Angra SK and Sharma NK

Workshop on Wonder world of VLSI and VHDL, at Soft Polynomials (C-DAC) Center, Nagpur. January 16-23,
2001.
Shivling VD and MalikTina

IMTEX-2001 held at New Delhi. January 18-20, 2001

Gupta Jatinder, Jain AP and Phukan MD

Touch Sensing Technique in Data Acquisition and Display System for Anesthesia Ventilator by Anna
University, Chennai. January 24-26, 2001
Abraham Ajish K and Sengupta RN
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International Conference on Biomedical Engg-2001 held at Anna University, Chennai. January 24-26, 2001
Gupta RC and Ahluwalia SS

National Seminar on Advanced Instrumentation NSAI-2001 jointly organised by CSIO, Chandigarh and
panjab University, Chandigarh held at CSIO, Chandigarh. January 29-31,2001
RamGopal SV and Arora RC

National Workshop on Electron Microscopy at panjab University, Chandigarh. January 31 ,2000
Sardana HK

3- National Symposium in Chemistry organized by Panjab University, Chandigarh. February 2-4, 2001
Singla ML, Jain PK and Baldev Raj

International Seminar "ElITEX 2001" (Electronics and Information Technology Exposition 2001) held at India
Habitat Centre, New Delhi organized by Ministry of Information Technology. February 5 -6, 2001.
Sharma NK and Chauhan SK

International Conference on Time & Frequency organized at NPl, New Delhi. February 6-7, 2001.
Jaiswal VK

MMGT-2000 organized by Metrology Society of India & NPl, New Delhi. February 6-1 0, 2001
Kalsi VPS, Gurdayal Singh and Jaiswal VK
Third International Conference on Metrology in New Millennium & Global Trade organized by NPl, New Delhi.
February 8-1 0, 2001
Jaiswal VK

National Seminar on Oil Meal usage in Compound Cattle Poultry and Aqua by TMOP/CSIR, New Delhi held
at Agriculture University, Pune. February 10, 2001
Lal Singh

XXIV Annual Conference of Electron Microscopy and Allied Fields held at Panjab University, Chandigarh.
February 9-11 , 2001

Singla ML, HarchekarVR, Kaul AD, Paul AK and Dongaonkar RR

Chandigarh Symposium on Microelectronics organized by Panjab University, Chandigarh, SCl, Mohali and
CSIO, Chandigarh held at Panjab University, Chandigarh. February 16-17,2001
Ghanshyam C, Paul AK, Angra SK and Dimri AK

Technical Workshop on "Bio-medicallnstrumentation" held at Delton Hall, Institutional area IETE, New Delhi
organized by Institution of Electronics and Telecommunication Engineers, Delhi center and Institution
Engineers, Delhi. February 17,2001.
Sharma NK, Chauhan SK, Pir HK and Moitra Shashi

Workshop-cum-Symposium on Information Technology for Social Sciences jointly organized by Centre for
Research in Rural & Industrial Development (CRRID), National Social Science Documentation Centre
(NASSDOC) and ICSSR, New Delhi. February 22-24, 2001
Bhasin Sukanya

Specialized Training Program on Electrical Safety by National Security Council-North Zone Chapter,
Chandigarh. February 23-24, 2001
Virdi BS and Dilbag Singh

Seminar on IT Opportunities and Challenges for Weaker Section of Society organized by Neta Jee Subhash
Institute of Technology, Azad Hind Fauj Marg, New Delhi. February 23-25, 2001.
Chauhan SK
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Six weeks training in Auto-CAD at RCC, Chandigarh. February 26, 2001 
Bahuguna SB, Ramanand, Madan Lal, Sehgal Vijay, Sadri Nath and Makhan Singh 

Multimedia Training & Resource Development at TTII organized by TITI, Chandigarh. February 19 - March 2, 

2001. 

Raj Kumar 


8" National Seminar on Physics and Technology of Sensors (NSPTS-8) organized by Indira Gandhi Centre 

for Atomic Research, Kalpakkam. February 27 - March 1, 2001 

Ghanshyam C 


5.4 LECTURES !TALKS DELIVERED 

Golden Jubilee Celebrations of Energy and Fuel Users Association of India (EN FUSE), Chennai. July 17,2000. 

Bajpai R.P., Director 
Special address during Seminar on "Information Technology and Energy Management 

Karlsruhe University, Bremen University and Institute of Optics, University of Stuttgart, Germany. March-May 
2000 

Aggarwal A.K., Scientist G 
Pulsed Digital Holography 

TechnicalTeachersTraining Institute, Chandigarh. July 2000 
Aggarwal A.K., Scientist G 
Lasers and their Applications 

IROE-CNR, Firenze, Italy. October 1-14,2000 

Aggarwal A. K., Scientist G 
Coherent Optics Activities at CSIO 

TechnicalTeachersTraining Institute, Chandigarh. July 2000 

Mehla N.S. , Scientist Ell 
Optical Sensors 

IROE-CNR, Firenze, Italy. October 1,2000 to November 25,2000 

Mehla N.S. , Scientist Ell 
Fiber Optic Sensors Development at CSIO 

8·' Management Development Programme on Operation, Maintenance and Repair of Biomedical Equipment, 

at CSIO. October 12, 2000 to November 2, 2000, 


Chhabra J. K., Scientist Ell 

Fiber Optic Instrumentation for Medical Applications 

CPYLS Participants, CSIO, Chandigarh. November 9, 2000 

Chhabra J.K., Scientist Ell 
Cultivation of Scientific Temper 
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Indo-German Workshop on NMR and Holography for Soft Matter Research held in Chemistry Department, 
Panjab University, Chandigarh. March 17-18,2001 

Kumar Sushil, Scientist Ell 
Holography Activities at CSIO 

CPYLS Programme, IHBT, Palampur. February 26, 2001 

Chhabra J.K., Scientist Ell 
Fiber Optics in Communication and Sensors 

Rashtriya Vaigianik Sanghoshthi at Industrial Toxicology Research Centre (ITRC), Lucknow. September 12
13,2000 

Basudeo Prasad, Scientist F 
World Environment 

World Environment Day Celebrated at Museum ofWisdom, Sector-33A, Chandigarh. June 4, 2000 

Basudeo Prasad, Scientist F 
Environment Pollution 

World Environment Day Celebrated of Environment Society of India, Sector-11, Chandigarh. June 4, 2000 

Basudeo Prasad, Scientist F 
Environment Pollution Problem in Chandigarh 

Short Term Course on Applied Electronic Instrumentation, ISTE held at Nanak Dev Engineering College, 
Ludhiana. June 26, 2000 
Sardana SK, Scientist Ell 
Signal and Image Processing Applications in Instrumentation 

National Seminar on Rural Technology ("Grameen Prodyogiki" Rashtriya Vigyan Sanghoshti) held at RRL, 
Tiruvanthapuram (Kerala). August 23-24, 2000 

Ganju AK, Scientist Ell 
Technologies Developed at CSIO Relevant to Rural Areas 

Hindi Divas Celebrated atTBRL, Chandigarh. September 14, 2000 

Basudeo Prasad, Scientist F 
Hindi Software and Computer 

Ozone Layer Day Celebrated at Chemical Engineering Department, Pan jab University Chandigarh. 
September 16, 2000 

Basudeo Prasad, Scientist F 
Depletion of Ozone Layer 

ITECWorkshop held at CSIO, Chandigarh. 

Sharma VK, Scientist Ell 
Safety Aspects in Medical Instruments 

CSIR Programme onYouth for Leadership in Science organized at CSIO, Chandigarh. 

Arora RC, Scientist EI 
Science as a Carrier 
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National Conference on Data Communication, CDC-2000, April 7-8, 2000 in CSIO Chandigarh. 

Sardana SK, Scientist EI 

ISTE short term course on Applied Electronic Instrumentation," during 19-30 June 2000, 26th June, Guru 
Nanak Dev Engg College, Ludhiana 

Sardana SK, Scientist EI 

Signal and Image Processing Applications in Instrumentation 


QI P on Display Technologies at liT, Kanpur (U. P.), May 2001 


Srinivas MSN, Scientist EI 

Display System for Avionics (Head up Display for Cockpit Applications) 


.GPS Based Traffic Management System 

Satish Kumar, Sharma BK, Sharma VP, Shamshi MA 

National Seminar on Advance Instrmumentation (NSAI-2001) held at CSIO Chandigarh on January 29-31 , 2001 


Fuzzy Logic BasedTemperature Controller 

Mittal SK, Sharma BK, Satish Kumar 

National Seminar on Advance Instrumentation (NSAI-2001) held at CSIO Chandigarh on January 29-31,2001 


Atomic Emission, Absorption &Fluorescence Techniques in Spectroscopy 

DimriA.K. 

MOP on Maintenance & Repair of Analytical Instruments held at CSIO Chandigarh on February 26,2001 


Atomic Absorption Spectrophotometer 

AngraS.K. 

MOP on Maintenance & Repair of Analytical Instruments held at CSIO Chandigarh on February 26,2001 


ICP-AES 

Awasthi P.K. 

MOP on Maintenance & Repair of Analytical Instruments held at CSIO Chandigarh on February 27,2001 


Atomic Emission Spectroscopy with Plasma 

Paul A.K. 

MOP on Maintenance & Repair of Analytical Instruments held at CSIO Chandigarh on February 27,2001 


Electron Spectroscopy 

Kumar Ravi 

MOP on Maintenance & Repair of Analytical Instruments held at CSIO Chandigarh on February 28,2001 


5.5 Invited Lecture 

CSIO organizes guest lectures by eminent scientists to apprise the scientists of the Institute of the latest 
developments in various field of Science & Technology. In this series, Dr Jitendra Kumar, Sr. Director, Ministry of 
Information & Technology delivered a lecture on "GPS and its Applications" on 24 August, 2000. 
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16. 	 INFRASTRUCTURAL FACILITIES 

6.1 	 STANDARDS & CALIBRATION 

Tests and measurements help to improve the quality of 
goods produced in an industry. Whereas through 
certain tests, one is able to foresee the effects of 
various short and long term environmental stresses 
caused to a product during its transportation or use, 
the accuracy of a measuring instrument is checked by 
comparing it with a standard meter. Accordingly, the 
facilities were provided by this unit for the calibration of 
number of electrical, electromechanical, thermal and 
electronic instruments, components as given in the 
tables. 

Several measures were also taken to improve upon the 
confidence of user parties to whom the services were 
offered by paying due thrust. 

~~~ ~~~l~ ~~ lh~~') 1'11110'£ 

Time Interval and Frequency Measurements 

• 	 Customers satisfaction 

• 	 Dedicated efforts for the timely completion of the 
job work 

• 	 Adopting customer friendly approach 

• 	 Exhibiting transparency in working 

• 	 Maintaining traceability for lab. Measurements 

• 	 Quality system based work cu Itu reo 

The complete quality system of standard and 
calibration unit has been accredited for ISO:9002 by 
the STQC Directorate of the Ministry of Information 
Technology (Govt. of India) . During the period under 
report, the participation of S&C staff in various 
seminars/conferences has been as per details given 
below : 

~q,I~ 1'IR.1~lc~ Cflr ~~liCf)~ 
Calibration of digital multi meter 

• 	 New Development in Metrology organized at New 
Delhi By Fluke Corporation, USA (September 29, 
2000) 

• 	 Sixth Seminar on ISO 9000 2000 at 
ETDC/Mohali (September29, 2000) 

• 	 Certified Internal Quality Auditor for ISO:9000 
Course at ETDC/Mohali (October 30 to 
November 1 , 2000) 

• 	 International Conferences on Time & Frequency 
and Metrology in New Millennium and Global 
Trade" at NPL, New Delhi (February 6.1 0.2001) 

~/~~~"lur ~«!~ Cflf ~~licf;"'f 
Calibration of Earth/Insulation Tester 
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CALIBRATION 

Parameter Range Accuracy (%) 

DC Voltage 

AC Voltage 

DC Current 

AC Current 

Resistance 

Capacitance 

Inductance 

0.1 Time-interval 

Insulation 

Temperature 

Environmental Testing 

Sand & Dust 

Intensity 

Salt Mist 

Bump 

Vibration 

Dry Heat Severity 

Temperature Humidity 

(Long Term) 

Temperature Humidity 

(Accelerated Test) 

1 UV to 1.8 V 
1 V to 1000V 
1 kV to 40 kV 

Upto 1000V 
Upto 40 kV 

Upto 120 UA 
Upto 12A 
Upto 120A 

Upto 25A 
Upto 300A 

Upto 100 k. Ohm 
Upto 1000 M. Ohm 
Upto 100 T. Ohm 
10 nF to 11 UF 

10 U H to 11 00 H 
Upto 3 kW 
Power 
Upto 1999 Sec. 0.05 
Upto 1 G.Hz 

Upto 200 T. Ohm 

Upto 150° C 

Temperature 

25+5 grn of silica deposit in 

As per IS 14000 

Bump-rate Loading capacity 

Mode of Vibration Frequency-range 

Temp. Range 

Temperature 

ReI. Humidity 

Temperature 

Humidity 

0.001 
0.005 
0.5 

0.05 
0.5 

0.005 
0.01 
0.05 

0.05 
0.2 

0.005 
0.01 
2 
0.01 

1 DC Power 
0.02AC 
Upto 30 kW 
Frequency 
0.001 

2 

0.2° C 

Ambient to 40°C 

5 minutes 

2-3 bumps per second 22.7 Kg 

Sinusoidal 3 Hz to 30 k.Hz 

Ambient to 100°C 

40°C 

90-100% 

40°C 

95-100% 
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These services, besides having been useful for a number of in-house jobs were utilized by about 70 outside 
ageicies from Chandigarh, Haryana, Punjab, Himachal Pradesh, J&K and Utter Pradesh. A sum of Rs.5.30 lakhs 
was earned for providing these facilities. 

I nstruments Tested/Cali brated 

Digital & Analogue Multimeter 

CurrenWoltage/Power/PF Meter 

Electrical Energy Meter 

Digital Panel Meter 

Digital Clamp Meter 

Frequency Meter 

Audio Frequency Generator 

Time-interval Meter/Stop-watch 

Digital Ohm Meter 

Kelvin Bridge 

Digital Tachometer 

Thermocouple Test-Set 

Digital LCR Meter 

Earthing Terminal Tester 

Digital Temperature Indicator 

Controller 

RTDlThermocouple Calibrator 

Universal Calibrator 

Insulation Tester/Meggar 

Earth Tester 

High-voltage Tester 

Current Transformer 

Decade Resistance Box 

Oscilloscope 

Stroboscope 

Digital Capacitance Meter 

DC Power Supply 

Digital pH Meter 
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6.2 	 CENTRAL MECHANICAL 
WORKSHOP 

Central Mechanical Workshop is a 
centralised facility for the 
development, fabrication and 
assembly of the mechanical portions 
of the sub-systems/ systems of 
various R&D projects undertaken in 
the Institute . Necessary 
modifications are also suggested in 
designs vis-a-vis available facilities , 
keeping in view the aesthetics and 
ergonomics of the instruments. The 
facilities are existing for fabricating 
intricated , precision and challenging 
mechanical components required for 
completion of projects in different 
R&D areas. 

The workshop has facilities in 
various trades such as turning, 
milling, welding, sheet metal and 
fitting , precision machine, surface 
finishing, pattern shop, job planning 
and evaluation. It 'has a Modern 
Metrology Lab. equipped with latest 
measuring standards and machines 
for carrying out linear dimensional 
measurements for in-house 
fabricated components. In addition to 
the work in the Institute, the testing 
and calibration services are also 
provided to the industry in the region. 

New Facilities Created 

CNC (Computerised• 
Numerically Controlled) 
Vertical milling machine to 
cater to the urging need of 
development of R&D projects 
for higher accuracy/precision. 

Thread Grinding Machine for• 
forming of fi ng and plug gauges 

Precision gear hobbing• 
machine for small and accurate 
gears upto 1 module 

Upgradation of the welding• 
shop by installation of Plasma 
arc cutting and welding 
machine 

Calibration of measuring• 
standards from NPL, New 
Delhi . 

Contributions in R&D Projects 

The facilities in Central Mechanical 
Workshop are utilised for the 
development work related to various 
R&D projects pursued in the 
Institution. 

Technical Services Rendered 

Facility for metrological inspection 
are optimally utilized for undertaking 
calibration of standards/instruments 
for outside parties and issue 
calibration and test certificates/ 
reports under ISO-9002 
Certification. 

6.3 	 METALLURGY & FOUNDRY 

Infrastructure Facilities 

Metallurgy & Foundry Division 
provide facilities for Chemical 
analysis , Mechanical testing , 
Metallography and heat treatment of 
metals and alloys. These facilities 
are being used by different R&D 
divisions in the Institute and outside 
parties. 

Equipments for Material Analysis. 

Microprocessor based C & 5 
analyzer 

Microprocessor based C & S 
analyzer is used for the 
determination of Carbon & Sulphur 
in steels, cast-iron and other ferrous 
metals and alloys. Carbon and 
sulphur present in the ferrous metals 
and alloys are converted into Carbon 

dioxide and Sulphur di oxide on 
ignition in induction furnace of the 
instrument using tungsten metal as 
accelerator. 

Gas chromatograph HP 6890 Plus 
series. 

The Gas chromatograph HP 6890 
plus series is a computer-controlled 
instrument which displays the data 
on the monitor .A mixture of gases or 
volatile liquids with carrier gas 
passes throL1gh a capillary column 
heated at certain temperature. The 
gaseous mixture is separated into 
constituents as the different gases 
and organic liquids have different 
retention time in the cap illary 
column. The retention time is the 
parameter to identify different 
constituents. 

The instrument has two detectors 
flame ionization detector and 
thermal conductivity detector, which 
are used to detect and quantitatively 
determine the concentration of 
gases on the basis of peak area. 

UV 	- Visible spectrophotometer 
(ELlCO) 

The computer controlled UV Visible 
Spectrophotometer is used for the 
determination of absorbance, 
transmittance and concentration in 
the wavelength range 200-1000 nm 
using path length 1 cm. The 
instrument is single beam with 
automatic wavelength selection 
facility. 

~:n~~) "Ill~~H: 31ml~ Cfilcsl"l 311( m:tcn lci~~~cn 
Microprocessor based Carbon & Sulphur analyzer 
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PotentiostatlGalvanostat 

PotentiostatiGalvanostat is used to 
control the potential of an electrode 
immersed in a solution and to 
measure the current at that 
electrode. The potential may be 
pulsed very rapidly, scanned very 
slowly or maintained at a constant 
potential. In galvanostat mode of 
operation, the current of working 
electrode is controlled and potential 
is measured. 

The instrument is very useful in 
various electro-chemical techniques 
e.g electro-deposition of polymers 
directly onto the working electrode. 

Micro Hardness Testing (Russian 
make model 1970) 

The test is performed on very small 
and thin components like thin sheets, 
small diameter wires, balls/shots, 
razor blades, screws etc. It gives 
values in micro-vickers for metals 
and alloys. It can be termed non
destructive test as it can be 
performed directly on polished 
components and because of micro 
indentation due to the low loads (in 
grams) . The instrument has 
application mainly in research and 
development and in quality control. 
Objects absolutely flat on indenting 
and resting surfaces can be tested 
after polishing but very small objects 
need mounting in acrylic 
compounds for pol rshing 
microscopically for testing purposes. 
It can determine hardness of various 
phases present in metal matrix of 
metals and alloys, thick platings, 
diffusion coatings, case depth of 
carburised components. 
Metals/materials like all types of 
steels , cast irons, stainless steel, 
tools steel's, Cu & Cu alloys, AI & AI
alloys, Be-Cu, Cu-Ni-Sn, Cu-Zn-AI 
etc . can be tested for micro 
hardness. 

Heat treatment furnace (Air 
furnaces) 

These are electrical resistance 
heated furnaces having bare 
elements (Non muffle & non air 
circulating type). The furnaces are 

fully indigenous and have 
applications in the heat treatment of 
various metal and alloys/materials. 
Process consists of imparting 
thermal treatment to the materials to 
improve its mechanical properties as 
a result of formation of various 
phases, modification of structures, 
refining of grains relieving stresses, 
eliminating directionalHy etc. It is 
generally associated with 
mechanical processing known as 
thermo-mechanical treatment 
(TMT). The main heat treatment 
processes are annealing, 
normalising, hardening, tempering, 
solution treatment, precipitation/age 
hardening, carburising, stress 
relieving, sintering, curing etc. The 
furnaces utilized for heat 
treatment are mainly for in house 
R&D projects and for services 
rendered to private industries. Metal 
& alloys/materials like steels (all 
types), stainless steel, tool steels, 
cast irons, Cu-alloys, AI-alloys, Be
Cu, Cu-Ni-Sn, Cu-Zn-AI etc can be 
heat-treated . 

Micro hardness testing 

Hardness is property of material to 
resist plastic deformation, 
penetration, indentation, seratch etc. 
It is universal hardness tester as it 
gives hardness values in Rockwell , 
Brinell and Vickers by varying the 
loads (in kilos) and interchanging the 
indenters (steel ball , diamond cone, 
diamond pyramid etc.). The test is 
considered destructive as the size of 
the indent is big in view of the large 
applied loads. Brinell & Vickers 
hardness tests are performed on 
thick and flat surfaces. It should be 

microscopically polished so as to 
observe the indent under traveling 
microscope for measuring the 
diameter of the impression. In case 
of Rockwell test (R, & R. scale), the 
same can be conducted by removing 
the oxidized layer with emery or by 
grinding the surface; Round rods 
and small flat shaped 
castings/components (hardened 
and tempered) can be tested for 
Rockwell hardness by changing the 
anvil blocks. The instrument needs 
regular calibration with standard for 
repeatabi Iity/rep roducibi lity of 
results. Large irregular shaped 
castings without polishing cannot be 
tested. Metals/ materials like all 
types of steels, stainless steel, tool 
steels, cast irons, copper & Cu
alloys, AI & AI-alloys, Be-Cu, Cu-Ni
Sn, Cu-Zn-AI etc can be tested for 
micro hardness. 

Tensile testing machine 

Tensile strength is an important 
property of metals. Tensile test 
correlate the amount of deformation 
produced with given forces in 
tension and compression . The 
equipment tests tensile strength, 
elongation, yield point, compression 
etc. for metals l ike stee ~s, cast irons, 
Copper alloys, aluminum alloys etc. 

The capacity is 10 tons. Properly 
machined specimen of desired 
dimensions without any notch or 
abnormalities are necessary. It can 
hold 12-19 mm diameter samples in 
its jaws. However some wires, rods 
and sheets can also be tested 
di rectly. It has correlation with 
hardness. 

<'fi;.f,1l:f TllF?lCfir <fi~"!lllC1T <fiT ~Cf) ~"!ll:f 

A view of Central Mechanical Workshop 
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MAJOR FACILITIES AVAILABLE/CREATED 

S. 
No. 

Facility/Equipment Year of 
Establishment 

Approx. Cost 
(Rs. Lakh, no 

decimals) 

1 . 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

Aspherics Generation & Polishing Machine 

Lens Centering Machine 

Optical Test Station 

Inductively Coupled Plasma Atomic Emission Spectrometer 

Microprocessor Controliled Thin Film Coating Plant 

Molecular Beam Epitaxy System 

Stepper Optical Lithography System 

ECR Source based Reactive Ion Beam Etching System 

Liquid Nitrogen Plant 

Glass Blowing Facilities 

2001-02 

2000-01 

2000-01 

1999-2000 

2000-01 

1991-92 

1993-94 

1993-94 

246 

34 

20 

32 

122 

285 

345 

45 

INFORMATIONAL RESOURCE BASE 

Library book holding (Nos.) 19093• 
Journals Holdings (Physical) 11910• 

• Online Access (Nos.) 

• Database (Nos.) Subscription Access 
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17. BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES 


7.1 Know-how transferred to 
industry 

Name of the Know-how : On-line 
analyser for Energy Monitoring and 
Conservation 

Transferred to : Mis Agate Energy 
Network Pvt. Ltd., Chennai 

Lumpsum License fees: Rs. 5.00 
lakhs in three installments 

Royalty : 3% for a period of five years. 

· 7.2 Consultancy Services for 
Energy Management Systems 

During the IX Five Year Plan, Central 
Scientific Instruments Organisation 
developed expertise in low cost 
Energy Management Systems for 
Industries. Under the sponsorship of 
Department of Science and 
Technology and Energy 
Management Centre, Ministry of 
Power, CSIO had designed, 
developed, installed and evaluated 
the Energy Management Systems. It 
had transferred the technical know
how to a private industry on non
exclusive basis. CSIO is promoting 
Energy Conservation in Industries 
through Energy Management 
Systems by conducting workshops, 
technical presentations in relevant 
technical forums, giving wide 
publicity through National 
Newspapers and News Letters. 

- Government of India has introduced 
Energy Conservation Bill-2000 
(ECB-2000) in parliament and it will 
be enacted as law shortly. 
International agencies initiated 
various programs in India for the 
effective enforcement of Energy 
Conservation Legislation in India. 
Notable amongst them are 

• 	 USAI D Energy Conservation 
Commercialisation program 
(ECO Program) 

• 	 German Technical 
Coi'laboration (GTZ)- Indo 
German Energy Efficiency 
Program- Phase II (IGEEP) 

GTZ under IGEEP planned for four 
outputs, viz., Energy Manager's 
training program, Energy labeling, 
Energy Management Systems and 
Performance and Evaluation 
Contracts. 

GTZ requested CSIO to offer its 
consultancy service for output 3, viz., 
Energy Management Systems. 

Five tasks have been initiated under 
this consultancy service: 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Preparation of state of the 
report on Energy Management 
Systems 

Conducting workshops to 
increase awareness of Energy 
Management Systems in 
industries. 

Preparation of Engineering 
procurement document to help 
in floating the tender on Energy 
Management System for any 
industry. 

Reduction of stack gas oxygen 
monitoring instrumentation 
cost. 

Introducing the concept of 
building Energy Management 
Systems through industrial 
networking technology with 
open system configuration and 
interoperability features. 

The consultancy project was 
started on 12 February, 2001 
and will be in operation for two 
years. 

Financial Outlay 

For Consultancy 
Services Rs.37.84Iakhs 
Equipment grant Rs.30.00 lakhs 

7.3 Patents 

The Patent Documents in respect of 
the following inventions were sent to 
IPMD, CSIR, New Delhi for filing of 
patents: 

"Improved version of Semi
automatic Pick and Place 
Machine for Surface Mount 
Devices (SMD) and Fine Pitch 
Components" 

"An Improved Antiglare Devke 
for Automobile useful during 
night driving" (peT Filed) 

"A New Multi-Fiber 2-D Array 
Device for Sensing and 
Localising Environment 
Perturbations using speckle 
Image Processing" (PCT Filed). 

Out of the above list, patents 
have been filed in respect of the 
last two inventions under PCT. 

7.4 ISO -9002 CERTIFICATION 

ISO 9002 aims to achieve quality 
standard for improving management 
system & assuran~ for customer 
satisfaction. The main focus is to 
prevent Non-Conformities at all 
stages of design, development & 
services. It has a cyclic process of 
improving the quality system 
through audits and surveillance. 

Management system standardises 
the procedure for the design & 
development of the product and 
generates controls for testing, 
calibration, operative procedures, 
performance to have traceability 
repeatability and reproducibility. 

Quality Manual is a dynamic 
document and is supposed to be 
maintained current for all the times. 
It ma'inly focuses on the quality 
policy, aims & objectives of the 
organisation and provides adequate 
guidelines for achieving the goals 
laid in the scope. 

The management strictly follows the 
procedural flow of quality system to 
have complete transparency and 
effective implementation of the 
documented facts Ilaid in the 
Executive procedures. 

In order to have uniform operational 
methodology for both men and 
machinery, operational procedures 
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support the scope, quality policy and 
objectives of the organisation. 

In order to maintain historical 
traceability of documents, all direct 
and indirect evidences are kept at a 
common place in the Document 
Control Centre. 

Benefits of ISO 9002 . ~ 

- Improves institutional Image. 

- Clearly defines the responsibility 
and authority of the functionaries. 

- Improves traceability for quality 
improvement. 

- . Deve'lopment of quality standards. 

- Generates objectives, evidence to 
built credibility for the quality of 
work & effectiveness of the 
system. 

- Provides means for identifying and 
resolving problems. 

- Helps in providing data to analyse 
the performance. 

Concise Profile of ISO 9002 

Dr H.R Bhojwani ,Head, R&D 
Planning and Business 
Development, CSIR initiated the 
move of ISO 9002 for CSIO way back 
in 1997. ETDC, Mohali readily 
accepted the offer to be the 
consultant and provided guidance 
through training, meetings and 
audits to achieve ISO 9002. Under 
the guidance of the Director CSIO, 
Dr R.P Bajpai , all necessary 
documents concerning the grant of 
ISO 9002 certification have been 
submitted to STaC, Ministry of 
Information Technology , (MIT) 
Electronic Nil<etan, New Delhi. 
Institute viz. Central Mechanical 
Workshop, Indo Swiss Training 
Centre and Standards & Calibration 
Division. 

Initially these divisions of CSIO have 
been covered under ISO-9002 viz : 

It is proposed to expand the scope of 
ISO-9002 to all R&D areas in the 
Institute. 

Future Expansion of ISO 9002 

It is proposed to further expand the 
scope of ISO 9002 to the all R&D 
groups of the organization. 

Transfer of Atomic Force 
Microscope 

The prototype of Atomic Force 
Microscope (AFM) developed at this 

. Institute was transferred to the 
Physics Department, Bharathiar 
University, Coimbatore realising an 
amount of Rs. 16.00 lacs under an 
agreement with Department of 
Science and Technology, 
Government of India, New Delhi. The 
improved version of AFM is being 
developed in the Institute. 
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8.0 MAJOR ACTIVITIES 

8.1 NationalTechnology Day 

Central Scientifirc Instruments 
Organisation celebrated 2nd 
National Technology Day on 11th 
May, 2000 by holding an OPEN DAY 
in the institute. Record number of 
visitors, approximately 1200, 
including students from various 
schools, colleges and general public, 
went around various research 
laboratories and interacted with the 
scientists. They were given 
exposure to the technologies 
developed at the CSIO and new 
areas of development. 

A brainstorming meet was organised 
to identify few technologies in which display devices would capture the cum-Managing Director , 
India would achieve global market in the near future. Sh. AK Semiconductor Complex Limited, 
leadership in coming 8-10 years. Paul, Scientist made a presentation Mohali who, in his concluding 
Outside experts both from academia on Micro-Electro-Mechanical remarks lauded the efforts of CSIO 
and industry and the scientists of the System (MEMS). MEMS are and endorsed that FPD and MEMS 
organisation participated in the mechanical devices having technologies are niche areas to be 
meet. In his opening remarks, Dr. RP dimensions of few micrometers, considered under the New 
Bajpai, Director, CSIO, emphasized basically working as micro-sensors Millennium Programme. 
on the path setting initiative called and actuators. These have a wide 

8.2 Visit of ParliamentaryNew Millennium Indian Technology spectrum of applications in 
Committee on Official LanguageInitiative (NMITLI) taken up by the automobile industry, in situ health 

CSIR with broad objective to identify monitoring, variety of defence usage Second sub committee of 
and nurture few selected and in common domestic appliances Parliamentary Committee on official 
technologies in which India would etc. language visited CSIO in the month 
attain and sustain global leadership of July. CSIO was inspected by theMany thought provoking ideas were in near future. He further stated that Sub-Committee besides other sixgenerated through the stimulatingboth public and private institutions organisations in the region . Sixdiscussions held. The meet was are free to participate in this 

Chaired by Dr. MJ Zarabi, Chairman-innovative programme. Dr. Bajpai 
pointed out that, though CSIO had 
identified three technologies namely, 
Flat Panel Displ'ays (FPD), 
Bimolecular chips and Micro
Electro-mechanical Systems 
(MEMS), participants of the meet 
were welcome to suggest new ideas 
which might mature as a viable 
technology in future. 

The session started with the 
presentation on Flat Panel Displays 
(FPD) by Dr. LM Bharadwaj, 
Scientist focussing on various 
display device technologies in 
vogue, their shortcomings, present 
and future market share. He also 
suggested that Field Emission type 

~~r ~lOf ~cn ~:rllRq) ~ ~M 'i:l'i:lt cHif SS 
Interaction with students during open day 

~~~lJ "3'1 ~~A" <fiT ~oCf) 

Meeting of Sub-Committee of Parliamentary Committee on official language 
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members committee was led by its 
Chairman Dr.Y Laxmi Prasad. 

On this occasion, Sh. S.N. Rai, 
Deputy Secretary (Official 
Language) and Dr. Pooran Pal, Hindi 
Office!" from CSIR, Head-quarters. 
were also present. The Committee 
appreciated the progress made by 
the institute towards implementation 
of Official Language policy and 
advised to make further efforts for 
effective implementation of the policy 
in the Organisation. 

8.3 35th Convocation of ISTC 
Organised 

The 35th Convocation of Indo-Swiss 
Training Centre was held on 29th 
July, 2000. In all 54 students were 
awarded diplomas in the disciplines 
of Instrument Technology CI8), 
Mechatronics & Industrial 
Automation (15) and Die & Mould 
making (21). Dr.M. J. Zarabi, 
Chairman cum Managing Director, 
Semi Conducter Complex Ltd., 
Mohali was the Chief Guest on the 
occasion. In his convocation address 
he stated that in view of global,isation 
leading to international competition, 
the need for technical personnel with 
proper practical background has 
increased manifold and ISTC is 
playing a significant role to cater to 
this specialised requirement of the 
industry. He asserted that in order 
to make the Indian industry 
competitive, high priority needs to be 
given to quality improvement.Thus 
the industry should provide 

"3q ~~fu ~ ~.~~l:l ~~~ -.;J<ll"ll'lllc;t[ Cflr 311~ -.;JBlH <.fi~~ s~ 
Members of Parliamentary Sub-Committee visting the labs 

consistent quality with low defects. Diploma in Instrument Tech

Stressing upon the importance of nology: 

benchmark Dr. Zarabi said that the 


Passing out trainees 18, Goldrequirement of a global player was to 
medal-Navtej Singh; Silver medal have the right product at right 
Vikas Talwar time.He exhorted the students to 

play a proactive role in their Advanced Diploma in Mechatro
respective organisations in nics and Industrial Automation: 
improving quality standards and 
also advised them to strive hard and Passing out trainees : 15, Gold 
never look back. medal - Sanjay Kathuria ; Silver 

medal- San deep Singh 
Earlier Dr. R.P.Bajpai, Director, 

Central Scientific Instruments Advanced Diploma in Die and 

Organisation highlighted the Mould making: 

activities of ISTC and welcomed the 


Passing out trainees : 21, GoldChief Guest. 
medal - Parveen Kumar ; Silver 

He awarded the diplomas to the medal- Pardeep Kumar Gupta 
passing out students whereas the 

Dr. Rupinder Gupta, Principal, ISTC Chief Guest Dr. M.J. Zarabi gave 
presented the annual report of the away the prizes & medals to the 
training centre. He informed thestudents who excelled in various 
gathering that about 80% of thefields. This year the number of pass 
passing out graduates have already outs and winners of gold & silver 
been picked up for employment by medals in various courses are : 
various reputed industries. 

~r. \il1~loIT, 311~:~<=r.cl:~r. ~ ~~I~Cf) <.fiT 11~Cf) "9~H <.fi~~ s~ 
Dr. MA Zarabi, presenting medal to ISTC graduate 

~&li~ ~+jlil~ "it "3qf8.l~1]U[ 


Audience during ISTC convocation 
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8.4 Hindi Day Celebrated 

Hindi fortnight was organised in the 
Institute from 1.9.2000 to 14.9.2000. 
The 15 day long celebrations 
concluded on 14 september, 2000 
on the occasion of Hindi Day with a 
programe organised in CSIO 
auditorium. Sh. Vijay Sehgal, Editor 
of a local Hindi daily "Dainik Tribune" 
was the chief guest. 

In his guest lecture Sh. Sehgal 
emphasized upon the need for 
commitment for the acceptance of 
Hindi. He said that feeling of respect 
and proud towards our own country 
is also required to achieve this goal. 
He also said that there was no need 
to be afraid of the domination of 
English language in the field of 
Information and Computer 
technology, since two major 
companies had provided us very 
efficient Hindi Softwares. He said 
that Hindi was like breath to us as it 
was with us sjnce our childhood, it 
has become a part of our personality. 
So there should not be any hesitation 
towards its use. 

Earlier, while welcoming the chief 
guest Dr. R.P. 8ajpai exhorted the 
staff members to increase the use of 
Hindi in their day to day work. 

During the fortnight, various 
competitions viz. Hindi Dictation, 
Declamation, Essay writing, English
Hindi translation and Paper reading 
were organised. Staff members took 
keen interest in these competitions 

S>;lT ~~. ~. ~~FH ~Cfl "9~ti)iiT Cfif "9~,u,q~ ~~ S;\{
and participated in them with great 

Sh. S.K. Sadana presenting certificate to the competitor enthusiasm. Papers read on 
technical subjects in Hindi by the 
technical & scientific staff shattered 
the myth that these subjects could 
only be expressed in English and 
Hindi was not competant enough for 
science subjects. The foillowing staff 
members have won cash prizes in 
these competitions: 

EssayWriting 

1. Sh.T.S. Negi First 

2. Sh .D.L. Meena Second 

S;\{3. Sh .P.C. Sahdev Third 
Dr. R.P. Bajpai, Director, presenting award to the winner 
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English- HindiTranslation 	 while Sh. S.K. Sadana, 
Administrative Officer distributed 

1 . Sh.T.S. Negi First certificates to all the participants. 

2. Sh. v.p Giridhar Second 8.5 CSIO's Participation in 
International Exhibition on 
Assistive Devices "AccessibiIHy 

3. Sh. Ramesh Chand Third 

Dictation India-2000" at Bangalore 

1 . Smt. Sangeeta Garg First The Ministry of Social Justice & 
Empowerment, Govt. of India in2. Sh.T.S. Negi Second 
collaboration with Department of 

3. 	 Dr. S.P. Singh Third Handicapped Welfare, Govt. of 
Karnataka organized an 

Paper Reading on Technical International Exhibition on Assistive 
Subjects Devices/ Barrier Free Accessibility 

"Accessibility India-2000" at the1. Sh. P.K.Jain First 
Coramangala Stadium, Bangalore 

2. Sh. Satish Kumar Second 	 during September 10-17,2000. 

3. 	 Dr. MSN Srinivas Third Under a project "Design and 
Development of Low-Vision Aids

Declamation (Plastic Aspheric Lenses)" 
1. 	 Sh. Satish Kumar First sponsored by the Ministry of Social 

Justice and Empowerment 
2. Ms. Sangeeta Garg Second (MSJE),Govt. of India, CSIO has 

developed 20D & 160 Plastic3. Sh. B.K. Sharma Third 
Aspheric Lenses for use as Low

Chief guest and Director, CSIO gave Vision Aids (LVAs) by following two 
away the prizes to these winners, cost - effective approaches:(a) Die

8.6 CSIR Foundation Day 

CSIR Foundation Day was celebrated on 26 
september, 2000 at CSIO. On this occasion, the 
Institute was kept open for general public in the 
morning, followed by a lecture on Human 
Resource Development by Prof. D.N.Misra, 
FormerVice Chancellor, Banaras Hindu University, 
Varanasi. 

Prof. Misra in his address stated that proper human 
resource development is the need of the hour. 
Brain drain is eventually turning out to be brain 
gain, he remarked. He further stated that although 
our IT Professionals have succeeded in projecting 
a good education system, yet there is a need to 
invest in human resource development if we want 
to compete in the 910bal markets. 

Dr. R. P.Bajpai, on this occasion honoured those 
staff members, who have (I) completed 25 years of 
service in CSIR and (ii) retired from the service of 
CSI R between the period from 26.09.1999 to 
31.08.2000. Earlier he welcomed the Chief Guest 
and highlighted the significance of CSIR 
Foundation Day. 

Central Scientific Instruments Organisation (CSIR) 

development and injection moulding 
for larger volumes and (b) 
Fabrication directly on CNC 
manchine, followed by minimal 
polishing for smaller numbers. 

In this context, CSIO was invited by 
Science & Technology Mission 
Department, Ministry of Social 
Justice & Empowernment to 
participate in this Exhibition and to 
display the Low-Vision Aids (Plastic 
Aspheric Lenses) developed by the 
Institute. 

Many low-vision patients visited 
CSIO's stall and the response was 
overwhelming. Several 
representatives from NGOs and 
Eye-Care Centres too, visited 
CSIO's stall. CSIO's contribution in 
this regard was highly appreciated 
besides getting wide coverage on 
media. Dr. S.V.Rama Gopal, 
Scientist, CSIO delivered an invited 
talk on LVAs developed at CSIO in 
the Seminar titled 'Education and 
Rehabilitation of the Visually 
Challenged' organised on the 
occasion. 
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As a part of the CSIR Foundation 
Day celebrations, an Essay Writing 
Competition for the wards of CSIO 
employees was organised in three 
categories. Prof. Misra gave away the 
prizes to the winners of the contest. A 
quiz competition for the staff 
members was also organised. 

Earlier , in the morning the 
celebrations started with tree 
plantation ceremony by the Director, 
CSIO. During the 'OpenDay' , a large 
number of students from various 
schools visited Laboratories. of 
CSIO. This provided them a unique 
opportunity to see the live 
demonstration of the instruments 
developed at CSIO and to interact 
with the Scientists. 

The programme concluded with vote 
of thanks by Sh. J.K.Chhabra, 
Scientist 

8.7 Vigilance AwarenessWeek 

In accordance with the directions of 
Central Vigilance Commission and 
CSIR, Vigilance Awareness Week 
was organised in the Institute from 
31. 10.2000 to 4.11.2000. 

The programme started on 
31.10.2000 with the oath taking 
ceremony in the CSIO Auditorium. 
Senior Finance & Accounts Onicer 
(SG) on behalf of Director, CSIO 
administered the oath to the staff 
members. The messages of 
Sh.N .Vittal , Chief Vigilance 
Commissioner and Sh.V.S.Mathur, 
Vigilance Commissioner were read 
out. 

During the week, a lecture by Sh. 
BD.Chadha, formerly Dy. Director, 
Institute of Secretarial Training & 
Management , Department of 
Personnel & Training, on the subject 
"CCS (conduct) Rules, 1994" was 
also organised . 

During the week long celebrations, a 
declamation contest was organised 
on Nov.3, 2000 in which Ms.Hardeep 
Kaur Bains, Assistant(G), Sh . Vikram 
Singh, SO(G) and Sh.Satish Kumar, 
Sc.B won the 1st, 2nd and 3rd prizes 
respectiveIy. 

8.8 CSIO Foundation Day 

Central Scientific Instruments 
OrganisaUon, Chandigarh 
celebrated its Foundation Day on 
30 October 2000 . On this 
occasion, a lecture on "R&D in 
Indian Security Systems," by Dr. 
Jatinder Kumar, Senior Director, 
Ministry of Information 
Technology, Government of India, 
New Delh,i was organised . 
Dr.Jatinder Kumar, in his address, 
mentioned about need based 
security and safety related R&D 
programmes viz Perimeter 
Protection system, Computerised 
Access Control System , 
Explosive Detector ·systems, 
Portable X-Ray Baggage System, 
Electronic Scrambler Systems 
initiated by Ministry of Information 
Technology. These projects are of 
vital use to Border Security Force, 
Central Industrial Security Force, 
Intelligence Bureau and Police 
Force etc. The indigenous 
development of these systems 
will provide products at low cost, 
low life-time maintenance support 
and complete know-how , 
especially the source codes. The 
inputs to these programmes are 
provided by the above user 
agencies, besides eminent 
scientists and other personnel 
from Industry, CSIR Laboratories, 

sf 3l1{qt 61IOlQlll R~~I'fi , ~(cl[ 3lra~ 'fit (!~Rr ~~;r ~( 'fi\~ S~ 
Dr. R P Bajpai presenting memento to the chief guest 

"3~'<Ilc;:r ~~ II "3q~?l~1]1Jr 
View of the audience in ina:Jgural sess ion 

!ITs, DRDO etc. 

Prior to this Dr.R.P.Bajpai , Director, 
CSIO welcomed the chief guest and 
mentioned about the contribution of 
CSIO in such defence related 
projects. 
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8.9 National Science Day 

National Science Day was 
celebrated in the Organisation on 
28th February 2001. On this 
occasion, OPEN DAY was observed 
from 9.30 am to 1.00 pm. All the labs 
of CSIO were kept open for genera: 
public. A iarge number of visitors 
including the students from various 
schools, colleges, university and 
general public went around various 
laboratories of the organisation and 
were given exposure to the 
technologies developed at the CSIO. 

Later in the evening Dr. Anwar Alam, 
Deputy Director General (Engg.), 
Indian Council of Agricultural 
Research, New Delhi delivered a 
lectu re on "Agri-Electron ics for 
Quality Production and 
Management". In his address he 
emphasized that there was a need 
for judicious use of agricultural inputs 
like seed, fertilizer, pesticides, 
diesel, electricity etc. for economy 
and market competitiveness. There 
is also need for automation and 
contrdl in storage and transports 
systems, IT systems and distance 
learning mechanisms for the benefit 
of farmers and entrepreneurs can be 
very useful. He discussed at length 
the Agri-electronics Instruments and 
systems used for production and 
Agro-processing. 

Prior to this Dr. R.P. Bajpai, Director, 
while welcoming the Chief Guest, 
stressed upon the need of 
developing scientific instruments 
which can help the farmers as well as 
the nation, not only in producing 
more in quantity but also maintaining 
the quality and competitiveness of 
their produce. 

At the end of the programme, Dr. 
Anwar Alam distributed prizes to the 
winners & participants of the 
declamation contest, which was 
organised on 26.02.2001 as part of 
National Science Day celebrations in 
the organisation. The programme 
concluded with the vote of thanks by 
Shri J.K.Chhabra, Scientist. 

~r. 31~q\ 311c;t~ ~It{)lf f<1~H Rem 11\ CllK<ilH ~?t s~ 
Dr. Anwar Alam, delivering Lecture on National Science Day 

f<1£:lT~f ~1](H Cfif ~Cfi" -g<l\1]"!1llc;tT ~ \?Cfi" f<1~IRCfi" ~ ~~ 
Students interacting with scientist in the laboratory 

8.10 HindiWorkshop 

To ensure progressive use of Hindi in 
day to day work in the Institute on, a 
Hindi workshop was organised on 
13-14 Feb., 2001. More than 25 staff 
members participated. During the 
workshop expert lecture were 
arranged on the subjects like official 
language policy, noting and drafting 
in Hindi and elementary Hindi 
grammer. 

Sh. S K Sadana, Administrahve 
Officer, CSIO in his inaugurall 
address encouraQ'ed the employees 
to make more and more use of Hindi 
in their day to day work and 
expressed hope that this wOl"kshop 
would help solving the problems they 
face while working in Hindi language. 
The workshop concluded with an 
address by Sh.R S Antil, Controller 
of Administration, CSIO. He 
exhorted the participants to make 

maximum use of knowledge gained 
from this workshop and assured that 
in future such type of workshops 
would be orgainsed regularly. 

8.11 CSIR Programme on Youth 
for Leadership in Science 

To attract, encourage and create 
interest among bright students to 
select research and teaching as 
careers in science and technology, 
CSIR Programme on Youth for 
Leadership in Science' (CPVLS) 
was organized at CSIO Chandigarh 
on 9thand 10th November, 2000. 

The programme included: 

• 	 Inaugural session in which Dr. 
R.P.Bajpai, Director, CSIO and the 
Chief Guest, Dr.Rajnish Prakash, 
Principal, Punjab Engineering 
College, encouraged the young 
brilliant minds to take up scientific 
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research as their career. Dr 
Rajnish Prakash delivered a key 
note address on 'Challenges and 
Opportunity in Science'. He gave 
a panoramic view of various 
advancements taking place in 
various fields of science and the 
opportunity available. 

• 	 Lectures by scientists Dr. H.K. 
Sardana, Mr. J.K. Chhabra, Mr. 
R.C. Arora, Dr. L.M. Bhardwaj, Dr. 
V.K. Jaiswal about achievement in 
various fields of science and 
popular subjects relating to 
CSIO's R&D activities were 
arranged. They inspired and 
motivated the young students to 
have a scientific temper and to be 
scientific in their approach. 

• 	 Visit to various Laboratories of 
CSIO to get a feel of how an actual 
R&D work place looks and to see 
all those instruments which they 
had only read about. 

• 	 Scientific films were screened in 
the evening and an interactive 
session of students, guardians 
and scientists was organized on 
tile evening of 9'hNovember, 2000. 
This was the most popular part of 
the programme among the 
students. 

• 	A Debate competition was 
organized for the students. The 
topic of the debate was' Is 
Information Technology 
indispensable for our existence 
now?' All the students 
participated. The first prize went to 
Miss Savita Chahal from Sonepat 
while Miss Kanupriya Bhardwaj of 
Gurgaon won the second prize 
and Mr. Gaurav Goyal of Karnal 
won the third prize. Mr Ashwani 
Kumar of Hisar was awarded 
special prize for his speech in 
Rashtra Bhasha Hindi. 

• 	 In the valedictory session, The 
Director, CSIO gave away the 
prizes and the participation 
certificates. 

• 	The feedback from the parents 
and the students was obtained 

SIR PROGIIA 
9 

~r ~. ~. '~9fClsr fc1<ar<l1rjr en) ~'<;jIR:m en~~ ~~ 

Sh. J.K. Chabbra addressing students on CPYLS Programme 


and some of the responses are 
reproduced below: 

• "The 	 interactive session gave 
us a platform to express 
our views freely" 

(Aman Bhardwaj, Yamunanagar) 

• 	 "After the programme I am very 
much keen to apply scientific 
methods in most of the fields in life 
including day to day activities." 

(Kapil Malik, Faridabad) 

• 	 "This visit has created my interest 
in Holography" 

( Rajesh Karki, Gurgaon) 

• 	 "I would enjoy research work in the 
basic hardware technology. The IT 
department of CSIO was really 
fascinating" 

(Kanupriya Bhardwaj, Gurgaon) 

• 	 "We gota lot of knowledge during 
the lectures by scientists and it 
was the only opportunity for 
hearing their views" 

(Urmil, Panipat) 

• 	 "Atleast one more day should be 
added to make the lab visits of a 
greater time duration" 

(Tanuj Bansal, Chandigarh) 

• 	 Every participant felt that CPYLS 
had exposed their minds to the 
exciting world of science and 
motivated them to build up a 
scientific temper. CPYLS brought 
the scientists as well as the 
brilliant minds who are the future 
of our world together on a 
common platform. 
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8.12 No r t h - E a s t Reg ion a I 
Development Programme 

With a view to strengthening the 
development activities in N-E Region 
various programmes were 
undertaken for application of 
knowledge and self employment 
generation during the period under 
report . 

The main objective of the 
programme was to focus the 
attention and utilize the available 
knowledge base for the upliftment of 
masses and improve their economic 
status . Specialised training 
programmes in selected areas of 
interest were organised in 
association with ETDC, Ministry of 
Information Technology (Govt. of 
India) Guwahati in three states of 
North-East region viz. Asam, 
Arunachal Pradesh and Tripura. 
These programmes were conducted 
simultaneously at Guwahati, 
Agartala and Aizwal in the areas of 
Information Technology application 
and computer programmes. Under 
these programmes, 140 trainees 
were imparted in-house training 
which was appreciated by the 
respective state governments. 
Seven training courses were 
conducted during the period. 

f;!~'lICfi ~t1~~r, :1'!?rtr 'jiIU Cfi"llc~ 3lrihH cil~ CfiT "3~t.llc;:r 

Inauguration of appreciation course in computer 


operation by Director ETDC Guwahati 


"9~~UT ~~ :1'!?ltr CfiT ~Cfi ~'l11 

Trainees in workshop on computer application 
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~~~3fft3f'r ~ <hnACfi 1)~Ur 1)<:"H q;~~ s~ 
CSIO Scientists interacting with trainees at Guwahati 

"9~r&llJr cB- ~'q;1<:f ~C:~J ~it fq£ll~lIJ q;r ~~Q fu~ 
Students and Faculty at Aizwal training Centre 

TRAINING PROGRAMMES ORGANISED: 

Training Courses Conducted Period Place No. of Participents 

From To 

Appreciation course on Computer Operation 

Windows and MS-Office 

Introduction to using Internet and LAN 

Appreciation course on Computer Operation 

Introduction to using Internet and LAN 

Windows and MS-Office 

Interconnection Technology 

26-2-2001 

12-3-2001 

22-3-2001 

26-2-2001 

12-3-2001 

19-3-2001 

19-3-2001 

7-3-2001 

20-3-2001 

27-3-2001 

7-3-2001 

16-3-2001 

27-3-2001 

23-3-2001 

Guwahati 

Guwahati 

Guwahati 

Agartala 

Agartala 

Aizwal 

Aizwal 

20 

20 

20 

20 

20 

20 

20 
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8.13 	 XXXIII Shanti Swarup Bhatnagar Memorial 
ZonalOutdoorTournament 

Bhatnagar Memorial Tournaments are held annually 
under the aegies of the Sports Promotion Board, 
CSIR, New Delhi in which all the CSIR Labs. 
participate. These sports events are arranged to 
perpetuate the memory of the founder of the CSIR late 
Dr. Shanti Swarup Bhatnagar. An annual sports get
together of this kind is a welcome opportunity for the 
participants coming from different laboratories located 
in nooks and corners of the country to come closer with 
the unifying feeling of being oneness and for being 
members belonging to the same huge CSIR family 
besides providing the opportunities for developing 
competitive faculties in the field of games and sports. 

XXXIII Shanti Swarup Bhatnagar Memorial Zonal 
Outdoor Tournament was held at CSIO, Chandigarh 
between November 5-7, 2000. The competition was 
organised in the games of Cricket and Volley Ball. 
Eleven laboratories from different parts of the country 
participated in the games. Ajit Singh Judge, Sr. Vice 
President, UT, Cricket Association, Chandigarh, 
inaugurated the tournament. 

CLRI, Chennai bagged the first prize in Volley Ball 
while CGCRI, Kolkutta being runners up got second 
prize. 

In Cricket, NCL, Pune were the winners while NIO, Goa 
the runners up. 

In the closing ceremony, the prizes were given away by 
Dr. R.P. Bajpai, Director, CSIO, Chandigarh . 

'\i~ '\i~ '\i+f OIT it q;r 0~1I'C;:r ~~1Ii't5 
Inauguration of 55MBT by Col. Ajit Singh Judge 
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A view of Audience at the Inauguration Ceremony 


sf. 3tR -qr. OI,~q~ fq~~T <fir ~~ffi ~~;:r -g~H <fi~~ s,~ 
Dr. R.P. Bajpai presenting memento to the player 

ftq~I~~:ir <fir ~~5 fu'f 

Group photography of the players 


Participating Laboratories 

1. NCL, Pune 

2. CLRI, Chennai 

3. RRL, Bhubaneshwar 

4. RRL,Jammu 

5. INSDOC, New Delhi 

6. CBT, Delhi 

7. NEERI, Napur 

8. NML, Jamshedpur 

9. RRL, Bhopal 

10. CGCRI, Kolkutta 

11 . NIOGoa. 
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9.1 Planning & Technical Information 


9.2 Library Services 


9.3 Photo-Reproduction 


9.4 Drawing & Design 


9.5 General Administration 
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9. R&D SUPPORT SERVICES 


9.1 	 PLANNING & TECHNICAL for making CSIO's reply to • 
INFORMATION vetting comments of Audit on 

theATN. 

The Planning & Technical 
Information Division undertakes • New project proposals in 
work relating to project management respect of externally funded 
viz. planning, coordination, projects costing more than Rs . • 
budgeting & monitoring of various 10.00 lakhs were prepared and 
R&D projects and other activities of placed in the 22nd Meeting of 
the Organisation. the Management Council for 

approval. 

The assignments carried out during • 
the period are: • Information regarding External 

Cash Flow (ECF) generated 
from various sponsored/grantProject Management 
in-aid/collaborative projects as 
well as ECF expected during •• 	 The 22nd Meeting of the the year was compiled . Research Council of the 

Institute was held on December 
The Research Utilisation Data 22, 	 2000 at New Delhi. • 
for 	 the year 1999-2000Detailed agenda papers were 
covering information aboutprepared and the minutes of the • 
contract research projects,Meeting were drawn for taking 
consultancy project,follow-up actions. 
technologies developed, etc. 
was compiled. 

• 	 The implementation of Zero 

Implementation of Integrated 
Management & Project 
Accounting (IMPACT) System 
was continued and activities 
taken up: 

Updating of project databases 
on on-going R&D projects 
under different project 
categories 

Identification of Employee 
Classification Codes for 
bringing out salary bills in 
project mode 

Payment Classification Codes 
for Salary Linked Allowances 
and Non-Salary Linked 
Allowances for staff 

Creation of project teams 
database indicating 
percentage time deployment of 
S& T staff members. 

Base Budgeting (ZBB) System 	 Documentation &Publications 
Transparencies were prepared was programmed and a high • 
highlighting achievements oflevel committee was •
CSIO required during the Press constituted to assist in carrying 
Reporters Meet at the Institute. out the ZBB exercise for all 

projects/activities wholly or 
partially funded by CSIR. The Prepared material required for 
Decision Units and Decision video presentation in the 
Packages were identified and meeting of second sub
ZBB Document was prepared committee of Parliamentary 
in association with the Finance Committee on official 

•& Accounts Section. 	 language. 

• 	 Ninth Five Year Plan ( 1997- • The requisite information on 
2002) and Annual Plan (2001- the role of Consultants in R&D 
02) documents were prepared. and Innovation in respect of • 

CSIO was compiled and sent to 
NISTADS. • 	 Initiated work on the 

preparation of Tenth Five Year 
Plan (2002-07) of CSIO. • I nformation in respect of the 

I nstitute regarding National 
Survey on Resources devoted• 	 The Action Taken Note (ATN) 
to scientific and technological on 'Audit Review of CSIO' 
activities during 1998-99 was included in the CAG Report on 
compiled for Department ofScientific Departments 

Science & Technology. 
prepared earlier, was taken up 

Compiled information in 
respect of CSIO for publication 
in CSI R Annual Report. 

The revised brochure titled 
'CSIO - Striving for Excellence' 
was prepared. 

Provided necessary input for 
ISO-9002 certification for three 
Divisions of the Institute 

Preparation of Agenda papers 
and minutes of the 21 st & 22nd 
Meetings of the Management 
Council of the Institute held on 
April 7, 2000 and October 3, 
2000. 
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9.2 LIBRARY SERVICES 

library continued to meet the 
information needs of the scientists by 
strengthening its stock and services. 
A brief description of the activities of 
the library during the period under 
report is given as: 

Acquisition 

The Library collection was enriched 
by acquiring new books and 
subscribing to selective journals. 405 
new books, 4 theses and 470 bound 
journals were added to the library. 
The library subscribed to 116 
journals during the period under 
report. 

Classification &Cataloguing 

405 books were classified and 
catalogued during the period. 
Cataloguing of CD's was also done. 
Four theses were added to the 
coordinating index being maintained 
forthe grey literature. 

Current Awareness Service 

Current awareness service is now an 
indispensable part of library and 
Information services. List of 
Additions for the year 1998-2000 has 
been brought out. All the entries are 
arranged according to colon 
classification scheme under broad 
subject headings. 

Reference & Bibliographical 
Services 

Besides attending routine reference 
enquiries, a number of Hterature 
searches were conducted as and 
when required by the scientists. 
Readers from various local and 
outstation Institutes such as Punjab 
Engineering College, Chandigarh; 
Panjab University, Chandigarh; 
Regional Engineering College, 
Jallandhar; Regional Engineering 
College, Kurukshetra; Thapar 
Institute of Engineering & 
Technology, Patiala ; Centre for 
Electronic Design & Technology, 

SAS Nagar; semi-Conductor 
Complex Limited, SAS Nagar and 
Technical Teachers Training 
Institute, Chandigarh visited CSIO 
Library for the literature consultation 
related to their projects. 

Circulation and Membership 

Library has around 555 members 
including employees , super
annuating staff, apprentice trainees, 
project assistants, research fellows 
and ISTC students. On an average 
40 documents are issued and 
returned and nearly double of this 
are consulted daily in the Library. 

Xerox Facility 

Xerox copies of articles from 
journals and other scientific 
documents available in the library 
were provided to internal users and 
to the outside users on payment 
basis. 

9.3 PHOTO-REPRODUCTION 

Photo-Reproduction is a service unit 
engaged in various types of activities 
to render help to the R&D Divisions 
of the Organisation. The facility is 
also provided to the outside parties 
engaged in research work in the 
Public/Private sector and 
Government Organisations/ 
Institutions, Hospitals and 
Universities. 

Printing Facility 

Facility related to printing of reports, 
pamphlets, handouts for 
instruments, other documents etc. 
was provided to all the R&D 
Divisions. 

Printed Circuit Board 

Facilities were provided to the 
scientists of the Organisation for 
fabrication of PCB single side and 
double side in Glass Epoxy material. 

Academic Medals 

Gold and silver plated medals were 

made and supplied to Indo-Swiss 
Training Centre and Punjab 
Engineering College, Chandigarh on 
payment basis. 

Chemical Milling 

This facility is mostly used for 
fabricating fine mesh for Smoke 
Density Meter, Electron Microscopy 
and very fine/tiny parts in 
Phosphorus Bronze metal sheet. 

Display Board for Exhibitions 

Covered designs, layouts for 
publications, folders, handouts and 
other display material required for 
participation in exhibitions and 
workshops are prepared. 

Fine Scales, Dials and Labels 

The facility exists for providing fine 
scales, labels and dials with photo
reproduction, silk screen printing 
and photo etching methods. 

Silk Screen Printing 

Silk screen printing technique is 
applied on cards, labels, dials, 
scales, glass, sun-mica, other 
different materials and sticker 
materials for specific purposes. 

Photography 

The job work on photographs of the 
instruments developed, main events 
of the Institute and, distinguished 
guest, etc. have been undertaken 
during the period. 

Process Negatives/Positives in 
Black &White and Coloured Prints 

Work has been carried out for 
making process negative/positive for 
printed circuit boards and large 
drawing of A-O size to make bromide 
prints of A-4 size maximum 
reduction/enlargement 20%-200%. 

DTP Laser Printing 

The facility was made available to the 
scientists for making project 
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proposals/ reports and book 
publication when the requirement is 
of the order of 10-5000 copies. Laser 
printing is also done the text of the 
slides for lectures. 

Photo Copying 

The central facility for photocopying 
of project reports/proposals and 
publications, when the quantity 
required is below 100 copies, has 
been provided in the Institute. 

Binding &Lamination 

The binding of important 
reports/proposals and other 
documents was carried out. The 
lamination facility for cover of books, 

journals and reports, etc. was also 
offered so as to preserve the 
important documents. 

9.4 DRAWING &DESIGN 

Drawing & Design activities have an 
important role in research & 
development projects undertaken in 
the Institute. The designs of all the 
instruments are envisaged and 
planned as per the changing 
scenario. New ideas are projected 
for the optimization of process/work 
and executed accordingly. The 
significant contributions include the 
following: 

• 	 Interaction with the concerned 
scientists and preparation of 

the possible layouts 
mechanical designs 

of the 

• Finalisation and preparation of 
detailed drawings required in 
Central Workshop for 
fabrication and assembly of 
equipments/components 

• Preparation of blue prints, 
transparencies, etc. for know
how documents, technical 
reports and other publications 

During the period under report, more 
than 200 drawings have been 
successfully prepared for number of 
important projects of various R&D 
Divisions of the Institute. 

9.5 CENTRAL ADMINISTRATION & MANAGEMENT 

The overall management of the Institute including establishment, recruitment, purchase & store etc . and the 
supervision of ancillary services such as transport, communications, security, medical aid etc. are under the purview 
of the Central Administration. In addition, all secretarial assistance is provided to the staff and scientists for the day to 
day work in the Institute. 

9.51 	 Assessment Promotions 

S.No. 	 Name 

1. 	 SmtBandana 

2. 	 Shri Rajinder Singh Sonda 

3. 	 Shri Kailash Chand 

4. 	 Shri Sunder Lal 


Shri Pradeep Kr. Manjhi
\ 5. 
6. 	 Shri Shashi Bhushan 

7. 	 Shri Matadeen Meena 

Group-I 

8. 	 Shri Om Prakash 

9. 	 Smt Seema Mehta 

10. 	 Smt Bhajan Kaur 

Group-II 

11. 	 Shri Satinder Singh 

12. 	 Shri Prem Das 

Group-III 

13. 	 Shri Ravinder Kumar 

14. 	 Shri BL Chhabra 

15. 	 Smt Shashi Moitra 

16. 	 Smt Bhupinder Kaur 

17. 	 Shri Naresh Sharma 

Designation 

Technical Officer A 

Technical Officer A 

Technical Officer A 

Technical Officer A 

Technical Officer A 

Technical Officer A 

Technical Officer A 

Technician Gr.1 (4) 

Technician Gr.1 (3) 

Technician Gr.1 (3) 

Technical Officer A 

Technical Officer A 

Group 111(6) 

Group 111(6) 

Group 111(5) 

Group 111(4) 

Group 111(4)-_._

Date of Appointment 

30.11.2000 

30.11.2000 

15.12.2000 

19.12.2000 

28.12.2000 

29.2.2001 

27.4.2001 

22.5.2000 

15.1.2001 

15.1 .2001 

17.1 .2001 

26.5 .2000 

1.4.2000 

1.4.2000 

28.3.2001 

31 .3.2001 

31.3.2001 
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Total Staff Strength: 634 

(As on 1st April 2001) 

Group-IV 

107 (17 %) 

Group-III 

Old Bye-law 71 (b) 

57 (9 %) Admn. Staff 

164(26%) 

124 (19.5 %) Group-I~ Group-II 
48 (7 .5 %)

134 (21%) 

I Group-IV Staff: 107 

(As on 1st April 2001) 

Between 30-40 YrsBelow 30 Yrs 

_ 8(7.5 %) • ~ __--..,---\~'__.__( 10 (9.3 %) 

Above 50 Yrs 

53 (49.5 %) 

Between 40-50 Yrs 

36 (33.7 %) 
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9.52 Promotions 

1. Sh. Om Prakash Sharma 

2. Sm!. Anita Grover 

3. Shri Rai Singh Rana 

4. Smt.Bimla 

5. Shri Ram Niwas 

6. Smt Krishna Koshik 

9.53 New Appointments 

1. Shri Shivraj Kumar 

2. Shri Rakesh Chand 

3. Shri Vipin Kumar 

4. Shri Rakesh Kumar 

5. Shri Dulo Ram 

6. Shri Prem Chand 

7. Shri Bishnu Ram 

8. Shri Brijesh Kumar 

9. Shri Ramesh Chand 

10. Shri Jagmohan Singh 

11 . Shri RajpalSingh 

12. Shri M Ramesh 

13. Shri Sukesh Kumar 

14. Smt Meena Rani 

15. Shri ,Phoni Ram 

16. Shri Baijnath 

17. Shri Rajinder Singh 

18. Shri Sunil Kumar 

19. Shri Manoj Kumar 

20. Shri Amol P Bhondekar 

21. Shri Anil Kumar Chopra 

Assistant General 

Assistant General 

Sr. Security Assistant 

Jr. Divisional Clerk 

Record Keeper 

Jr Divisional Clerk 

Peon 

Peon 

Peon 

Peon 

Chowkidar 

Chowkidar 

Peon 

Chowkidar 

Peon 

Peon 

Peon 

Sr. Stenographer 

Jr. Stenographer 

Safaiwala 

Cook 

Safaiwala 

Lower Div,isional Clerk 

Scientist B 

Scientist B 

24.8.2000 

1.9.2000 

21 .9.2000 

5.12.2000 

5.12.2000 

30.1.2001 

15.5.2000 

19.5.2000 

23.5.2000 

23.5.2000 

23.5.2000 

23.5.2000 

23.5.2000 

24.5.2000 

25.5.2000 

26.5.2000 

26.5.2000 

8.6.2000 

14.8.2000 

29.8.2000 

11 .9.2000 

3.10.2000 

10.1 .2001 

5.2.2001 

6.2.2001 

28.3.2001 

30.3.2001 
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110. BUDGETARY RESOURCES 


Incurred Expenditure from CSIR Funds 
Rs.lnlakhs[2000 -01] 

Modernisation 


157 (1 0.60%)NER Projects 

Workshop Machinery, Tools & Plants , 

Apparatus & Equipment 3 (0.20%) Office Equipment, Library Books, 
and Computer Equipment \ Vehicles, Furniture etc. 

63 (4.25%) 37 (2.50%) 

SalariesWorks & Services 
5(0 . 34%)~ 1051 (70.97%) 

Consumables, 

Contingencies, 

Maintenance etc. 


165 (11 .14%) 

Rs.ln lakhs 

Expenditure from CSIR Funds Total (1997-2001) : Rs . 57231akhs 
[1997-2001] AverageNear 

(during 1997-2001) : Rs. 1430.751akhs 

Apparatus &. Equipment, Computer Equipment, 
Workshop Machinery, Office Equipment,

Library Books & Journals 
Modernisation, etc. 

122 (2.14%) 
955 (16.68%) 

....--_____ Works & Services 
19 (0.33%)

Consumables 

103 (1.80%) ~ 

Contingencies, ~~==:====:::~~JMaintenance, HRD, t 
Vehicles, Furniture, etc. 

Salaries496 (8.67%) 
4028 (70 .38%) 
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10.2 	 TOTAL EXTERNAL CASH FLOW (ECF) GENERATED [1998-99 TO 2000-01] 
[Comparative Chart] 

(Rs. In lakhs) 

Actual Receipts 	 1998-99 1999-2000 2000-01 

i) 	 ECF Generated under 309.942 273.478 312.355 

Sponsored Grant-in-Aid/ 

Collaborative/Consultancy 

Projects 


ii) 	 S& T Receipts 35.048 38.078 44.924 

(Under Royalty/Premia, 

Job Work, Testing & 

Analytical Charges and 

Other Technical Services 


Total ECF: 	 344.990 311.556 357.279 

External Cash Flow Generated IRs. In lakhs I 

Consult ancy Projectsss.T Receipts (Under ROYilltyl 
14.460 (o1. . 05~/o)

Premia, Job Work. Testing & 
Analytical Charges and Qlher 
Technical Services) 
44 .924 (12.58%) 

IRS.357 lakhs I 

SponsoredfGrand·ln-aldl 
Collaborative Projects 
280.909 (78.62%) 

External Cash Flow Generated 
Comparative Chart 

[1997·2001] 

ITEO'SCAA? Training 
Progrnlllilles el c. Co nsultnncy Projects
50.4 27 (4 .32%) 

18.380 (1 .58% ) 

S& T Recei pts (Under Royally ! 

Premia.. J ob Wo rk , Testing & 

Analytical Charg es lind Other ~ 

Techni ca l Services ) ~__~-!-,","--____ 
142 089 (12.19%) 

ITECfSCAAP Training 
Programmes etc . 

16.986 j4.75%) 

Spo nso redfGrand-in-aidf / 
Collaborative Projects 
954.879 (81.9 1% ) 	 I tOtal : Rs. 1165.775 lakhs 
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10.3 POSITION OF LAB RESERVE [1998-99 to 2000-01] 

(Rs. in lakhs) 

Year Opening Balance Generated Total Utilised 
1997-98 152.676 50.802 203.478 39.346 

1998-99 164.132 106.227 270.359 22.332 

1999-2000 248.027 101.852 349.879 43.642 

2000-01 306.237 98.664 404.901 55.918 

I 

404.901 

349.879 '<t 
CD 
~ 
co en 

N 
10 

270.359 cq 
..... 
0 ..... 

I 

.... 
203.478 N 

N 

I 

cD 
N 0 
0 ..... 
co 
ci .... 

M10 N 
cD .... 0 

N M 
0 
co 
'<t 

CD 
N N 
M.... ..... 

CD -.:i 55.918N 39346 CD 43-.642 
10 ..... ..... 

II 
~2.332 

I I 

1997-98 1998-99 1999-2000 2000-01 

o Opening Balance o Generated o Utilised 
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2.1 ~~ ~JI(fs;:IPtChl \3QCf){OI 

Fcl;;qlfl 

\1UfUqCf) ~"$R~ (MBE) 

~"Cf'lT~ 

(~W{) 

3lTfUcrcp ~ ¥ ~ (MBE) 
~~ %f ~ fc1cp-rn 
dCB'il,CB "irRT ~~ (UHV) 
3lTfUcrcp %f t I <:ffi C'1 CB'i1 CB .,.q eM 
<rt ~ tmb cB" "ffi~ 31lj 3l~ 
~ ~ ~ eM l'lffif>n~1 LR 
~ tl MBE cpr ~ 
fl41CBo\SctC'( mg, ~ 3tR 
fll~fl'ICB eM xre+r ~ cB" fc1cp-rn cB" 
~ CllfqCf) ~ ~ fcpm \JffiIT t I 
MBE "irRT 1RG1 eM \JfR ~ 
qR~'fidl 3tR ~~ {~lOj"Iq)\SctCx 
xre+r ~ Ul ~1 fTl ct) ~ \k~ \!£l '11 ~ 
fc1cp-rn "S31T t 3ffi-~~~ 
~~a:ur $c'<cflxl31~ ~~ 
~ 3ffi-~ 31'mLR ~ 
~~ 31lj3IT cB" ql'<fYR; 
~ cB" ~ Net ~, eM ~ 
~3IT eM CllfqCf) ~ cpr f.1l:ITur 
~ 51 'IT<lT t I ~ 31ffiRCfC1 MBE 

~~ 3ffi- 3llT~ ~ 
fclcpm dl q Ii I'i fct<prn eM ~ ~ 

~ 3tR x-q1CbI'<CB cB" -xnft fclcRuT * 
~tl 

~~~3tR~ 
"ffi~~~cB"~~~ 
f¢ q) 1~ \11 cil §\3 q ~ ~j) ~ 3lTfUcrcp ~ 
¥ ~~ cB" fc1cp-rn cB" 

\3q~~~ ~ ~ ~ CAT, ~ cB" 
"ffi~ ~~ qR£t1\ii"11 ~ 
eM I ~ fi!5£t'I III\IiCB qR£t'I\ii"11 cB" 
~ RlCBffld cBT \JfR ~ MBE 

wrrcfr eM ~-m~ ~, oTfr ~ 
tffi -mill cB" ~ C'RC'f "11 ~ ~l \ii "1 
~ cB"-"fu:;f 3ffi- 3" 3lTCB"R cB" m 
cB" ~ cil§\3q~~~~ R1~~tjol ~ 
~~Rl~ltjdl~ m-<fr I 

-m~ ~, Fc1~~tjol ~ 3tR m 
~ cpr fcrcp-m Cf)X fWTI Tf<TI t I 

m "\["{>;j11fd,<OI 3lfi'l~iGlct) 3tR 
~~~~ cpr f.1l:ITur ~ 
~tl~~~~eM 
qRCb(YY"11 eM \JIT m t I 31-Xr fi!5I~CB 
~ ~ \JlT m ~I ~ ~ 
~ cB" ~ cgt9 311 £I Iffi d ~ 'lfi 
>1f1{1~~~~1 

l'lI£t1\iiCB : ~ ~ ct\SCliM 

~CM1<.'11\Jj"1 (~), ~ 

~C"Chj6('1 "Cf'lT ~ ~ ct ~ 
~ ~ -341(ff1lfl~ ~ ~ 
~ "Cf'lTiW.f;m1 

(-llR" 1ft au \J1qlft ) 

~ 3tldlfTlCB 3tR ~~ LR 
~~ q£tTClxol cB" ~ wwIT cB" 
Wd cGfr ~ 6fC? m~~ tffi ~ 
dCB'i"ICbl ~ ~ em-~ 6fCITCTT 

Rm t I ctC'¢l!5<.'1 xixt"ttCB £tldl~ld 
>Jq-tr1", CB 14<.'1 £I ~ cB" Wd 
<.'1 IqxCl 1C'1, ~~,~ \3({lIc;"1, 
Rl f¢f{i 1 ~3lT ~ cB" ~ 
31ICl~£tCB im ~ I ~ qR£tl\ii"11 ~ Cf)11 

wfun cB" oNr fi'~R£t) cB" xre+r ~ cpr 

mg 311 Cffi I~ \S eM xre+r fCPc;+IT cB" ~ 
"irRT fc1cp-rn wfi1c;r t I <1 ~~ 
vcm=r ~ ctC'¢'I!5<.'1 cB" Rl~~tjOI cB" ~ 
C2H50H (>-150 PPM) eM ~ 
~ cpr LfC1T w1Fr cB" ~~ 
xi·~C;"1~~<.'1 ~ ~ I RlCBfflC'1 ~ \JlT 

~ fi' ~R£I'j cpr (1"~ CBTTf 3tR 
~eM~em-~~cB" 
~~ vcm=r ~ ct C'¢'15 <.'1 cpr LfC1T 

"<:1'TT1T 3ffi- q £1\ Cl '< 0 1 ~ eM 
lil'irkRII t I 

l:JiTa-TUT ~ cB" ~ ~ 3tR 
Ii cf) PI CB <.'1 xi EI c Cb'j Cf)T f.11itur L[XT .~ 

fWTI Tf<TI t I xi M~di cB" ~ l:JiTafUT 
~ 3tR "fi1c;r ~ cB" &m 
~-CRf-x * -chm- ~ ~ ~ ~ I 
f.1~ ~ LR muT Rl~'ltjC1l3lT cpr 
3l~ Cf)X fWTI""f[<TI t (l~ \3qCB,<OI 
cB" ~e:rrrr 3tR l:JiTe:rrrr cpr ~~ 
tl 

l'll £11 \ii CB ~ ~ l'l~ tll fTl cp"l 

fcrwT (~ctfit)), ~~ 

(ffi'rO 81R ~ ~ 1 

[ffi'r091R~~1 

2.2 ~JI<:t<;;:IPtctil Rdihffil \3QCf){OI 

Rlfthffil (lflI4HCf) Fcl!l~~Cf) "Cf'lT 

~ 

(~ -llR"~) 

RlRlJf<il xl'{il~PlCB Rl~~tjCb ~ 
Cbl4CBIRC1I ~ xre+r Plti~CB 3lltI1fur 
l'lCbI~llilq) ~ xlxil£tPlCb Rl~~tjCb t I 
<:ffi ~ cB" ~ ~ xl'{il£tPlCB 
QRlilQCbl <:rm ~ ~, ~, 
mm, f6lic1 f)f6l 'i ~, "\iil ~,
¥ cB" -{rD, fu<R cB" ~ ~ ~ ~ 
m 3tR 31-Xr \3 Q1Qil £I Cl:fClX{>.lT3IT ~ 
~~, cB" 1WR cB" ~~ fcmrr 
\JffilT t I ~ QRJiIQCfil' cpr QRliIIQ"1 
~ -{rD q)f LfC1T w1Fr cB" ~ fcpm 

\JffilT t 3tR ~~ cB" ~ 
~ ~~ ~ x)Ty ffiA 
\3q~~£t'j cB" ~~~~ \i1TCf ~ I 

<:ffi ~~~~ f.1<rq LR 
3lTsT!ftC1" ~ThTan'"Cfj "'{1l-1) ~ 
l'lCBI~llil~ cB" ~ 'R ~~ 
t I ~ \TI\iif cB" 31Cl~ntj°1 cpr l1R 
3lmnt'l ol ~~ ~ ~3lT eM 
~ LR frrR Cf)XC1T t I 31(1: 

31Cl~ntjOI ~ ~ PlCb<.'1~ ~ 
~ \TI\iif eM ~ \R-f ~ 
1lCITl2T eM ~ cB" ~ cB" ~ ~ 
~eM~tl 

fllffif fi xCB 1~ ~, "'iftPT tfll, 
m~~ ~, Rlf¢f<iI<.'1£t 
3tR ~~ ~ >rJTTc11 cB" 
~~~I 

~ ~ cB" ~ ft-rx:v1 
tQT3lR~ (EPROM) cB" ~ K 
~3tR~~cB"~ 
cB"~~cB"~K~cB" 
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cnfi§cn iJRIck"'1 2000-01 -----------------~ l:(fi ruChI<a ~ 

Tfill em- FitPcPfflCfil ~ 3lj*"llRd ClR 

~ tl ~~ 3l1~CRi mo 
~o, -guT ~ ~ eM qRCficYlFil 3ffi" 
~'5~Cfi ct 31TtllX 1R 20-m (ill ~ 
~) ct ~ '"<"IIRcCfi ~~ 
ct \:llclcl$q ct ~~ 6P1T ~ ~ ~ 
-g I ~ if ~ "4frafGT ~~ 
-Tm t 3ffi" ~ % ~ "4frafGT ct 
~~~lT<lTtl 

16 m~ ct fctcfJm, ~ ~ 
,WllC;'l 3ffi" 20 m ~ ct 6Ii-~ 
1R \3 ("q IC; "1 cf)Pf)P:hJfRT t I 

~ ct ~ 0'fiTI ct ~ eM \JftcT -g-g 
~ 1-1 .5 ~. ClTRl eM ~~ 5lclt 
t I ~ 3ffi:~ \JftcT ct ~ 3ffi" xTrr 
~ C; IPi CfI x-rw:rT3IT <1~ ctcl Fit PcP f'ii Cfi'i 

&m ~ cp.::rrc;f, 31 fd RCfC1 cp.::rrc;f ~ 
Cf5T Lfill WTR 3ffi" g) ru \J1 tj c em- ~ 
m, g~'5<1'i, ~ eM ~~ if 
\JftcT m ct ~~ if cYfTC; "\J1"TCT 

-gl 

~ QCflI~lcB1 ~ 3Wl£liGicB1 

qRCflcYlFli TT ~ c;ft ~ t 3ffi" ~ 
TIT ~ ct f.1+1fur eM d CfI..[1 CfI 

Fc1Cf1ffld ~ c;ft ~ t I 

(tit cfi (lQ) 

~ qR<11\J1'l1 Cf5T \3C; ~~ll ID ct 
wmCfWf~ct~~if 
~~~~ct~Cf5T 
fctcfJm Cf>BT t I ~ ~ (Yfax:f 

~ eM xl CfWf ~ 3ffi" ~ 
~3IT eM x=ffim ~ m ct 
~ "fITlR xl 31R ~~ eM ~ 
~ xl f.'lCfl<.'1~ ~ 350-440 
~ 1Rffi eM d~ll~t4 ct Fc1PcP'i UI 

3ffi" ~ xl3lfulT em- WaiT ~ 
Cf>BT t I qR~\J1'l1 1R ~~ 1R 

t 3ffi" CfWf ~ eM 3lfulT 1R ~ 
~~~ct~CfWfeM 
m ~ 1R ~ af.5f Cf5T Q I <11 fTl CfI 

x=m 1R f.1tTRur ~ ~ IT<lT t I 

~ xl 6RTfCf ct ~ f.1crTd" f.1~ 
eM vrA ~ Xla+r ~~ ct ~ 
~~~ eM TfURT ~ c;ft 
~ tl CfWf if ~ em-~ xl 
WTA ct ~~ qRCfl01'lI/ 

~~~"ll<TItl 

~ ct xi <1'I\J1"l 3ffi" "4frafGT Cf5T m 
\i'fRT t I 

~ ~ cfi ~ ~~ 
~:~COTmrn 

Type-VI cfi 'ActllijlChl ~ COT 

~ 

(cit ~~ "'1(RlIf5It) 

~ &m q R CfI fc;q d 3ffi" Fc1 CfI ffl d 

QCfI I~I cB1 "fit:rccp ~.~.3lR.3lT. 
(~) &m Fc1 CfI ffl d ~ \JfT ~ 
~~ if ~ if cYfTC; vrA -g I 
~~eM~~cfr~t 
3ffi" ~ ~.~.3lR.3lT. (~), 
~ if ~ 1R fclfi'F:r "4frafGT ~ 
\JfT~ -g I 

W~ 'AvuFc>tlli W~2.3X~ 
1 .5Xctft q R<:h ("(1'.11 ~Fcrctlm 

~ ctff eM qRCfl01"l1 ~~ xl 
~ ct ~ ~ RSCJI~Ri\Jj 
(CC D) \ifl" "$+:m ct ~ wm +f1LR 

~ em-~~ <:F?r if ~.QTR eM 
"CfIlit xl ~ ct ~ eM ~ t I ~ 
ctff ~ ~~ ~ll~d CfWf 
(RPV)- f.1ma ct \3QCfi'i UI ~ ct 
<:F?r if ~6bf ~ if "'l ~ \ifl" 
ctff 3ffi" Xii f1) g) em-~ if f1 gIII d I 

ct "f1T~ ~ ~ Cf5T Lfill WTA if ~ 
fH51lldi ~ t I 

3Wlll iGi CfI xi tl cCfi'i ct f.1+1fur Cf5T m 
\i'fRT t I 

~ ctff 2.3X eM QCflI~IC:Plll 3ffi" 
3W1lliGic:p"1 qRCfl01"l1 Cf5T m ~ 
~~ IT<lT t 3ffi" % CP"I '5 ~ CfI ct 
fu-c; -C;X"T"'l'fR"cp(Yf ~cr(YfLf~' c 
~«R:1~ltjc (ADE) em-~~ "ll<TI 
tl~~3ffi"~~~ 
~vrA-g1 

UV -VIS '(1?l ct0l ~"JfI1lT cfi ~ 
'A ctlll11 Chl'I '(1\" c ctl 

(eft ~~ "1{RiIf5It) 

Gl:rT fcnxur ~ UV -VIS f1 ~ Cf~ lil 

~m ct ~~ Ri~If.'lCffi , 
3lgliC;I6IIC; eM ~aiT3IT ct ~ 
cl'tlll'5C1 ~ ~ 3Rl QCflI~I$) 
xi tl c Cfi) eM q R CfI cYlH I 3ffi" f.1+1fur ~ 
~~cfr~tl 

2.6 RlRh6H1 ~ 

\:s"t:oiOld{ ~ (15 MeV) RlRh6H1 

~ COT Fcrctlm 

(1ft ~ It~>;tl) 

~~ if ~ Cf5T ~~ CfJRUf 
t I Fit PcP f'ii I ct af.5f if ~ fc1"cpm 
mvrAct~~Cf5T~ 
~ eM "ffi;:r fctfSr:IT-~, 
~~, Fc1PcP'i UI ~ if xl ~ 
~ ct &m <1T cfi"1T em-~~ 
fcn<:rr \ilTdl t I ~~ CfTC1T ~ 
mm~ ct ~ 1R "CfIl11 

~ t 3ffi" 0'fiTI -c;cl ~ (lCf) ~ 
¥~ct~ct~~ 
1J<1T'T f?;.., 1Jfdf?;.., 6[~(fT 

\JfT w t I ~ Cf5T ~ xliTr<:IT ct 
~~~if~vrA 
~ Cfi16l1C"e ~ eM ~ if 
~~ ~ t, cmlfcp ~ 
~ (lCf) x-rtr l1"BIT if 3ffi" x-rtr X".QTR 

1R ~ m 1R c:crr ~ if 
Xl"Wl-g I 

Fc1 PcP'iUI %fc1 ~ ~<.'11 CfI'i PcPLfllll \11 
~ ct CfJRUf ~ ct ~ ct ~ 
~ WilCTt fctcnc;q t -c;cl ~~ 
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~~crix-R;~I'i 3fR ~fC;j~'1~~I'i ~ 
~~tl~~ 
(1Cf)'11Cf)'j q,I \J111Cf)1~ cfr, ~ 8RT 
~ m1R~tT~-Bcmft~'4T 
~ q,I X1(Y1Tg ~ ~ ~, eRg 
m, l1FfCl?T 3fR fclcRuT ~ q,I ~a=rT 
~ \Jlftc;r Lfan $ >ffi1 \J1 III '<'l Cf) ~ 
fuK:rr l 

0T ~ ~ ffffi, Cf)14Cf)1~ PI~~ICf), 
~'{if1"I~(Yj, ~ ~ ~ dll'L~I'i -B 
~e+f ~f1Cf~IP1cCl 3fR ~;SCjiB 
~ ;:;;(~tj ~m ct ~ 1R >ICI?TVf"'STC'1T I 
~~~q,I~ 
\3 ("q I~ Cf) ~ q,I ~ 1R <Sf(Yj" ~, 
~ ~ ~ QRCf)C'<HI 3fR 
fctcpm 3"l ,~ 1<H ~ Cf) ~ I 

~ ~~ CfCfdli, ~ '1 Y'"'1 ~ (Yj, ~ 
~ $ ~ ~$1IP1Cf) ~ ~ 3m" 

fu6 ~ 3"l CVS;; I xil PI Cf) c;fr2Tl ~~ {{ ct ~ 
-B §;t WTfc1 Cf)f quA fclxrr 3fR ~ 
fcr> ~~ (1Cf)'11 Cf) cnT ~ 
wWl- -B C1mT ~ ill <:rg ¥ 3fR 
1"(Yj~;S'{ -B Lf~ cnT ~ -B 
~ Xi $1 ~ Cf) m"fICflCfr ~ ~~ 
Wl?R ~ ~ 3"lIQ~~H'j ~ 6f"tl1 \ilT 

wmrr~ I 

~ tRc1 r:rqf $ ~2T ~ §;t I 

~ ~ ~ ~~~lfTlcB1 $ ~ 
\3QCf),{ol ~ $ ~tf -B cill(1-rl)(1 

qmf ~ Rl ~11Sl $11 ~ ~ CZlCKf fclxrr 
fcr> ~ Xi 6x~ IfiG ~ !>n ~l fTl cB1 

Cf)f ~ ~, ~ ~ ~ -B 
QR0 111-1'1 '1~ on-r wm1 ~ \JfR q,I 
~~I 

~ Rl~11Sl$11 ~ W1W+lf?! ~ <:rg ~ 
CZlCKf fcp~ I fcr> ~ ~ ~ 
~ cnT flic;r ~ ~ '1"C 
~wm1m Cf)f~ I ~'l<l 
fct-cmT cnT ~ ~ \JfR q,I 
~ 1R '4T <Sf(Yj" ~ I ~~ 
aBrT -B ~ q,I ~~ <ftT t 
~~~m~~31TGcf 
Cf)f 3l1Wf ~ I ~ 3lllT cmTI fcr> ~ 
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f14'1Cf)O'5CR\( 

Cf)1 A:J 17) CRi Fc1 0, 

~~ 
~, ijOt)~I<t> 

*w<Wr~~ 
fcl~Clfcltll<"lll, ijOt)ll<t> 
-q 

1. 
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Il 

RlChI'(i 

~ Fcha Fa W('lCi 
CfiT""1Pf 

~.tco 1-1/2"C11'l 15 ~fcl~ClfclSlI<"lll, 
ijOt)ll<t> 

I 
~.tco 1-1/2"C11'l 15 ~ fcl ~ CI fcl til <"Ill, 

(Ii I~w'l ~ 17) ~1~CRi ) il ot) II it) 

1 

~.~~ 

~ Fa!laFaw('lCi 
CfiT""1Pf 

3crf 35 
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4.3.3 ;a':aIO"1 ID(f ~ fcm:rr ~ 
~~ 

mTi ctr ~ cfi ~~ 
~ R1!i!'lti$1dl ~ " "B 
3Acn >ffu~3IT coT >ffuarcrr ~ 
fcfRrr I m~ / ~ &RT 

~\J1'"'IPI;qRll cfi af;, "B J:lllll ~d ~ 
~ >ffu~3IT coT "ilN ~ "B 
CI Jft CQ d fcfRrr \jff WPC1T ~ 3iR 
~ 170 ~ coT ~ "ilN criT 
"B ~~ CfJT >ffuarcrr ~ 
fcfRrr TPTI : 

Cfl) ~\i11P111RJI cfi ~-WiI 
crm 

~) 5f"§;TICfl-;:fTctT ~~Tl""1"T cfi 
fclw~- r:s L<'111i I crm 

Tf) \JAfuarcrr m~ cfi >ffu~ 
t:r) dCl>4iCbI ~~'R:f1~lq cfi >ffultl 
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-.:> 

6.1~~~ ~~*~~~~ 	ctr ~ ~ I C'1 SjXi 1'< -qf'R ~ ~ 
[4\']\11<1, fcrgC1--lief5f.iCfl(Y1, ~ Cfm-cRta1l1T ~ 4f;~ Ii I 4 "1 ~ mn-rrr 8m cfrd ~ * 4<11Cl,<uTl<1 ~ * 

\30"/1 RC'1 ~.:m ctr jUIClml *XjtrR -q~ cpr LfC1T ~ \J!T ~ t 	 ~~~If.1Cfl \34Cfl,<un/fiElcCfll * 
Cfmfq 4R1i14'l \34Cfl,<un ctr ~ ctr~ xi$I<1C'11 ~~ ~ I ~ cgt9 ~ * ~ ~ \3Yc1&:f 
\Jft'q ~~ l=fT'lCP ~~~ ~:-cRt1ffUlT ~ ~ CBT ~--B \JfR Cfm 

~ ~ ~ (%-ij) 

~~ 1 ~ ~ 1.8 eT)
1 eT) ~ 1000 eT)
1 ~ ~ 40 q5cfr 

0.001 
0.005 
0.5 

~~ 1 000 eT)- CfC/? 

40 q5cfr CfC/? 

0.05 
0.5 

~~ 120 ~ CfC/? 

12 ~ CfC/? 

120 ~ CfC/? 

0.005 
0.01 
0.05 

~~ 25 ~ "C1Cf) 

300 ~ CfC/? 

0.05 
0.2 

~N:1X~Xi 100 *~ CfC/? 
1 000 ~ 3W CfC/? 

100 iT 3W CfC/? 

0.005 
0.01 
2 

Cfl ~ xfl ~Xi 10~~ 11 ~ 0.01 

~--SCj"~xi 10~ ~ 1100 ~ 1 

~ LfTCR 3 ~ CfC/? 0.02 

~ LfTCR 30~ CfC/? 0.1 

~ ~c,<q(Y1 1999 ~ ~ u~xi CfC/? 0.05 

~q:~h:f1 1 \ITt. ~ CfC/? 0.001 

~ '"'{j~ ~ I"1 200 iT ~ CfC/? 2 

CfT1l1iT'l" 150 ~. CfC/? 0.2 ~. 
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~~qc;J 

-.

~ fl'R:c 

. _. . . . -.- 

.. . 

_. . . ~ _ .. ~ 

~1Iq"11"1 ~ 

~ 14000cf; ~ 

40gm~. 

qfNsn 
25+5"JJPJ ~fi'lCf)1 

5 flRc: ~ f.:raWffi 
.- .-

6j1=q 6j1=q-~ 

~ afI1c1T 

2 -3 6j1=q >rfd ~ 
22.7 fcp(>jl<.:ll+1 

q 1~~~1'i q1~~~1'i ctT fclfQ 
~~~ "tfr:rr 

R1 j\('[1 ~ ~ (>j 

3 ~. xf 30 Ft. ~. 

~ tTc ~lq"'I<l~~ C1lq+1l~ ~ 100 ~ xf. ctT ~ 

~ 3lTIhTI 
(~) 

C1lq+1l~ 

~. 3lTIhTI 
40~ xf. 
90-100% 

~ 3lTIhTI 
(~ We-TUT) 

~ 

3lTIhTI 
40 ~ xf. 
95-100% 

~~ CflT<TT -q \3q<lllf) m cf; X1T~-X1T~ "ijutlll~, g~l:IIUII, ~, F5lil"ij(>j ~, ~ q ~ (fm ~~ ctT 
~ 70 ~~·R1l:1i ~ xfcrr31T CBT C1l1-T \3OT w- t I ~ xfcrr31T xf ~ 5.30 "c>lruf ~~~~ I 

~fGJc(>j ~ ~~I(>jlll +1<.Ytll{jc~ ~fGJccYl ~ ~~cf)c~ 

~/~/LJlCR /~~ ~ 
~~ fcl:S( Cfi cYl ~~ ~ / ~.F:fi Cfi qcYl cf5 C'11 ~ c ~ 

~fGJccYl ~~ ~f:i q~ cYl cf5 ft1 ~ c~ 

~fGJccYl~~ ~4~~1~ ~/-tfn-R 

~"'I~·'{:f1~ 3l~~ 

~~q-~.'{:f1 ~~~c~ m~~ 

~ ~.-c~qcYl ~/~--crrq ~ s=; i~::II:fi Il:l~ 

~fGJccYl ~~ ~~R1~X1 6flCfB 

~fiM '\ R1 '\ '\311- (>j I~:qil q 

~fGJccYl ~CBll:f1c~ x~~1 iSll '{-<r>~1 q 

~ l11Cfi qcYl m--xtc ~fGJccYl cf5rh:f1~xl ~ 

~fGJ ccYl ~3lR~ M-LJlCR~ 

~~~ ~fGJc cYl ~~ 
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w:ITcFill 11lfV:TI, ~ ~ ~ 
~~ >RR ~ ~, if m-cm=r 
~ "* ~ Plhi~Rsld 1R 'ClTR 

~-m~~~~~: 
~~/~cpT~1R 
~"{T CPX~ ~ fu"~ "ffl1ftf(f 

~/~ ~ fclfEr cpT 
3PFl FlT / cP p{ 11- U TT <.Yf"r ~ . 
ql'<C;~Tdl / \>'I4PI~11C'11 ~ ctr 
3ijlillfu~;qdl ~~ / 'luICiITlI 
~~~~em c 

~I 

~ ~ ~ WfTlT ctr ~ 
'luICiITlI ~ cpT ~fieJCfl['(-jl, ~ 
Q~ tll fTl cB1 ~ PI ~ ~1101;q, 'lfRd" 

mc!?R ~ ~3TI : 9002 >fl1TUT1 

>rfl(f §;3lT t I ~ ctr 3lC1iU if 11FfCl) 

~ ~ RT1f) ctr fclfl1;:;:r 
xi 1II ~ £11/ f1l-401 "1'i if ~ 
frfl::~:nTcw ~m- : 
"~ f)Cl01qf:jc ~ ~~1011'Jj~" ~ 
Cfi141hl'i, ~~ ~ ~ if 
311£111"01<:1 (29~, 2000); "~ 
f1~'iI'< 3iT'i" ~3TI 9000 : 2000" 

~~-tlf1~ ~ if 3i1<1'1~ (29 

~, 2000) ; "fi~Cfll~~ ~ 
CfClI~ ~ ~ Lp"fx ~3TI : 
9000 m" ~~-tlf1"1 ~ if 
3iIGl'IFGid (30 ~ ~ 1 ~ 
2000); "~C'<~~I'i01 Cfl14fflfi 3iT'i" 
~~ ~~xfl ~ ~~1011'Jj~ ~ ~ 
~&lf.1111i "CGS ~ ~" ~'iLf1~01, 
~ ~ if 3ilGllfG1d (6 ~, 
2000) 

6.2 ~~<:fi8Ch') Chl{@MI 

~'i~ \1"Il[oT ~ 11 i~ cB1 ~ "* 

~ ctr ~\3lTC'1~ ~ I 

~ xffclm3i1 if cf.trr, ~, ~, 
~,~ ~, x=rc=rg 'jfi\J\i1l, 
~ W"q, CflI4<011 01'i 1 3i'R l=[<."'4iCfl'i 

-mfiiR ~ I ~~ if tr f.'ff1fu 
xi t:l cCfi'i "* ~ 3lT<Tfl1 '1N'i" "* ~ 
~'1N'i"~~~~ 
~~ "1T11 ~ \>'IGllll~II(Y11 
ctr ~~ t I <rg Cfl4~11011 ~ 
"* ~ "* "ffi~-"ffi~ ~ af?r "* 
~ cpT ~ rRTaTDT ~~ ctr 
~>RR~tl 

~ctt~~~ 
~ 

-~ qR~<1I/~ "* ~ 
~~~ qRGll01'iI3i1 ctr 
fctcp-rn ctr \J1 fl'<ell' cpT ~m "* ~ 
fi"l ~ 'i ffl CI ~CfI 01 ~~ 

-~ 3i'R l(Y1"TT ~ 6RR "* ~~ 
~:m~~ll~ 

-~.~ (fcp "* uTt (f~ ~ 
Pn:RT "* ~ fq R1 \J1 'i fTr<:R ~ 
~ 

~~ fim>m QRlll\i1"1I.:ID-ij 

l41"1~1"1 

VcWf ctt \JfA ~ dCh4l Chl "ftc.mi 

'1N'i" ~ ~ f.1traTDT ctr wm.n em 
~~"*~~/\jq4J,<un 
"* ~ 3i'R ~3TI : 9002 
>fl1TUT1 "* ~~ 3i'R"WaTDT 
qlilulq:::l q "Rqlt ~ m "* ~ 
~~~\i1Tilltl 

~ fcI:1c'lt'lOI ct~ \3QCh{OI 

+11~i;hloi)ft~{ ~ -m ~ ~ 
fcI:1 c'l t'I Ch 

1i1~¢h~x~xN ~ W ~ ~ 
Fcl~&lt'lCfl ~, ~~ 3i'R 3R 

~ tmj3i1 (f~ tmj f1i~ if ~ 
3i'R ~ em "4ClT mFr "* ~~ 
if (Yfl<:[T \i1Till t I ~ mg3i1 3i'R ~ 
f1i~ if \'lLfft~ ~ 3i'R ~ 
\3QCf),<ul ctr ~ if ~~ 1R 
~ ~3iICffiI~;S 3i'R ~ 
~3i1Cffi 1~;s if qR CI Rf el bT \JfTCfr ~ II 
~~ "* "fl1l if Vw=r mg em 
~~ \i1Till t I 

<TIl ¢\I~c\I'JILfl ~ 6890 1:(Yff1" 

~~ CfI~c,< f.1;q·~d \jq4Jx ul 

t,vIT~cpT~1R~tl 
m- 3l~ ~ -gT-;f qrcq-~ "* 

f1i~ cpT ~ <TIl "* T-Im ~ 
~ "dT411A 1R cfi fLl01 {) ~ if 
'l\J1RT \i1Till t I <rg -rrnm f1i~ 
3R11T-:3l'cY1'T tfCCbT if "9."~ bT \i1Till 
t ~ fc1fi:19 m 3i'R CfI IJPI CfI 
~ em cfifLl01{) ~ if ~ 
~ 3R11T-31c1lT bTffi t I ~ 
~~"fi~ cpT qgill'i-i em 
QRlilq4J t I 

\3 qCfI '< u1 if -c;T xi 'iiil4J - \iilT01T 

~ xi xiil CfI 3i'R ~ 'tl"ilI014J ell 
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fiXiifCfl 1?tcf 5, \Jllfcp ~ ahr cB
3lTtfR LR T)-ffi ott ~ C{)f 'Till 

wm 3fR ~ 1=fT?IT C{)f 'Till WTA
cB- ftn:; >r<TI<T -q ~ \JfTCf 5 I 

<{cit Ri ~~ (>t '{'lhts,l4'il c:hi'ik <: 

(~) 

CflW{C:x f.1ti~d ~ - Rl\Jj"'IGlcYl 
~CfS:'llf)lC:'IIi'kx ~ ffa~c:"! ~ 
ott 200-1 000 ~ ott 1:Rffi cB-~ 
M -q 3lCJ~lltSjol, ~ 3fR ~ 
C{)f 'Till WTA- cB- fu\; >r<TI<T -q ~ 
\JlTdT 51 ~ \3qCfl"!OI '«l"ilIfB'ld ~ 
M ~~~ fu-rrc;r irq 
\3QCfl"!oI51 

Y12.J~i41flc l"l(>ta...i)~c 

Ql~~j~h~c/,lcYl~'11I x-2c ~ -q 
~ ~ ~~Cf~l'5 cB- fcr:rq em
f.1"'1Hd m Cf~ ~~CfS:"I'5 LR ~ 
em-~ cB- ftn:; >r<TI<T -q ~ \JlTdT 

5 I ~ ott <rfC16fSCf cfur, tfrfr 31~ 
~ ~ LR ~ ott \J1T ~ 51 

~ cB- 'lcYl~'11xtc -.,ts -q ~~ 
~ ~~ CfS:'1'5 cB-~ em- f.1 ti ~d -FcP<n
\JITdT 5 3fR "(1q fcr:rq C{)f +rrYT \JITdT 5 I 

~ \3QCfl"!OI ~m ~ ~~Cf~l'5 
LR Ql fB'l1i x~ cB- ~ f.1afqur ~ 
~~ "!lfil"'lf.1Cfl dCfl'ilCfl\ -q 
>r<TI<T cB- ftn:; ~~ 5 I 

~~ Ch61n"U W~ (~f.:rfifu 
~1970) 

~ cRTa'fUT ~~, ~ C2:lffi ott 
~,~,~~,~~~ 
t9T?; 3fR ~ fi t1 cCfl'i LR tT -FcP<n
\JITdT 5 I ~ 1::fTTI3lT 3fR fiiJ)l tng3lT cB
ftn:; ~-~ -q '1A ~~ 
5 I ~~ Rl'i I ~ ICfl cRTafITT '4T %T \J1T 

~5,~~~~~ 
fi t1 c: Cf)'j LR -xi!q tT -FcP<n- \J1T X1CflC1T 5 
3fR ~ "Cf)l1 ~ cB-~ fumCTI 
'4T ~ ~e+r ircfr 51 ~ \3 q Cf)"! 01 

~~ ~ ~~ fcl-Cbm 3fR 
TfdT f.iti?rur -q >r<TI<T -q ~ \JITdT 

51~~~ott~,~ 

~, ~'i~fi ~, C!C'"gIi"If.1"'11i 
~ C!C'"gIi"If.1~1i fiiJ)ltrrg, Be-Cu, Cu
Ni-Sn, Cu-Zn-AI ~ ott '4T 
~e+r Cfldl"!dl ott ~ ott \J1T ~ 
51 

dN~~ (~~R:clli) 

~~TfXiJq~~-qtT 
~ 5 31'R ~ tng31T, 
fiiJ)ltJiTg3lT 3fR filii ftl ~'j cB- CfTq 

\3lT"illX cB- ftn:; % >r<TI<T -q ~ \JITdT 

51 ~ ~ ~ ~ m~ ott 
~t:l"A ~ fctcpm QR~'I\jF113lT ~ 
~~ em-~ ott \J1A CITc'Tt 
~3lT -q >r<TI<T -q ~ "\JfIC1I 5 I ~ 
~ ];f"Cf)l"X ott ~, ~ ~, 
~ 'i ~ fi ~, C! C'"glil f.1 "'Iii ~ 
C!C'"glilf.1"'11i fiiJ)ll::fTTI, Be-Cu, Cu-Ni
Sn, Cu-Zn-AI ~ cB-~~-q 
-x:ra:r=r 5 I 

\3QxICfd cB- "flT~-m~ ~ -q ~e+r 
Cfldl"!d I ~~~ cRTafITT ~ 
ott ~~ \3llC1&::T 5 I 
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~ fctJm I ~f.4~~ICfl-ifo 31R 
-qr ql\J1q41 * l"wk~\'1 3fR ~ if 
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~ (1pi ~ -tr), ~~~If.1Cfl 
~,~~~1509002~ 

~~ s31T I <:ffi ~Pilolq'5l ~ 
-ctR wwn - ~~ 
Cfl4~ II <:11, ~-ffcn:r -qfua=rur ~ q 

lff'lCP q ~ W1flT *~ ~ 
s31Tt I 

~cnT~~ 

~ $II f.1 Cfl 3fR 3l~ til [1'1 Cfl \3 qCfl'i 0 I 

l'lOII~£I'j ~ <T?IT ~ qRCfl0HI 3fR 
-fclcp-m *~ if ~~ 1T'(" ~ cF~ 
~; ~, 31jXa=rur ~ ~ 
Cl~ \3 q Cfl 'i 0 I l'l~ til [1'1 cA f21 ~'i *-qfua=rur 
if ~~ frr'l1AT 3fR ~ * 
\3 qCfl'i 0 I fcr;x:rm * fcp £II Cfl <:11 ql" if 
"'i'Ra:rCJ? ~ I 

~ ~ $II f.1 Cfl 3fR 31~ €:I'I [1'1 Cfl 
\3 qCfl'i 0 ri 3fR xi t:I c: Cfil" ~~ ~tTT'l" 
qR Cfl ('q '11 3fR -fclcp-m cpp::f Cf)'("; 

~, 31jXa=rur, -cRIa=rur 3fR ~ 
~~ Cf)'(" 3fR \3 qCfl'i 0 I fcr;x:rm* ~ if ~CJxil~Cfl ~ 3fR 
3RRf ~~ *~ Cj?ffiYf 

C1 Cfl "1"1 cA l"i I'1 CJ ~ IFcm cpf -fclcp-m":> Cf)'(" 

~ 3fR "Wrr31l' ~ TfC1T if 
~~~ cpf >i<ffil ~ I 

~it 1509002cnTfcffifR 

~*31R~-itwwIT*~ 
'lfI IISO 9002 ~~ \Jl"A" cpf ~ 
tl 
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8. 1 ~ o;ft Ei) fllc61 f<tcRf 

~ B 11 ~, 2000 em-~ 
!>ntl1 fTl c#I ~ em ~ fcpm 
"l"f<:rT 1 ~~~ "c#I" !>Fl111~11<"11~ 
3W1 \i'f"IC1T cf> ~ ~ xW ~ 1 
~ ~, if)j~\J1l Fc1~CJFc1S1I<"1;q 
cf> ~~~ 1200 "<"11<if 
~ ~ "c#I" ~<111j.~11<"1131T em- ~ 1 

~ ~$1IPiCb1 cf> "ffi~ ~-~ 
fcpm 3ffi ~ ~ Fc1 Cb R1d 

~~ tl1 fTl Pcb <11 cf> 6IR B \J111 Cfli {'J ~ 
"c#I"1 

~~tr B~ B~ $11 f.i Cb1 "c#I" ~ 
\3"UT ~~ em ~~ fcpm 
"l"f<:rT, fG:R:r:l \Yl" ~~ dl fTl Pcb <1'j "c#I" 

~"c#I"~, ~ CR 31R ~ 8-10 

cIT B 'l1RCl 3fl.:fOfi ~ f.'r:rr ~ 
%1 ~~ cf> ~$1IPiCb1 ~ 
fulffi vrTIf TIW mWr cf> ~ ~ 
~ fBml "if. '1lli~CflI~1 61T\ijq;q"1 

f.i~~ICfI, ~~31T ~ :wA ~ 
~ B C!)6T fcp li 11 '11;q fctm ~~ 
cr:f 2000 em ~~m ~~ 
TfIZ 1fTUT Bmurr "c#I" ~ ~ fcp ~~ 
1::ffiC'f m "c#I" 311 CJ ~;q if>d I t ftmct 
~ cgt9 ~ q~ tl1 fTl Pcb <1' j "c#I" ~ 
CfiX~~fcpm~, ~~ 
~~ CR 3lWlfr 51 TIW ~ 
~ ~ fi6'1==3iI&{) ~ UltllfTlc#I 

1::ffiC'f (~311~ tl ~ <"1~) ~ WIT 1 

"if. ill\iiq41 ~ 6RITm fcp ~~31T 
~ ~ ~tr B c1I1" ~~ tll fTl Pcb di <:TW 
Lf)~c tf~ ~ (~ 4141-.51), 
6fT<:T T.,TfuCf<:T ·c;n ft.1 "t"ff TI ~TT 

~-~~f-%f.1cnc1 ~ 
(~li~ ~1 ~'{i) "c#I" ~ "c#I" %1 ~ 
~~~cf>~~ 
qj tl1 fTl Pcb <11 cf> fcrcImi cf> ~tr .q ~ 
fcrcnx ~ cf> ~%T 1 

<:ffi if>1l[wli "if. 1:fC'f. ~. ~, 
~$1IPiif> ~~31T~~m 
~ cf> ~+g \1"1 CfI'1 uI ~ >fWl1 "S3TT 1 

~ ~. cf>. 1:Jlc;r , ~$1IPiCfl , ~~31T 
~ ~~ li$PiCfl<"1 ~ cf> 

6IR B \J111if>1~ ~ "c#I" 1 ~ 
~ fcp ~li~~li~fi cgt9 ~~ 
~ cf> li $ Pi if> C'1 \i 4 'MIx ~ %: \JlT 
~: ~-tlf1'1 TIW "!Cf1~c'1 cf> 
XfilT B cm4 m -g 1 ~ 
31k1lil61I~C'1 ~, "fCl-~ "fClR~ 
~, '[Iffi ~ TIW ~ cm<:iT 
~ BCZfTLfCP 31 j~ <1111 %1 

~ if>1l[wli B ~ cf> cfRR ~ ~ 
~ "ffTlA onil" 1 if> Il[w li "c#I" 

31~afflT "if. ~. ~. ~, fi1~li;g), 
~fi'{fl~C'1, ~ ~ ctr 1 ~ 31LPr 
"f11illf1 ~ B ~~31T !rRT ~ 
~ cm<:iT "c#I" ~ "c#I" TI~ ~ fcp 
~ fi6'{==3i1&<1 if>1l[wli cf> ~ 
~ 414"1;g) TIW ~ li ~ ~ li ~ fi ~~ tl1 fTl Pcb <1 j 

~li6~~ol-g 1 

[~~ ~~6) 

8.2 ;a·;a<4111~~cit~ 

~~!WTWTo-lCflTf.:rU~ 

fifi <:<"I;q ~~ "c#I" ~ 
\i4fifl1Rl ~ ~, 2000 B ~ B 
~~~cf> 6 if>1;q\<"1<11 em 

f.1lte=rur fcpm 1 ~ cp-.:f B "f1il1fc1 
~ 4.7.2000 em-~ cf> f.1lte=rur 
CR ~ 1 ~ "c#I" 31UTafflT ~ 
~ cf> ~a=r"ifo~. C1a4'I~'{il~ ~ 
"c#I" 1 "if. C1a4I~f1I~ cf> "ffi~ ~ 
~Bm3RT~~~~1 

f.1lte=rur cf> ~ "l:R ~j~~ 1<"1,'1 

~ ~ ~ ~ w:r, ~~ (XT.'liir.) 

~ "ifo ~ lTTC1, ~~~ 
~~I 

~~~B~-;f@rcf> 
if)1;q\;:q;q1 ~~~em~ 

"ffif ~~ cf> ~ if> lli Cfli \J1 -q 
~ 'llf!fT cf> >nTrT em- 3ffi ~~ 
em~WITI 

[~~67~~6) 

[~~ 68 ~~6) 

8.3 ~ fu:m ~~~ CfIT 3 scri 
<ft~ ;aJiRl~ 

~ ~$1If.iCfl \i4Cf1'1 ul ~ cf> 
"#r Wrn >lfue=rur ~ em 35cIT 
~aWr f1lil'116 ~ 29 ~, 2000 

em- ~~31T ~ B 3mlitm 
fcpm "l"f<:rT 1 

~~CR~~cf>XfilTB 
"if. ~. ~. ~, ~a=r ~ "!>r6I'tr 
Pi ~ ~ Iif> , f141 if> U'S CfI C'1 Cfli u@l if'I!i fu0, 

~~~I "if.~~ 
31LPr ~aWr ~ B C!)6T fcp 
~~q1Cf1'1UI ~ ~ W 31'f1'1'!I~;q 
~ cf> 4'l<"1f<1fl4 \34~CR1 ~ 
~~ d Cfl41 c#I if) If4Cb1 "c#I" lii<T 
~ lJUTT ~ ~ %3ffi ~ Wrn 
>lfue=rur ~ mWr "c#I" ~ Fc1 ~'I t'j $1 d I 

~ lii<T em-~m B li6~~U\ 
~ f.'r:rr X61 %1 ~ 6fC1 tcnx 
C!)6T fcp ~ 6fl\l'fR em- !>1 Rl <11111 

~ cf> ~ TfdT Xjm'<" em- ~ 
m~~ \JfR"c#I" 31ICJ~;qif>dl %1 

31TI: mWr B~~~ cf> ffim 
TTdT ~ m "c#I" ~~ 
~ 1 '!ili;Q6l<&dl"c#l" 3'lPiCJIl[dl cf> 
~tr B ~~ ~ Cf)gT fcp ~ 
6fT\JfR B ~ Rl <1'1 111 ~ cf> ~~ 
~~ "ffl1<:T "l:R ~ "c#I" /WRIT 

~li6~l{O\ %1 "if. ~ ~ 
~ em ~fcpmfcp~ 
~ B ~ cf> ~ ~ 31LPr-31LPr 
~-q~~~~ 
~ "Yftw,- ~ ~~ \fJ-qI~<1'~ 
em- >IT1{1 cR 1 

~ cf> Pi~~ICfI "if. Xf11 ~ 
6I1\J1q;q1 ~ ~~ em ~ 
m ~ ~ f«Ri >lfue=rur ~ cf> 
fsp;QICfl<"1IQ1· CR~~ I 

~ 3-lCTffi" CR ~Wrn >lfue=rur ~ 
cf> Rl"R14<"1 "if. flfi:1<'G'! '];(IT ~ 
>lfue=rur ~ "c#I" ~~~ 
"c#I" 3ffi ~ fcp ~~ Bl?lT B~ 
wr+PT 80% em- ~ !>1Rl~d 
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LR "4<t ~ 'TilT -2r ~ 'J;l11 em- m ~ 
fcn ~. $11 Pi Cf> ~ em- f6ifr ~ ~ 

~ ~ 54 -qfir~w em- \34CfJ,<ol 

>fl·tll fTl CPI (18), 4CfJ I~lPi CRi ~ 
~'Sf«~d 3l1cli:j~1'1 (15) ~~ ~ 
~~ (21) cfi ~ ~ ~'"dlli 'l 
~~~I 

[~~ lR~t] 

~~~ URT em-~ 
Pi~~ICf> ;sT. 611 \Jj q~ -2r ~'"d'ilil ~ 
~,~~~;sT. ~-2r 
~cm-m~-q\?:f11q~~~ 
~~ ~mcfr t9l?ff em- ~:~ 
q ~~ TI2TT 9)'<'Fbl'< ~~ I 
~cref~cmm~~~~ 
3lR~~~~~~ 
~~ Cf)T fctcRur ~ >rCf>l"X ~ t : 

~~~Cf)('f~~~-
18~ ~ -.:>~ fu-g:~ 
~ - -Fct-ct>m ~ 

i\ChI~HCffi ~ i~lIC'I 3Ililill)l"'1 
-ij~ I%~ltl : 

~~~~~~~-
15 

x:quf ~ - ~ Cf)~ : ~ 
~ - x=icfrq fu-g 

mf~~~-ij~ 
~'<'illtl: 

~m ~ Cf)('f t9l?ff ~~ 
.:> 

21 

~~-~~:~~ 
-~~lJill 

\3 &Jl ~iHl <1 t fcp 311 ~ C( 'H e1 xil cfi ~ 
~ ~~~~ -qfu1ffUT ~ 
~~ cref 1963 ~ ~ Lf)1\3~~I'1 
1:J?'R ~ ct11 CfJ C1 31 ftti ~xi. Rc! C\J1 '< c~h; 
(Swiss Foundation for Technical 
Assistance, Switzerland) cfi ~ 
~ ~~ e.fr 3lR <T5i ~ -qfir1ffUT ~ 

8.4~~~~ 

~ ~$1IPiCf> \34CfJ,<OI ~, 
il0t1'I~ ~ ~ 1 ~,2000~ 
~ ~ f5cft ~ cfi CfJI4wli 

~ 14 ~, 2000 em-~ 
WWTR ~ 311~1ft1C'1 ~~ cfi 
m~ ~ ~ I ~ 3lCTm LR -'>ff 
~~, x441~CfJ, ~~ 
~~~cfi~~~-2r 
CfJI4wli ~~ em-~ I 

3l1Fr ~ ClII (.«11 '1 ~ ~~ -2r 
Cfl6T fcp ~ cfi wIT<T em-~ cfi 

~ CltGlliC'11 ~ ~, ~ ~ 
~ t Ii 1'1 RiCfJC'1I ~~~ 
t I ~~ t<R 5lCi1<TI fcp ~ 
fun ~ ~ cfi -qfd Ii I'1 R1 CfJ ffl ~ 
'l'JlCf'iT 'lfr Ii 15 C'D:I croT t I ~ Cfl6T 
fcp ~ S'I~~lfTlc#) ~ CfJuq:c'< 
S'I~ ~I,frl cp"l cfi ahr ~ ~ cfi ~~ 
~ ~ ~ 1"61 crmFcP ~ 
Cf>uq:cx cb4Pi~j ~~ ~ Cf)Tl1 

~ ~ Xi"aTli xii Lf) d <1 '< 5# ~ 
~~I ~Cfl6Tfcn~~ 
>lIOICllg ~~ t \i'f'r ~~ 6'1R 
-Fct-ct>m cfi m~ 6'1R ClI FcrC1 ~ Cf)T 3M 
6f'1" ~ t I 31C1": ~ wIT<T ~ ctMr 
f6ilfCbil l15c I 

~ ~ ~ Pi~~ICf> ;sT. ~ 
>rCf>"m 611 \J1 q~I -2r 31LA ~ 'l1T1'fUT ~ 
~~ "Cf>l ~ fcp-m fcp ~ 
31LA ~ CfJ IiiCfJ I\J1 -q f5cft 'l1Nf Cf)T 

~~~wIT<T~1 

~~cfi~~1 
~, 2000 ~ 14 ~, 2000 TICfl 

~ RfLf) cfi ~~, 'l1T1'fUT, 

~~,~~~~ 
~$1IPiCf> q C'1CfJ'1lcB1 ~ LR ~ 
~ >l [d <11 fTl dlW Cf)T 'lfr ~ 
A--.-.-.- "l"f<TI, ~. ~ ~ -2r1qJ <11 1\J1 '1 '1 

~ \3 <Xi 115 cr4 Cf> 'l-lT'T fu<:rr I 
~ $11 Pi q:;'j ~ d Cf> '1"1 c#) ~ &NT 
\J1 '1 ,,(Wi 1<Xl ~~ cfi d Cf> '11 c#) fcrnTI 

CR 1lT'1T ~ t 3lR <:ffi CbT<f cficrc;r 
~~ 1ft fcp-m "\J1T XiCl?C1T t I \3CRl 

>l[d£llfTldlw ~ ~ cfi Pih1R1RSld 
~-2r~9)xf¢I'<~~: 

1 . -'>fi"C1JVfCR fu-g -;flfi -q~ 

2. -'>fi tF1T "C1TC1" ~ ~ 

3. -'>fi ~~ '<i15~Cl ~ 

1. ~ ill\J1CR ftffi -;flfi -q~ 

2. ~fctvq&<l~ ~ 

3 . ~~~ ~ 

1. ~~1T'f -q~ 

2 . ~ ill\J1CR fu-g -;flfi ~ 

3. ~~ -qcrrq fu-g ~ 

~ ~ gR!4Imdl- @1011IHCh 
~'q(: 

1 . ~~. cfi. ~ -q~ 

2 . ~~~ 

3. ~~~~~Picmi 

1. ~mfur~ -q~ 

2. ~ WfuTI 1T'f ~ 

3. ~~. cfi. -wIT ~ 

lJ&:r ~ ~ ~ Pi~~ICf> -2r 
~w~~fcp-m~~ 
cfi !HII'<iPiCfJ ~ ~ ~ 
Cf)"lfR ~ &NT ~ WITtrr"q?[

.:> 

~~~I 

[~~ lR~t] 
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Mission Statement 

To be a leader at national level for designing 

and developing scientific and industrial 

instrument systems and devices; playa lead 

role in providing repair, maintenance & 
calibration and training of instrument 

technologists and be a custodian of 

instrumentation activity in the country. 
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quality of products and services by 
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testing & calibration services and developing 

skilled technical manpower in the field of 

instrumentation consistent with professional 

standards and to users satisfaction. 
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